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Preface
This book is written with the lofty ambition of providing a
meaningful introduction to the Qur'an for Western readers.
It may be argued that the Qur'an, the sacred Book for the 900
million or so of roday's Muslims, is already well known to
non-Muslims, particularly in the West where food for thought is
so abundant through a wealth of reading material, and more specifically among English-speaking peoples who are usually brought
up with the love of reading and the search for factual information about other societies.
More information about Muslims in general has become available in recent years since the rush of political, economic and social
events in various Muslim countries have sometimes claimed more
than their fair share· of news headlines in Western newspapers,
radio broadc~sts and on the occasional. television feature. However, when asked "What do you know about the Qur'an?" the average Western reader might answer, "Not much more than the fact
that it is the sacred book of Muslims" (often misnamed "Mohammedans"). He may venture to add a conjecture that the Book is a
collection of Mubammad's sayings similar to those attributed to
Confucius, a history of MUbammad, as a paraphrase oUhe Bible,
or a volume of Islamic law. How far from the truth these conjectures are will be explained in this work.
During· the years the author spent in Canada carrying out research in one of the specialized fields of electrical engineering he
was privileged to have had the opportunity of lively discussions
with colleagues and friends who showered him with questions on
the various subjects of Islam, the Qur'an, comparative religions
and ideologies. These discussions went on during coffee breaks as
well as during the talks in gatherings kindly arranged by responsible members of churches and different societies.
Apart from individual exceptions, the common rule which prevailed was the existence of fundamental misconceptions about
Islam and the Qur'an, combined with a keen interest in learning
the truth through quiet, open-minded discussions without dogmaXl

tic fanaticism or jumping to conclusions. To understand their feelings towards Islam and to appreciate their approach to the subject
the author studied every available book published for Western
scholars and writers on Islam and more particularly on the Qur'an.
In the course of the last two decades the author has examined a
vast collection of references with the result that an integrated picture of Western views on Islam, and especially the Qur'an, has
eventually taken shape with various shades of meaning and manifold details brought into focus.
So many books and articles have been written in the West about
Islam by authors of diverse backgrounds - Muslims, Christians,
Jews and even self-confessed atheists and Marxists - that the present
writer feels that the whole spectrum of opinion on the subject is
already available in English literature. Printing presses are always
turning out new books on Islam as perceived from various angles,
arousing considerable interest among readers who want to know
more about the religious, religio-political and religio-economic
backgrounds of the people who own the sources of "black gold"
in the frequently turbulent areas of the Middle East.
This work is in no way intended as a competitor to books of
general interest on the subject nor is it aimed as an elaborate study .
of Islam as a faith or as a way of life. It is first and foremost focussed on the Qur'an. There is obviously a great difference between
an essay on the Qur'an proper and :,l general survey of an Islamic
subject. For although the Qur'an may be briefly described in an
essay on Islam, some of its passages quoted, the topics it
deals with ih relation to Mul;tammad and to Muslims as a whole
summarized, there. would be no room for more. While
the main subject under discussion may be legislation, the
history ofa certain period or dynasty, the life of a contemporary or
ancient community or otherwise, the approach to the Qur'an the tevealed basis of the Islamic faith and way of life - is bound
to be different.
Looking through the vast literature on the subject in English
one finds works falling into two main categories: these comprise
either translations of the sacred Book or treatises by scholarly
Orientalists elaborating on one specific aspect or the other. The
translations, the author considers,· are usually addressed to readers
already familiar with the Book and its historical, religious and
literary backgrounds; whereas the latter tend to deal with the
xu
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Qur'anic style, exegesis, or legislation. More often than not these
are submitted to the limited circle of researchers into Oriental and
Islamic studies by one of their number with the purpose of showing how and why his views would be more likely to support than
to contradict those of earlier investigators into his isolated point of
research. One such esoteric point of study centred on whether the
roots of Qur'anic exegesis were halakhic or haggadic in origin, or
were they.neither?
There is evidently an urgent need for a panoramic view of the.
numerous aspects and side issues related to the Qur'an proper and one obtainable in a concise volume which can be read by nonspecialists; a book which answers the principal questions hovering
at the back of the Western reader's mind about the Qur'an without being or sounding too esoteric.
Is the Qur'an comparable to the Bible - either in its entirety or to
a specific part such as the four Gospels? Is it comparable to the Old
or New Testament? And if so, in what way? Are there several
versions of the Qur'an in its original Arabic? If so, how many?
What is the Qur'anic concept of God and what does it have to say
about Christ? Does it at all refer to the biblical prophets and if so
how does it narrate their lives?
Books of old which have been held sacred by some Oriental
societies are known to have been composed by exponents of religious thought, philosophy and saintly behaviour who may have
lived in centuries far apart from each other. Such books would
naturally have taken a longtime to crystallize into the shapes we
have now. How does the Qur'an compare with these - if there is
any point of comparison?
In the course of the last ten years or more the world seems to
have shrunk dramatically in contrast to what it was, say, at the turn
of the century. Distances which used to be travelled in weeks by
sea can now be flown across in hours by supersonic airliners.
Events taking place in other continents, or even on other planets
can now be watched on television via a network of satellites, as
they occur. Similarly, the multiple ties of interdependence between the industrialized West and the Muslim states, where the
gushing oil has provided a stupendous increase in revenue combined with the craving for development and the impelling desire
for modernization, have brought these countries much closer
together. Consequently, the common reader in the United KingX1II

dom and North America has recently become much more aware
of Islam with multiplied interest in learning about its followers,
how to cope with them, and what to expect.
The social and personal behaviour of Muslim men, women and
societies as they are encountered i'n the West could very well be
different from the way it is depict~d in films or fantasticized in
novels, and sometimes even in textbooks. Two compelling questions arise here: whether there is a religious basis for the behaviour
of people and how faithfully their patterns of living comply
with it? Or is there a difference between Islam as represented by
its conduct and norms as laid down in the Qur'an for the different
spheres of living? For instance. what has the Qur'anto 'say on the
subject of morals? Does it sanction the violence displayed by certain persons or groups? What status does it assign to Women in
society? If some states alter their civil codes and social norms, as
has lately been seen in the public media, so as to comply with the
Qur'anic law (Shari'alr), what should one expect? Will it be for better or for worse~
Of course, the best way to answer all these questions would be
to study the Qur'an in its Arabic original, the text of which has
never been changed even to the slightest degree ever since its revelation fourteen centuries ago. But how many in the West know
Arabic, and know it well enough for such an undertaking? The
great majority of people interested in the Qur'an, whatever their
field of specialization may be, even those studying Islam or Oriental
sciences other than classical Arabic, are bound to read the Book
only in translation. It shouldbe pointed out that by Classi~al Arabic we mean the pure language as it was before being perturbed
by the mass of slang expressions which have sprung up like weeds
in every Arab country. The author hastens to add that, despite the
multitudes of colloquial idioms flung into circulation by successive Arab generations, the Classicallahguage of the Qur'an has remained crystal clear to the ear, mind and heart of every born Arab
irrespective of his level of education, his nationality, profession or
background.
More likely than not, the average English reader would pick up
anyone of the several translations now available. Most of these
are short on explanatory notes, which are necessary to substantiate
word-for-word translations. This method of rendering can do injustice to the original, and this above all applies to the Qur'an. The
extreme wealth of meanings carried by any Arabic word is most
XIV

oftt:n filtered through into one narrow, faint shade of meaning
symbolized by the one corresponding English word chosen by the
translator. The resulting picture could never render more than the
barest impression of the extraordinary richness of ideas promulgated, emotions aroused and meanings expressed in the original
Arabic. It becomes even fainter and more obscure when the
English version is reached indirectly via French and/or Latin;
there are many such translations popular in the West. So. what
is the ordinary reader to do if he wants a reasonably wellbalanced view of Islam as expressed in the Qur'an? The Orientalists would rush to the forefront, with each Islamic specialist
favouring his own pet theories. Not to be excluded from this
group are those Marxists with a specialization in Islamic studies.
How can they ever appreciate the subject of any religion if their
indoctrination is based on the notion that religion is the opium of
the people? Perhaps they overlook the fact that many of their own
intellectuals can not at heart swallow their indoctrination, and
have to seek relief in religion even if it means practising it clandestinely. When such self-confessed atheists as these. write on
religious themes they cannot possibly have any genuine understanding of the subject; they are either hypocrites or suffering
from schizophrenia.
It would be valuable for ther ordinary reader, besides reading a
good translation of the Qur'an, to have available a range of the
salient comments made about it by the groups of Orientalists of
various backgrounds, both ancient and modern. There are those
who specialize in Arabic and those who do not; the ones who
actually studied the original text and those who depended solely
on translations or copied·second-hand ideas long since disproved.
This task, however, would entail insurmountable difficulties.
No-one would undertake it but those schoJarswilling to spend years
of serious intensive study and who would probably aim at some
high degree in Islamics. But the ordinary reader can afford neither
time nor effort, and may be satisfied with an eagle's eye view of
the salient comments, theories and criticisms raised by a large
assembly of Orientalists, including those best known in recent history, as well as in the Middle Ages.
This topological survey was carried out by the author during
the last ten years or more, and is presented in the coming chapters. The hundreds of books written in English since the early part
of this century, as well as in the Middle Ages, have been used to
xv
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collect, summarize. and analyse the comments on the Qur'an.
They have displayed a very wide spectrum of opinions embracing
the two extreme views as exemplified on the one hand by the reference to the Qur'an as a "wearisome confused jlllmble", and on
the other by the description of the same book as "the inimitable
symphony~ the very sounds of which move men to tears and
ecstasy".
The views of these Orientalists are organized under various
headings and assembled into two main groups, namely general
comments and those focussing on specific subjects. Part I of this
work provides general comments on the names of the Qur'an, its
authorship, style and subject matter, the chronological order of its
Siirahs (chapters) as compared to their sequence in the text, typical
inaccuracies in certain English translations, some famous misconceptions and typical misinterpretations. Part II is devoted to
elaborating on specific topics: the: Qur'anic concept of God; and of
Islam, its code of morals, the status it assigns to women, its views
on polygamy, divorce, jihad and slavery, its concepts of the
metaphysical world, predestination and free will.
Throughout the book, the general description "Orientalist" will
be used to mean scholars specializing in Islamic studies and writing about Islamic topics. It is more a convenient term than
an accurate description. Many Qur'anic quotations will be rendered. The works by A.rberry, Pickthall, Ali, Khan and Sale will
be used freely, sometimes with modifications by the author in
order to aid clarity. Modern English is often preferred to the
archaic for further refinement and transparence. However, as is
the case with those who consider the English King ja.mes Bible
finer than more modern translations, many Englishmen would
argue that archaic English is far more beautiful for translating the
Qur'an; for instance, compare "behold" with "look", "thou"
with "you" and "unto" with "to".
There are bound to be some variations among the Engfish
transliterations of Arabic words. * For example, we read
"Qur'an", "Quran" and "Koran". The first is phonetically
n~arest to the Arabic and therefore will be used here. Similarly,
"Mohamed", "Mahomet", "Mohammad" and "Mubammad"
are to be found. The last is nearest to the Arabic sound.
In order to help specialists in this field, the important bibliogra-

* The transliteration of Arabic words is explained in Appendix
XVI

1.
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phical references are given in a detailed list appended at the end ofthe
book, and as notes where pertinent. The notes are as brief as
possible in order to provide minimal distraction to the ordinary
reader. The Qur'anic verses are referenced by a bracketed pair of
numbers, of which the former is the number of the Surall (chapter) and the latter that of the verse. Thus the fifth verse of the third
Surah is (3:5).
The author fully realizes the shortcomings of this work - so
ambitious in its aim. He is so much aware of the gaps in his
knowledge that he could not enjoy the peace of mind shared by
those who consider their accomplishments complete. His main excuse is that he has realized the great need for a comprehensive collection of information and views on the Islamic sacred book to be
presented in one volume, to English speaking readers. If this work
can help them formulate a more balanced impression and at the
same time be of value for science in this field of study, no credit is
claimed - the success is only through God's grace and with His
great help.
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Part I

Introduction

The Qur'an and Its Names
All the great religions of the world have their sacred books but it
is the proud claim of Islam that the Qur'an is the only sacred book
to have survived absolutely unchanged since it was first revealed
and written down fourteen hundred years ago.
Muslims believe the Qur'an was revealed to the Prophet
Mu~anllnad at intervals over a period of about twenty..,.three
years, beginning in Mecca and continuing in Medina. It consists of
114 S,irahs (chapters) comprising roughly 80,000 words.
The religion of Islam - Islam means submission to the Will of
God - is based on the Qur'an, which contains directions concerning almost every aspect of human life in this world and the next.
Islam, therefore, is a way of life more than a mere belief. The
Qur'an contains references to other religions, notably Judaism 2nd
Christianity, and to the biblical prophets.
This is the briefest of outlines of the Qur'an; the following
chapters will elaborate 0.11 several of its aspects.
The Oxford Dictionary spells the name as "Koran" and defines
it as the "sacred book of the Mohammedans*, the collection of
Mohammed's oral revelations written in Arabic". The statement
of the revelations being "of" or "to" Mu~ammad will be discussed more fully in the next chapter. In the Encyclopaedia
Britannica!, the Qur'an is described as "the sacred book of Islam
on which the religion of more than seven hundred millions of
Mohammedans· is founded", being regarded by them as the
true word of God. And since the use of the Qur'an in public
worship, in schools and otherwise is much more extensive than,
l~ Muslims categorically reject the adjective "Mohammedan" as a description of their religious group as it f.llsely implies that they are worshippers
of Mu1)ammad rather than tile One God. They nevertheless love
MlI~ammad, feel much indebted to him and frequently pray that peace be
upon him.
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for example, the reading of the Bible in most Christian countries,
it has been truly described as the most widely read book in existence. This circumstance alone is sufficient to give it an urgent
claim on our attention, wbether it suits our taste and falls in with
our religious and philosophical views or not. I
The language in which the revelation came down is Arabic and
the word Qur'an means "that which is often recited or read over
and over again". The root of the word being Qara'a, the Arabic
word meaning "he read" or "he recited"2. Thus the noun QlIr'all
can signify "special reading or recitation" as mentioned in Siiralr
75 of the sacred Book itself. "Fa-idlra Qara 'nalro fattabi' QlIr'a"a110" thus translates as "so when we read it follow its reading", or,
"so when we recite it follow its recitation "3. According to Islamic
tradition the very first words of revelation were (Siirah. 96); "Iqra'bis,"i Rabbika-alladlti kltalaq," whIch translates as "Read or recite
in the Name of your Lord Who created". Therefore, the literal
connotation of the Qur'an or al-QlIr'(jll* can be, "the book that is
often read" - referring only to the sacred Book of the Muslims.
If we go through the literature over the years related to the
Qur'an cr Islam we will find that the oldest publication is in fact
the hallowed Book itself, referring to itself as the Qur'an on many
occasions. We find, for instance:
Surely this Qur'an guides to that which is most upright and
gives good news to the believers who do good that theirs is a
great reward. (17:9)
The name, therefore, was given to the Book by God, the source
of revelation.
The Book has numerous titles and names. In Arabic it is seldom
mentioned without the addition of such exalted appellations as:
"AI-QlIr'an ai-Karim" (The Bounteous, Noble or Honourable);
"AI-QI4r'an ai-Hakim" (The Full of Wisdom);
"AI-Qur'(j" ai-Majid" (The Glorious);
"AI-Qur'all al-'A4Itim" (The Great or Subiime).
There is also "AI-QlIr'all dltidlr-dllikr", which is variously
translated as "possessing eminence" or "containing remembrance" or, more vaguely by Sale as "full of admonition," while
Rodwell sees it as "full of warning".
However, each of these translations can convey only a shade of

* al is the Arabic article "the".
4
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the true, rich meaning of the Arabic original. For, as Kritzeck has
put it 4 , "No translation can convey more than the barest suggestion of what is in the Qur'an that can move men to tears and ecstasy." Although some non-Arabic speaking Muslims describe the
Hook as "The Holy Qur'an" the corresponding Arabicadjectivc
muqaddas is actually never used for the simple reason that the holi- .
ness of the Hook is too deeply implied and understood to need
mentioning. Sometimes we find t~e Qur'an referred to as "KitiibAIWI" ("The Hook of God"); or "Kaliim-Alliih", ("The Words of
God"); or "Noron Iva Kitabom-Mubrn", interpreted by M. 'Ali as
"Light and Clear Hook", and by Arberry 5 as "Light and Manifest
Hook".
Other cxalted namcs for it arc: "AI-Dllikr-ul-Hakim" ("Remcmbrancc which is full of Wisdom"), and "DhikromMubiirakon" (":Blessed Remembrancc"); or "DlIiknil-LiI'ii lami,,"
("A Remindcr for all beings"); or "AI-Siriit-al-Mustaqim" ("Thc
Straight Path").
It is interesting to observe the various translations for its title
"AI Furqall", which Arberry 6 interprets as "thc Salvation", and
M.' Ali as "the Discriminator", while Pickthall sees it as "the
Criterion for Right and Wrong", and Sale as "the Distinction betwcen Good and Evil", and Rodwell as "the .Illuminator". An
Arabic scholar7 who is one of the authorities on the subject has
counted no less than fifty..;five names and titles for the Qur'an.
The work was described by the Prophet Muhammad, as quoted
by 'Ali-ibn-'Abi-Talib R, as follows: "The Book of God. In it is'the
record of whot was before you, tbe judgement of what is among
you, and the prophecies of what will come after you. It is the decisive; not a case for levity. Whoever is a tyrant and ignores the
Qur'an will be destroyed by God.
"Whoever seeks guidance from other than it will be misguided.
The Qur'an is the unbreakable bond of connection with God; it is
the remembrance full of wisdom and the straight path. The
Qur'an does not become distorted by tongues, nor can it be deviated by caprices; it never dulls from repeated study; scholars will
always want more of it. The wonders of the Qur'an arc neverending. Whoever speaks from it will speak the truth, whoever
rules with it will be just and whoever holds fast to it will be
guided to the straight path."
Any copy of the Qur'an is referred to in Arabic as "<1/-MII~-~IIt.f',
that is to say the collection of pages. This name was used for the
5
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first time about three decades after the Prophet's death, when the
Qur'an was originally compiled into one volume. In those early
years no other book was generally known to the Arab nation who
were mostly illiterate.
Some Orientalists have airily assumed that the word Qur'an
was not Arabic at all but derived from a Syriac word denoting
"Scripture lesson". Such a far-fetched assumption sounds faint in
contrast to the straightforward conclusioq, that the word is actually
an Arabic one deriving from the same root as Qara'a ("he read").
This conclusion happens to be corroborated by the Holy Book it··
self in the verse rendered.
A Qur'an made distinct so that you may read it to the people.
(17:106)

The truth is that the Arabic language has its roots deep in history and has not undergone such significant changes down the
generations as compared with other languages. One outstanding
reason for this almost stabilized state of Arabic is the Qur'an itself,
and the fact that ever since it was first revealed Muslims of all
races and tongues have wanted to learn its noble language as a
labour of love - for Allah and His Message. The difference between the Qur'anic Arabic and ~hat of today, after the p~sage of
fourteen centuries, is insignificant when compared with th~ difference, say, between the English of Shakespeare's time and modern
English usage.
.
This pure quality of Arabic has enabled it to be used as a Basis
for reference when studying other semitic languages such\as
Syiiac, Aramaic and Hebrew, which have all undergone drastic
changes down the centuries. Indeed, Arnold and Guillaume have
declared that Hebrew words and idioms whose precise senSe has
been lost in the intricacies of Jewish tradition, "receive a ready
and convincing explanation from cognate A~lc sources"9.
""~"
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Chapter 1

The Authorship of the
Qur'an

This is one of the most controversial points about the sacred
Book. Muslims are of the firm belief that it was God's composition, word by word and even letter by letter; the divine revelation
coming down through the mission of the Archangel Gabriel to the
Prophet Muhammad in instalments. Immediately after each revelation the Prophet repeated the heavenly words aloud to his
followers around him and to his scribes who wrote them down.
Yet, on the other hand, non-Muslims find it hard to accept that
any book whatever exists or ever existed which was actually
composed by God. Books held sacred by non-Muslims have been
written by men who were saintly and held in great spiritual
esteem, but who nonetheless were mortals. This applies to the
Old and New Testaments as well as to books of other faiths.

THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE GOSPELS
According to Christian doctrines!, "each of the four Gospels was
written by a human free agent who preserved his own style :ond
his own ideas as well as his own method of historiography,
though under the guidance of the Holy Spirit." Any discrepandes
among their :icriptures were explained by the theory of "colouring by the medium", adopted by the Christian theologians2 • Such
°
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a theory is, ofcoursc, absolutely unknown to Muslims since there
is no necessity for it with the Qur'an. Further, the four Gos~ls
arc available only in translation, the originals being lost, and hence
the imperfection in the: form of the Scriptures is admitted in
Christianity.

THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE
PENTATEUCH
The Old Testament Was the product of Jewish writers of the
period dating from around a thousand years before the Christian
era? .
During the tenth century BC the Yahvist text of the Penuteuch
was written by prophets of the Second Kingdom. Judah·. This
was .to form the backbone of the first five books· ascribed to
Moses. Abo~t tWo centuries later. the EIobist text. oftheNorthem
Kingdom. was to be added to constitute a single book. the Torah.
The book of Deuteronomy was added at that time. In the sixth
century BC and after the death of Ezekiel. his book was written by
his disciples who alsO wrote the third text of Genesis. "Sa~dot. al". which was inserted into the fabric of the Yahvist and Elohist
te~ts5.
..
Among the other booltsof the Old Testament. Proverbs was
written around 480 Be. Job about 450 BC.. Ecclesiastes. or
. Koheleth.· dates. from the third century Be•. as do the Song of
Songs•. Ch~onicles I and II., Eua and Nehemiah.Ec:desiasti<:us or
Sirah appeared in the second century· Be. for many•. the Old
..Testament did not become definitive until ont century after Christ's
lifetime. 6

BOOKS HELD SACRED BY OTHER
RELIGIONS
For Hindus the religious writings are innutnerable. Besides the
Vedas (the hymns). and Upanishads (doc:trines). come vast collections called Epics. and Puranas (ancient tales). These have been
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more influential on the masses than the Vedas.· The two gre.at
Epics are the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. both probably
compiled during the first two centuries after Christ·sbirth.The
Rarnayana, a favourite Hindu classic, describesthea~vtnturcs··of
the Prince Rama; countless Hindus repeat a few. lines ont daily.
The Mahabharata is an extremely long poem full of legend. myth
and m()rality.
.
Although the Vedas arc believed by Hindus to have been revealed by the Gods to the ancient seers, there seems to be no clearcut evidence supported with names and dates as in the case of the
Qur'in. In fact, the Ramayana is known to have been composed
in Sanskrit by the poet Valmiki. 7
The Buddhist. religious texts include the four canonical books
"Nikayas", in which sayings of the Buddha were colleCted by his
disciples about fifty years after his death in the sixth century Be. 8
Other sayings, most of them ascribed notto the Buddha but to his .
disCiples, were also put together into a supplementary Nikaya.
.Centuries later these Nikayas were further supplemented by religious, philosophical and historical novels, poems and epics. One
of the best known Nikayas is the Milinda which purports to give
the discussion between the Greek kingMenander and the Buddhist elder Nagasena. Thus, it is quite evident that the authors of
th: Buddhist sacred texts were human rather than divine.
The book Arudtcts was· written partly by Confucius (551479 ~), the test by his disciples. It has been accepted by his followers as a' code of morality rather than a book· of religion. 9
Although Confucius was venerated in olden times and sacrifices
were instituted for him in Chinese schools. more reflective ages
subsequently maintained that he should not be worshipped and in
the halls of Confucians his images were replaced by tablets. In
present day China the sayings of Confucius arc' actually condemned as reactionary.
It is a mere axiom that the books by Marx andMao-ue-Tung
are never claimed to be. divine. The simple reason is that such
books are recognized and highly esteemed by Communists who
categorically deny the existence of God according to their
"scientific atheism". 10
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o rientalists' claims about the
authorship of the Qur'an
From the above it is evident that Islam is the sole religion whose
followers firmly believe their sacred book to have been composed
by God. This, however, has been persistently denied by nonMuslim writers down the years who claim categorically that the
Qur'an was composed by Muhammad with or without the help of
others. Some of these writers' statements are extremely sweeping
and moreover make little or no attempt to give supporting evidence. Sale, for instance, in his Preliminary Discollrse, first published in the eighteenth century, declared: "That Mu~ammad was
really the author and chief contriver of the Qur'an is beyond dispute; though it be highly probable that he had no small assistance
in his design from others.,,\1
Sir William Muir in the last century, Wollaston in 1905, Lammens in 1926, Champion and Short in 1959, Glubb 1970 and
Rodinson as late as 1977 12 merely reiterated this logically unfounded assumption. We find the echoing statements ofother Orientalists:
from Menezes, "nothing else but a pure creation and concoction
of Mohammed and of his accomplice"; and from Draycott,
"Through it all runs the fire of his genius; in the later Siirahs
(chapters) it is the reflection of his energy that looks out from the
pages."13
Many Orientalists have claimed the Prophet to be a poet, a
thinker, an epileptic or bewitched, or to have relied on Jewish and
Christian sources in composing the Book. A few writers in the
Middle Ages even came out with the fantastic assertion that it was
put together by Christians or Jews especially employed for the
purpose, patching it up with bits of the Bible in order to satisfy
popular demand!14 Of course, this particular medieval assertion
was subsequently proved to be untrue and accordingly dropped
when some accurate information became available in the West.
As a matter of fact, most of these notions are not exclusively the
Orientalists' inventions, being promulgated originally by tribal
chiefs among the disbelievers in the Prophet's own time. Naturally, such antagonistic contemporaries were prepared to use any
means to discredit his prophethood, discerning in it a cardinal
threat to their supremacy as leaders of the community. Their
10

assertions and accusations against the Prophet have come down to
us in the vivid terms of the Qur'an:
When it was said to them: There is no god save Allah, they Were
scornful and said: Shall we forsake our gods for a mad poet?
Nay, but he brought the Truth and he confirmed the messengers before him. (52: 29-34)
And when our revelations are recited untO them they say: We
have heard, if we wished we could say the like of it, this is
nothing but fables of the ancients. (8:31)
Is it not strange to note how when modern Orientalists echo these
accusations made fourteen centuries ago, they merely phrase them
anew?

CLAIMS THAT TfIE PROPHET WAS A
POET
This claim was put forward by Stobart about a hundred years ago,
was reiterated by Bell in the 1920s, and was echoed much more
recently by Rodinson l5 • After reading the Qur'an in translation,
Stobart asserted that it could have been written by any Arab who
is "acquainted with the general outline of the Jewish history and
of the traditions of his own country and possessed of some poetic
fire and fancy". Bell differed slightly when he described the
Prophet as a poet, "but not of the ordinary Arab type," because
his themes of religion and righteousness were hardly touched by
other poets. Rodinson could not appreciate the Qur'an except as a
poem stored up in Muhammad's uncoriscious mind.
Readers familiar with Arabic poetry realize that it has long been
distinguished by its wazn, ba~r, 'ani4 and qiifiyah - exact measures of syllabic sounds and rhymes, which have to be strictly
adhered to even at the expense of grammar and shades of'meaning
at times. All this is categorically different from the Qur'anic literary style.

11
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CLAIMS THAT THE QUR'AN
RESULTED FROM HIS IMAGINATION
In the 1960s Anderson and Watt came up independently with
almost the same theory.. Anderson described the Quein as ..the
result of wishful thinking~'I", assuming that words, thoughts and
stories which various external or internal stimuli summoned from
the Prophet's subconscious mind came toc()nstitute the Qur'an.
Watt, applying. modern methods. of literary· analysis,· came to the
conclusion that he may have bc:en mistaken in believing the
Qur'an to be a divine message: "What seems to a man to come
from outside himself may actually come from his unconscious... 11 .
Hence he described the Book as "the product of creative imagination".
But this theory of Anderson and Watt collapses under the
weight of the mere fact that no other "imagination" - no matter
how "creative"- has ever been able to produce a similar masterpiece or indeed even a part of it.
The contents of the Qur'an and its miraculous nature will be
discussed in the following chapters. It may just be mentioned here
that this theory of Anderson and Watt is furthermore unoriginal,
since it was also referred to in the Qur'an as one of the claims put
forward against. the Prophet by the disbelievers who used the
term, "muddled dreams" instead of "imagination" (21:5).

CLAIMS THAT HE WAS AN EPILEPTIC
. San Pedro and other Orientalists of the Middle Ages and later
have asserted that the Prophet was an epileptic or possessed by demons, in an attempt to explain the divine reveiations. 18 Much
more recently Rodinson dubbed it as auditory visual hallucination. 19 But this baseless claim has been ruled out by objective
and rational writers. Daniel, for example, commented that "epilepsy as applied to the Prophet was the explanation of those who
sought to amuse rather than to instruct,,20•
The question may well be asked: Has epilepsy - this sad and
debilitating disease - ever enabled its victim to become a prophet
or a law-giver, or rise to a position of the highest esteem and
power?21
.
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How could it, when such a dis~ase is scientifically known to lead
eventually· to mental deterioration in the form of defective memory, diminishing intelligence or irregularities of temper? On the
physical side. as is well known, the effects of the epileptic attacks
are often shattering on both sufferer and spectator. There have
been no signs of this in any of the details of the Prophet's life
which have come down to us through the centuries. uOn the contrary, he was clearly in full possession of his faculties to the very
end of his life."22 Moreover, Muhammad was a man whose common sense never failed him - nor his physical strength. Had he
ever collapsed under the strain of battle or controversy or fainted
away when strong action was called for, a case for epilepsy might
have been made out. As it is. "to base such a theory ofepilepsy on
a legend which on the face of it has no historical foundation is a
sin against historical criticism", 23

CLAIMS THAT HE COMPOSED THE
QUR'AN HELPED BY JEWISH AND
CHRISTIAN SOURCES
We come now to an oft-repeated charge, namely that the Prophet
composed the Qur'an either with direct help from others, after
reading books (despite the constantly reiterated fact ofhis illitera-'
cy). or after being taught by someone ofJewish or Christian background. Like those other charges previously mentioned, these particular ones· were "again reiterated in the Middle Ages as well as
more recently. Once more, it has to be pointed out that far from
being original to this period these assertions were actually levelled
by infidels in the lifetime of Mubammad as reponed in the Qur'an
itselfin which they arc challenged, (10:38; 11:13; 16:103).
. The Prophet was assumed to have been instructed on Christianity and Judaism either during his travels or while staying in Mecca
or Medina. He did travel to Syria twice. when aged thineen and
twenty-fave, but this was long before his mission and consequently comritutes no justification for Bodley and others2-4. to describe
him as "a man who spent .most of his time on the road"; nor for
"his vast travels" to have been described as a major source ofhis
accumulated knowledgc2'.· Dry .Arab ~story. according to Sale,
records that Mul.tammad·s first joumcyto Syria was made at the
13
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age of thirteen, with his uncle Abu-Talib. They had a brief meeting with a certain monk called either Sergius 26 or Bo~aira27. Not
only was this encounter too brief but it occurred too early to
favour the surmise of the monk's assistance with the revelations,
which began about thirty years later.
A further postulate was that Mu~ammad had a close acquaintance with: Christianity while in Mecca through what he might
have heard from bishops and monks. These men, stationed as they
were on the Syrian borders of the Arabian desert could have conducted missionary activities in the vicinity. Both Bodley and
Gibb 28 have referred to bishops who used to preach Christianity
from camelback during the fairs held annually at Oqa<;lh near
Mecca, naming Qiss-ben-Sa'idah as one of them. While it is historically correct that Qiss-ben-Sa'idah and another bishop called
Assad-ben-Ka'b did deliver many .sermons to the Arabs during
these fairs, the unfortunate fact regarding the theory of their influencing the Prophet is that both bishops died over a century before Mu~ammad's birth. 29
.. In addition to the bishops and monks, two Christian swordsmiths were alleged to have taught Mul)ammad - both by his
·disbelieving contemporaries and much more recently by Zwemer
at the turn of the present century. 30 Jaber and Vasser were Abyssinian slaves who had accepted Islam; their master, a member of the
Bani-J:laeJramy, used to beat them saying, "You are teaching
MuJ:tammad!" They would protest, "No, by Allah! He teaches us
and guides us!". 31 It seems that Zwemer favoured their master's
opinion.
Meanwhile Menezes, and Gardne~2, postulated a completely
different teacher for the Prophet. They maintained that Salman, a
Persian, had helped in writing the sacred Book. This Salman, who
had been a Zoroastrian before accepting Christianity in Syria, later
moved on to Medina where he met the Prophet and embraced
Islam. Salman's life is documented in Islamic history, notably as
the very first person to propose digging a trench for the defence of
Medina when the city was threatened with invasion by the Meccan disbelievers and their allies. His bright suggestion, coupled
with violent wintry gales, successfully repelled the enemy.
It is well known to Muslims that the greater part of the Qur'an,
i.e., about two thirds of it, was revealed in Mecca before the
Prophet migrated to Medina, where Salman met him. Furthermore,
the Book's literary style is so sublime that even born Arab Iin14
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guists who have tried over the years to imitate it have not been
successful- to say nothing of a Persian.
Sometimes Mubammad was simply ace,used oflearning from an
unnamed teacherD, the charge ~g levelled in general terms such
as "The long rambling accounts ofjewish patriarchs and prophets
[in the Qur'an] correspond in so much detail with the Talmud that
of their· essentially jewish origin there can be no doubt."34 More
recently Rodinson, following the same trail, naively alleged that
Muhammad merely arabized judaeo-Christianity on the basis that
it had already attracted his countrymen because of its association
with higher civilizations. 35
But against these assertions Bell wrote, "Of any intimate knowledge for the Prophet of either these two religions or the Bible itself there is no convincing evidence. The Surah 'Al-Ikhl~' of the
Qur'an is sometimes quoted as an early rejection of one of the cardinal doctrines of Christianity."36 Bell's theory was recently corroborated by the striking contrast between the Qur'an -and the
Bible as shown by Bucaille in his treatise, The Bible, the Qur'an
and Science:
As it is, the drastic difference between the Qur'anic and biblical
concepts of God, the contrasts between the biblical legends and
the Qur'anic records, not to mention the extremely unfriendly
attitude of the jewish community of Medina towards the Prophet
must surely furnish convincing evidence· against theconjeeture .
that jews or Christians helped him. Further objective proofs were
provided by Bucaille.
Less recently, it was argued 37 that by the application of the
principle of higher criticism it became clear that, "Mu~ammad
had been gathering, recasting and revising in written form the
material planned to issue as his book."38 In making these claims it
should be pointed out that the writers concerned have overlooked
certain important facts. Ibn-Taymiyah, who wrote a book on
the same subject in the Middle Ages, stated among other things
that the Prophet was illiterate. Secondly, he argued that the sublime style of the Qur'an remained the same throughout the entire
period of its revelation. No mortal author could maintain such
perfection of style, persistently, for so long. Not a Siirah, not a
verse, not ev~ a word was revised, as is recorded in history.
Thirdly, the Arabs of those generations excelled in accurate
memorizing of their history. The records of events used to be relayed by word of mouth verbatim from one historian to another
15
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down the generations. The science of Imad relating to this subject
was developed by the Arabs long before the art of printing
appeared upon the scene. This science includes the grading of
historians according to their knowledge, upbringing, way of life,
the kind of friends they used to have and their accuracy in recording events. Isnad also discusses the way the same events are reported by various channels or chains of narrators and accounts for
any discrepancies.
With the safeguard of the science of Isnad, as it flourished in
Arabia, not one Arab historian was quoted to have mentioned that
Muhammad ever sat down to learn from anyone; nor that he
used regularly to counsel with friends except after he became a
Prophet. Arab history records every detail of Mu!)ammad's life
from his birth to the moment of his death.
Finally, Ibn-Taymiyah makes the point that Mu1)ammad, before reaching the age of forty, never preached, nor could he utter a
passage of the Qur'an which is clearly distinct even from his own
speeches and sayings.
Had Muhammad in fact learnt from a Christian monk, a
bishop, a Jewish person, or even from Christian slaves, the following might have happened:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
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Mul}ammad would never have denied it because he was
famous all his life for both preaching and telling the truth.
He could never have preached a faith so radically different
from Christianity and Judaism, particularly with respect to
their basic creeds.
Under the circumstances, and considering the climate of
antagonism existing between him and those who did not
believe in his message, particularly the Jews and polytheists,
his teacher's name could scarcely have remained unknown
throughout all the years of the Prophet's mission.
Whoever tau,ght him would surely have written a book or
at least a chapter similar to the Qur'anic revelations.
The Jews, referred to in the Qur'an as "The people of the
Book" had been persistently cross-examining him, defying
him and hiding their books from others. How then could
they have taught him at the same time? If they had taught
him anything would they not have been the first to declare
it in order to disprove his prophethood? It is difficult to believe that they would not also have been careful to suppress
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the uncomplimentary references to them contained in the
Qur'an.
6. Had Mu1)ammad not been sincere in his prophethood and
honest in delivering his revelations his friends and followers
would never have been so devoted to him, nor would they
have clung to his teachings despite devastating hardship and
persecution. It i~ a remarkable tribute to the character of
Mul)ammad and to those of his friends and followers that
not one of them ever betrayed him.
7. The Qur'an confirms certain biblical records of previous
prophets. Since the historical events in the Bible were originally revealed by God to Moses and other prophets why
could not this confirmation be a sign that the source is one,
and divine?
8. If divine authorship has never been claimed for the Bible by
a Christian why should Mul)ammad have risked additional
persecution from his enemies by claiming the Qur'an to
have been revealed by God if this were not so?
In conclusion of this discussion it may be appropriate to reflect
on the Qur'anic verses relevant to the subject of its authorship:
Say: the Holy Spirit has revealed it from your Lord with truth
that it may confirm those who believe and as guidance and
good tidings for those who have surrendered (to God).
And we know well that (1)ey say: Only a man teaches him. The
speech of him at whom they falsely hint is outlandish and this is
manifest Arabic speech.
Lo! Those who disbelieve the Revelations of Allah, Allah guides
them not and theirs will be a painful doom.
Only they invent falsehood who believe not Allah's Revelations
and (only) they arc the liars. (16: 102-105)
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Chapter 2

The Divine Composition of
the Qur'an

In no sense is it scientific to put forward an assertion such as ..that
the Qur'an was retlIy the work ofthe Prophet of Arabia is beyond
<Iispute"l, without even trying to support it with any logical argument.
Yet, is there any logical argument to support the Muslim claim
that the Qur'in was revealed to MubamDlad and transmitted by
him without changing a single word?
Yes, there are tvvo main arguments for dlis. Firsdy, the Arabic
literary style as evidenced in the sacred Book is exalted above any
o~her work - including Mul}ammad's own speeches and sayings.
Secondly, the subject matter, covering as it does such an infinite
range of ideas and touching 9'1 topics then unlcnown to mortal
mind, could never have been conceived either by Mu\1ammad or
. by any of his contemporaries. Let us look at these two points in
.detail.

The Qur'anic literary style
It is distinguished dearly from· aU other Arabic worlcs whether
they be poetry, rythmic or non-rythmic prose, the spoken or
written language of ordinary people or even that of the Prophet
18
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himself. The exceptional eloquence of Muhammad has always

been acknowledged and is known to us in thousands of his sayings
and instructions. However, none of these bears the slightest resemblance to the revealed messages, the transcendent power of
which impregnates the soul with quickening light. Even the infidels of the Prophet's time acknowledged the substantive inimitability of the .Qur'in and· considered the form of the text such an
extraordinary phenomenon that they used to call it "magic".
The Qur'inic style an naturally best be appreciated by Arabs.
especially by those of its contemporaries who had gready perfected their literary arts and were so fond of poetry that they used
to pu.t up the most excellent poems on the door of the Ka'bah in
Mecca, which to them was the most sacred· shrine. Two instances
wiD· show how much they admired the Qur"an for its concinnity.
A poem by Lablb-ibn-Rabrah, one of the greatest masterpieces of
A:rabic in M~ammad's time. was fixed up on the door of the
Ka'bah. None of the other poets dared otTer anything in competition. But part of a Qur'inic 5Nrah was fixed next to it. Soon after.
Lablb himself, then an idolator, on reading the first few verses
only, .was struck with admiration and immediately professed the
religion taught therein. declaring that such words could only be
divinely inspired. 2
The other instance records 'Omar's acceptance oflslam" 'Omaribnel-Kha~b was a linguist of no mean Standing. 3 As a member
of the leading group of idolators in their campaign against
Mul;tammad, 'Omar was taunted when his own sister accepted
Islam against his will and even without his knowing. At once. he
rushed, sword in hand, to his sister's house. Finding her holding a
sheet of paper he demanded it be handed over to him. Then an extraordinarything happened. This man who had been famous for
his violence~and severity suddenly changed. For the strength and
beauty of the few verses he read so filled his heart with awe. he
felt a compulsion to go straight to the Prophet and profess the
aith". Subsequendy, 'Omar-ibnel-Khattab became one of the pillars ofthe Muslim community. as recorded in Islamic history.
AspreviollSly mentioned, Mul;tammad's Contemporary disbeIi~ insistendy dubbed the Qur'an as "magic" and tried to discourage each other from listening to it lest it might charm them
away from their traditional polytheism. But none of them denied
its concinnity, excellence and transcendence.
Considerably later in time there appeared on the scene some
19
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linguists who knew very much less about Arabic simply because it
was not their language, nor had they studied it well enough.
Despite this, they set themselves up as critics, indulging in sweeping judgements on the Qur'anic style. Certain of these Orientalists
have described the sacred Book as having "many literary defects";
filled with "obscure sentences and strange words"; "numerous contradictions"and even "fa.ults of grammar and style which it would
have been so easy to rectify". Its text was also dubbed as "of perplexed state"; "a wearisome jumble, crude and incondite"; its
"very words were inherently and perniciously defective". 5
Other Orientalists were bewildered by the Qur'anic rhymes, refrains and strophes. Delicate changes in the rhymes which actually contribute to its concinnity were misinterpreted, leading to the
mistaken conclusion that the verses were "wrongly assembled, interrupted or detached".6
A recent Orientalist also asserted that the Qur'anic style was
"mechanically repetitious. of limited lexical range, filled with
clumsy syntax. unjustifiable pleonasm and rhetoric embellishment
in many parts and with ellipsis and hysteron proteron in many
others"} Still more recently, a cursory claim was put forward that
nothing exceptional exists about the Qur'anic style: the enchantment to its listeners or readers was naively accounted for as a
"mesmeric effect after years of mechanical repetition. developing
on those brought up in the faith".8 The same writer could see
nothing different in the Qur'an. he even assumed it to be identical to
messages of kahins without quoting any to support his claim. 9
How could he then account for the millions who accepted Islam
after one careful reflection on the Qur'an? How could he explain
the adoption of the faith by the early Muslims who were most
sensitive to its literary style, and by the modern scientists who
studied it only in translation?
Keeping these claims in mind it is worth indicating some of the
differences which exist between ,the Arabic and English languages.
The construction of the Arabic sentence is different in many ways
from the English sentence and therefore may well appear clumsy
if it is translated word for word. Second, it is 'by virtue of repetition - to non-Arabic speakers an excessive redundancy of verbal
expression - that the vitally important truths are brought home.
It would not, could not. be. so powerful if these were stated with
less emphasis or expansion. Third, a divine message designed to
20
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win faith from atheism, benevolence from corruption and belief
from unbelief could scarcely evade rhetorics. Fourth, to anyone
who knows the Arabic language well the meaning of the words i~
perfectly clear for the most part, while there exists a vast amount
of material written by Muslim scholars to explain those relatively
few points which are puzzling to some. Finally, the inversion of
natural order is surely a divine prerogative. As for the criticism
levelled against the "limited lexical range", this above all demonstrates this particular Orientalist's lack of linguistic understanding
since the amazing range of language contained in the Sacred Book
conveys to the Arabic speaker the inimitable beauty and grace of
its composition. It is as if a young boy whose knowledge of diamonds was limited to viewing them in ajeweller's window. were
then to set himself up as an authority on discerning the delicate
variations between different stones..
Al"-Baqillany, an eminent Arabic linguist of the Middle Ages, in
his work "Miracle of the Qur'an", stated that no one could
appreciate its miracle like the well-versed Arabic linguists. It is interesting to note how As-Sayouty, in his treatise on the subject,
has classified the related sciences and arts under approximately 300
headings. 10 This will be discussed in some detail in the next chapter. But one can only understand the frustration of someone who
struggles through the Qur'an with a limited knowledge of Arabic
and then describes it as "literary chaos filled with clumsy syntax," or dub its words "inherently and perniciously defective". 11
One must master any language in order to appreciate its literary
beauties.
Among the styles of elegance in Arabic prose and poetry is the
repetition of a clause or a short sentence a few times in the passage
to repeatedly remind the reader as he reads through of the important information it carries. Such a repetition, when masterfully designed, shot'ld sound like 2 sweet melody that recurs at the
appropriate moments during a symphony. It may, alas, sound like
a "mechanical repetition" to those who miss the point or have no
taste for the music.
Another feature of graceful Arabic writing is the practice of
bringing forward part of the sentence in order to give it extra
emphasis - take for example the sentence "In God we trust" instead of "we trust God." The meanings are not quite the same.
The former mode of expression. no doubt emphasizes that our
21
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trust in God is. far stronger than ours in anyone else. This method
of expressipn was not appreciated by some Orientalists who dismissed it as "hysteron proteron". 12
What were criticized in the Qur'an as "contradictions" could
actually. be identified as a special type of parallelism well known to
Arab linguists. For example. two groups of completely diffcrent
things are juxtaposed in the same passage for the reader to reflcCt
on:
Say; Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth? Say; Allah.
Say; Take ye then others beside Him for protectors which even
for themselves have neither benefit nor hurt? Say; Is the blind
equal to the seer. or is darkness equal to light? Or assign they
unto Allah partners who created the like of His creation, so that
the creation seemed alike to them? Say; Allah is the Creator of
all things and He is the One the Almighty. (13:16)
In c>ther words. just as the blind cannot be logically considered
equal to those with. perfect vision. complete darkness cannot be
equal to light; similarly, there is no one equal to God, no partner
who can be conceived as having taken part in his creation;
The Arabs down the centuries have gready admired and been
enchanted by the Qur'amc concinnity. Many Orientalists were incapable of visualizing this. assuming as they did that· Arabs had
never seen or heard masterpieces in other languages. "No Greek
poet can be compared to Homer. and no Latin one to Virgil, and
among English poets Shakespeare is unrivalled...1) In fact. the
comparison between the Qur'an and the works of Shakespeare,
Homer or Virgil· would be pointless for many fundamental
reasons.
Although no one would deny that Shakespeare's plays are masterpieces of English drama and literature. they were nonetheless
written for entertainment. sometimes using id~s from old or contemporary history. The most famous. works of Homer were his
poems the Iliad and the Odyssey. Each is a story; the Iliad for instance describes the quarrd of Achilles with Agamemnon, the
fighting of their armies. their festivities, funerals. etc. Virgil is renowned for the Aeneid. Both Homer's and Virgil's poems were
surely meant to entertain rather than to. instruct. On the other
.hand. the Qur'an was never intended to entertain or amuse. It was
revealed as a guide for W9rship, a code for behaviour. good ti-
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dings for the believers who do benevolent work, and a warning to
those who overlook the Hereafter.
The Qur'an, besides being the source ofjoy, satisfaction and inspiration to successive generations of Arabic-speaking peoples
over fourteen centuries, has not only been the standard for Arabic
language but has even preserved the language ever since its revelation. This can never be claimed by Menezes for any of the books
he mentioned. 14
No book by Shakespeare or any other writer further eack than
four hundred years ago can be easily understood today. The vastness, the simplicity, as well as the inimitable sublimity of the style
in the Qur'an are unique phenomena. No book by Shakespeare,
Homer or Virgil was composed over a period of twenty-three
years without any sentence or word needing revision or change.
No book by Shakespeare or any other mortal has moved millions
of people and uplifted them from ignorance to enlightenment,
from corruption to supreme nobility, and from nomad savagery to
moral civilization.

MORE ORIENTALISTS' COMMENTS
ON THE QUR'ANIC STYLE
In addition to the Orientalists who have criticized the Qur'anic
style with varying degrees of sharpness, many others have greatly
admired it. Sale, for instance, stated: "It is confessedly of the
utmost elegance and purity of language, ... to its miracle did
Mohammad chiefly appeal for the confirmation of· his mission,
publicly challenging the most eloquent men in Arilbia - which
was' at that time stocked with thousands whose sole study and
ambition was to excel in elegance of style and composition - to
produce a single chapter that might be compared with it." "The
style of the Qur'an is beautiful, it is adorned with bold figures after
the Easter,n taste, enlivened with florid and sententious expressions and in many places where the majesty and attributes of God
are described, sublime and magnificent. "15
Arberry's translation of the Qur'an from Arabic into English
has been admired by many. His impression of the Qur'anic style
was: "The complex prosody, a rich repertory of subtle and com23
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plicated rhythms had been complctely perfected. A vocabulary of
thcmes, images and figures, extensive but nevertheless circumscribed, was firmly established. "\6
. Several other scholars have admired the Qur'anic style. Its
poetical qualities did not prevent. the Book from being a code of
laws, ritual, moral and civil, a guide for common prayer and a
narrative of biblical events, all in one. "This Book transformed
the simple shepherds, the merchants and nomads of Arabia into
warriors and empire builders. "\7
Extraordinary effects are related to the power of words when
well chosen and artfully placed. Their ability to ravish and to
amaze is greater than music itself. "The Qur'an succeeded so well
in captivating the minds of the audience that several of the opponents thought it the effect of witchcraft and enchantment. "\8
"It is meaningless to apply adjectives as 'beautiful' or 'persuasive' to the Qur'an; its flashing images and inexorable measures go
directly to the brain and intoxicate it. It is not surprising then that
a skilled Qur'anic reciter can reduce an Arabic-speaking audience
to helpless tears, that for fourteen centuries it has been ceaselessly
meditated upon or that for great portions of the human race the
High Speech of the seventh-century Arabia has become true accents of the Eternal. "\9
Goethe's famous comment on the Qur'anic style was, "As often
as we approach it, it always proves repulsive anew, gradually,
however, it attracts, it astonishes and in the end it forces
admiration. "20

COMMENTS BY MODERN ARAB
LINGUISTS
Present literary authorities at al-'Azhar University in Cairo have
.pointed out the following ways in which the Qur'anic style transcends the power of man and defies imitation: 21

1. The form of the Qur'an reflects neither the sedentary softness of the townsmen nor the nomadic roughness of the
Beduins. It possesses in right measure the sweetIl'.ess of the
. former and the vigour of the latter.
2 The rhythms of the syllables are more sustained than in prose
and less patterned than in poetry. The pauses come neither
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in prose form nor in the manner of poetry but with a harmonious and melodic flow.
The sentences are constructed in an elegant manner which
uses the smallest number of words, without sounding too
brief, to express ideas of utmost richness.
The Qur'anic words neither transgress by their banality nor .
by their extreme rarity, but are recognized as expressing
admirable nobility.
The conciseness of expression attains such a striking clarity
that the least learned Arabic-speaking person can understand
the Qur'an without difficulty. At the same time there is such
a profundity, flexibility, inspiration and radiance in the
Qur'an that it serves as the basis for the principles and rules
of Islamic sciences and arts for theology and the juridical
schools. Thus, it is almost impossible to express the ideas of
the text by only one interpretation, ~ither in Arabic or in any
other language even with the greatest care.
There is a perfect blend between the two antagonistic powers
of reason and emotion, intellect and feeling. In the narrations, arguments, doctrines, laws and moral principles, the
words have both persuasive teaching and emotive force.
Throughout the whole Qur'an the speech maintains its surprising solemnity, power and majesty which nothing can
disturb.

It is known that the Qur'an was revealed in long and short passages over a period of twenty-three years and that they have been
arranged in the text neither according to their chronological order
nor to their subject matter, but in an independent manifold order
which may appear to some as arbitrary. When we study the text,
passing from the structure of the verse to the group of verses dealing with the same subject, then to the full Sarah, and finally to the
whole Book, we find an overall plan which could not have been
designed by man. A special melodic rhythm runs equally through
it all, there is a common harmonious style and a strikingly logical
pLn in the development of the ideas exposed.
If we consider the general outline of the progress of the Qur'anic teachings in the two eras q{ the mission, we find first the fundamental bases of the f<lith Tit;;' the Sarahs of Mecca, then the
codified application of those general principles in the Surahs in
Medina. This long course of events continued from the first day
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of the call until the day of the last pilgrimage when the Prophet
gave his farewell sermon~ Nothing has been improvised in the
Qur'an. Everything was foreseen from the beginning to the end
down to the last detail, including the death of the Prophet. Who
could have designed and carried out such a complete plan? Who,
other than God, from whom came this heavenly message?
It is quite evident that to establish such a scheme in advance the
author would have had to foresee not only the events which
would take place during the whole period of the mission, their
problems and solutions to be prescribed in the relevant verses, but
also the literary form, the melodic rhythm in which they would
be expressed, the appropriate structure for the passages yet to
come and the precise point in the whole framework where each
revelation would be fixed. It must surely be admitted that no
mortal would have been ever capable of knowing the future in
such detail as to compose the Qur'an in the way it was; and without having to revise a Siirah, a verse or even a word.

THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
OF ALPHABETICAL LETTERS
A very interesting mathematical analysis was recently done by
computer of the distribution of the alphabetical letters over the
114 Siirahs of the Qur'an. As a result, the following remarkable
conclusions were reached. 22 There is an overall pattern of distribution of the alphabetical letters in each Siirah. Secondly, the Siirahs
which begin with certain individual letters, such as alif, lam, mim
(Siirahs 2.3.29.30 and 32), have the highest frequency of occurrence of these specific letters, and follow a pattern in their distribution among the. Siirahs of the whole Book. Finally, the analysis
showed that the distribution in the 114 Siirahs, the distribution in
the verses in each Siirah, even the spellings of the words, are not
random.
.One illustrative example is found in two Siirahs (42 and 50)
where each starts with the individual letter qaj This letter occurs
57 times in each of them, although Siirah 42 is twice as long as
Siirah 50. In the two together the letter qaf occurs 114 times the same as the total number of Siirahs in the Book. Another ex-
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ample is related to the very first verse in the text: "Bislllillair-irRahman-ir-Rahim" ("In the name of God the Compassionatc thc
Merciful"). The number of Arabic letters in this verse is 19; the
word"Allah" is repeated in the whole Book 2698 times; whcreas
the word ar-Ra~man is repeated 57 times and ir~Rabrm 114 times.
Each of these numbers is divisible by 19, and so is the total number of Siirahs.
To appreciate this miracle of the Qur'an let us reflect on the following· simplified example. 23 Suppose you are asked to write a
book of ten unequal chapters such that the first contains the highest frequency of the letter A, while Chapter 2 has the highest frequency of the letters Band C. This may sound a bit difficult but it
is not impossible. You will have to choose suitable words so that
these conditions are fuJfilled in the end. Now, if an additional proviso is added, that is the first three chaptcrs shpuld contain a higher percentage of the letter D than Chapter 4 and the last three
chapters should have a lower frequency of occurrence for the letters G and K than Chapter 6, you can see that the task is already
beco~ing formidable. Let us not forget that these mathematically
controlled words should comprise useful comprehensible sentences, which are linguistically and grammatically perfect.
Mathematics tells us that one has to master at least 826 quadrillion
combinations of the alphabetical letters in order to produce the·
mathematical distribution of the alphabet in the Qur'an. Composing the verses in such a way is an additional achievement. Having
the verses in instalments over more than two decades without revising a verse or a word adds to the miraculous nature of the
Book.

INDIVIDUAL LETTERS AT THE
BEGINNING OF SURAHS
These letters are 14, and come in 14 combinations at the beginning
of 29 Surahs. An example was cited above; another is the letters
alif, lam, ra starting Siiralls 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15. All these letters
and their combinations havc aroused comments by several scholars from East and West. Muslim researchers of this subject are in
almost unanimous agreement that these combinations have a mys27
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tery about them and are in some way related to the miraculous
I'lature of the Book. The main theories are summarized as follows:
these letters represent a challenge for anyone to compose a literary work as awesome as the Qur'an using the same alphabet of
which these letters are ex'amples; they are secret symbols; and they
are symbolic names for the Surahs or groups of Surahs where they
occur.
'Abdullah Y\!suf 'Ali in his translation of the Qur'an discussed
each of the Siiral,s which begins with the individual letters. 24 An
example is Surah 38 which starts with the letter $ad. He suggested
that this letter may stand for qa~a~ (stories), in this word the major
consonant is ~ad. "This S,;ral," he said, "is concerned mainly with
the stories of David and' Solomon as illustrative of the spiritual
versus worldly powers. "25 On the same Surah (38) Sale propounded a rather strange conjecture, that the letter ~ad "may stand
for Solomon". This is quite evidently wrong since in Arabic the
letter jad does not occur in the name of Solomon.
An even wilder assertion about these individual letters was that
of Noldeke who assumed them to be monograms of the names of
persons from whom the portions of the Qur'an were collected by
Zaid after the Prophet's death in order to put them in one volume.
Thus, he took alif, lam, mim to stand for Azzubair; alif, lam,
mim, ra for al-Mughira; ,aha for Tall;ta and so on. "They may
otherwise," he claimed, "have been alphabetical labels for the
boxes of scraps in which the original was kept."26 Strangely
enough, these assumptions of Noldeke's were hailed by Palmer as
"ingenious theories". 27 A moment's reflection, however, shows
that they are far-fetched for several reasons. To' begin with the
Prophet's companions would have never dared to add or delete
anyone letter to, or from, the divine material which is most
carefully cherished by the Muslim community. Secondly, history
records that these individual letters were revealed with their ~
spective Surahs and were pronounced by the Prophet in their
proper place among the verses, long before Zaid and his committee obtained boxes or used labels - ifhe actually used any. Furthermore, if these letters were monograms or labels what about the
majority oCthe Surahs which do not start with such letters?
Yet another mistaken hypothesis was ventured by Margoliouth
who described the mysterious letters as "least intelligible ... most
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probably they are no more than trials of the pen or voice before
starting the writing or recitation" 28 Thus, we sec the striking
contrast between the scholarly and the irresponsible comments o~·
the subject of the individ",al letters. It would be wise to seek illumination from the following divine example:
Alif, Lam, Ra, this is a Book whose verses have been perfectly
designed then elucidated. It co:nes from a wise Omniscient.
(11:1)

The subject matter of the Qur'an
After discussing the Qur'anic style and the various comments on
it, I suggest we now study a few of the many verses whose subject
matter could not have been devised by Muttammad, no matter
how creative his imagination. Nor could it have been taught to
him by any mortal, as will be noticed in the following paragraphs.
Several more verses are studied elsewhere. 29
He created the heavens without pillars that you see and cast firm
mountains on the earth lest it should be convulsed with you,
and He spread on it animals of every kind. (31:10)
This indicates that heavenly bodies are raised away from the earth
by forces"':" gravitational and centrifugal - which we do not see
with our eyes; If this verse were composed by Muttammad before
the discovery of the gravity of earth and other planets and before
the present knowledge about the universe, why would he include
the phrase "that you see"? Why did he not simply say: "He
created the heavens without pillars"? Furthermore, how could
Mul],ammad have conceived that the presence of mountains in
their places and with their respective masses perfects the mechanical balance of the earth about its axis of rotation so that we, its
inhabitants, would not feel any convulsions or vibrations while it
spins at such an extremely high speed? .
Have you seen the. water which you drink? Did you bring it
down from the clouds or are We the Bringer? If We pleased We .
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could have made it saltish*, why give you not thanks? (56:
68-69)

If these were Mul;tammad's own words how could it have occurred to him that there will be attempts by man to bring down rain?
And how could he have know~hat rain, which is usually distilled
and pure water, could ever be saltish or distasteful to drink? Why
did he not just say: "If We pleased We could have stopped it"?
It is He Who rendered the sun a lamp and the moon a light.
(10:5)

Have you not seen.how God created seven heavens .•like and He
rendered the moon in them a light and He rendered the sun a
lamp. (71:15. 16) •
Neither is it for the sun to overtake the moon, nor can the night
outstrip the day. And each floats in an orbit. (36:40)
How coqld Mu1}ammad have known, or who could have taught
him that the sun is a source of light - a "lamp" - but not the
moon although it i~ lighted? How could he have known that the
bright full moon is not a "lamp" emitting its own light? And how
could he have known that the sun moves to include him with
those which "float in an orbit"?
And not the weight of any atom in the earth or in the heavens is
hidden from thy Lord, nor anything smaller than that nor greater, but ids (all) in a clear book. (10:61)
Surely Allah wrongs not the weight of an atom, and if it is a
good de¢ He multiplies it and gives from Himself a great reward. (4:40)
How could Mu1}amVlad ever have conceived of atoms and how
could he have thought of them in an individual sense and said
"any atom"? And how could it ever have occurred to him that
there is "anything smaller" than atoms fourteen centuries· ago,

* The Arabic word 'ojiij does not accurately mean "saltish". It means
unpleasant to taste either because it is too bitter, too acid or caustic. Ge0physicists now know that l;ghtning discharges, which usually accompany
rain, can lead to chemical reactions between atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen to form nitrqgen oxides, which could easily dissolve in the rain water, to produce nitrous or nitric acid, before it falls.
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when the Arabs used to consider the minimal weight to be that of
a mustard seed or a mosquito's wing?
We shall show them Our signs in farthest regions and within
themselves until it is manifest to them that it is the Truth. Is it
not enough that thy Lord is Witness over all things? (41:53)
Again, how could the Prophet have known, or been told by any
mortal, that man would be able to see things so far away from
earth, in outer space, and would also be able to see things within
himself; so many centuries before telescopes, X-rays or ~cro
scopes were ever invented, discovered or even imagined?
And surely there is a lesson for you in the cattle; We give you to
drink of what is in their bellies, coming from a conjunction between digested dregs and blood, pure milk which is easily imbibed by drinkers. (16:66)
The fact that milk is produced in the animal by its mammary
glands which are nourished by,the products of .food digestion carried to them by the blood stream is a scientific discovery of modem times and one which was not known before' the twentieth
century.30 So, how could MuJ:1ammad have thought of it if he
were the writer of the above verse?
And certainly We have created man of an extract of clay. Then
. We fashioned him into a small quantity (ofliquid) in a firm resting place.
Then We made the small quantity of liquid a clot*, and We
fashioned the clot into a lump (of zygote), then We
fashioned the lump into bones, then We clothed the bones with
flesh, then We caused it to grow into another creation. So with
blessing be Allah the best of Creators. (23:12-14)
Those who disbelieve (in Our Messages) We shall make them
enter Fire; as often as their skins are burned, We shall change
them for other skins that they may taste the chastisement.
(4:56)
Yet again, who could have taught Mubammad the accurate scientinc information about the. distinct stages of development of the
embryo in the womb, the correct desqiption of the fertilizing li-

* The literal meaning of the word clot ,.. alaq" is "something that clings."
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quid (76:2) and also about the fact that the nerves· of feeling arc
concentnted in the skin so that once the skin is burnt the sense of
feeling fades? (Islamic concepts of the Hereafter will be discussed
in detail in Part II ofthe book.)
We shall rescue your body to render you as a sign for subsequent genentions. And surely most of the people are heedless
ofOur signs. (10:92)
This was addressed to the Pharaoh of Egypt who chased Moses
and the Isnelites across the Red Sea and was drowned in it. His
body was salvaged and the Egyptians buried him in his royal
tomb; that took place about two thousand years before the
Prophet's time.
Very much later, that is early in the present century, with the
numerous excavations carried out in Egypt, the Pharaoh's body
was discovered and put on display in the museum in Cairo where
it is now to be seen. Is it at all credible that Mut,amritad could
have known about the rescue of the body, its discovery, and its
display for "subsequent genentions"?Could any mortal of
Mubammad's time have foretold this?
The Qur'in contains several verses of prophetic nature, which
corrobonte its divine origin. These have predicted events which
took place years later, as recorded in history. Here arc a few examples:

And your Lord will surely give you so that you will be well
pleased. (93:5)
Soon shall the hosts be defeated and they shall tum their backs.
(54:45)

These two verses were revealed early in the Prophet's mission
when he was in Mecca. He and his few believers were then being
subjected to severe persecutions of all kinds. Victory and glory,
which could never have been conceived by a mortal then, came to
him years later in Medina.
You shall certainly enter the sacred mosque if Allah pleases in
security, your heads shaved and hair cut :thort, not fearing.
(48:27)

This verse came down shortly after the Prophet and hiscompanion pilgrims were barred from Mecca and were humiliated by its
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disbelieving citizens. The following year.. the Prophet and his
companions were to enler the Mosque as peaceful pilgrims.
The Romans are vanquished, in a near land, and they after their
defeat will gain victory, within some years. God's is the command before and after. And on that day the believers WiU rejoice. (30:1-4)
.
This was one of the Meccan revelations predicting thai the Romans of the Eastern Empire who suffered a shattering defeat
under the Persians at about the beginning of the seventh century,
would shordy be victorious. In the first battle, when this verse
was revealed, the ~ conquered Syria ~nd made themselves
masters of Palestine and sacked Jerusalem, both important parts of
the Roman Empire. Thai defeat disttessed the Romans so much
that no one could then visualize them retrieving their fOrlUne. So,
against all expectations, the above prophecy came true after about
nine years, when the Romans not only drove the Persians. out of
Byiantium, but carried them into Persia and despoiled the city of
Madayen~31 The same '!'erse includes another item of good tidings
- that the "believers will rejoice." In fact the Muslims celebrated
the Romans' victory, being co-believers against the Persian disbellevers.(Zoroaslrians). At almost the same time. the Muslims won
a viaory in their major battle of Badr against the Meccans.
Or say they: A poet. we await for him the evil accidents of
time. Say: await. I await along with you. (52:30-31)
The disbelievers of Mecca were being defied by this VCl'SC, which
lUted that the Prophet would not die suddenly before delivering
his message in full. He died peacefully about. twenty years after
this revelation.· and after the whole divine message had been fully
delivered. Had Mulpmmad been the author. with or without help
from any mortal. how could he have dared to include such unwarranted passages and put his mission at stake? COQvcrsely. how
could he have- been so certain of the future?
One should notice that the Prophet never spoke in the Qur·an.
He was either refeiTed to as the third person 01' addressed
direetly.32 He· was also reproached more than once for not doing
the recomlllCtKkd thing. These reproaches he accepted with resignation. and are to be found engraved in the BoeItforner. He
was alSo comforted at times when his spirit was dejected. Here are
.some examples of such addresses:
.
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0, Messenger, deliver that which has been revealed to you
from your Lord;. and if thou do it not thou hast not delivered
His message and .~lIah will protect thee from men. Surely
Allah guides not the disbelieving people. (5:66-67)
It is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds. And if he had
fabricated against 'Us some sayings, We would certainly have
siezed him by the mighty hand, then cut ofT his life's vein; and
not one of you would have withheld Us from him. (69:43-47)
And MuI}ammad is but a messenger, messengers have already
passed away before him. If then he dies or is killed, will you
turn back upon your heels? And he who turns back upon his
heels will do no harm at all to Allah. And Allah will reward the
grateful (2;143)
Have We not expanded for thee thy breast? and removed from
thee thy burden which weighed thy back? and exalted for thee
thy mention? so truly with the hardship there is' case. With the
hardship is surely ease. So when thou art free work hard and
make thy Lord thy exclusive aim. (94:1-8)

Conclusion
Now, after having some notions about the literary style of the
Qur'an, its subject matter, its prophecies, and how Mul;tammad is
addressed in it:
And if you are in doubt as to that which We have revealed to
Our servant then produce a Surah like unto it and call your helpers other than Allah if you are truthful.
But if you do it not, and you can never do it, then be on your
guard against the Fire whose fuel is men and rocks, it is prepared for the disbelievers. (2:23-24)
If Mu1}ammad was indeed the author of the Qur'an would he have
ever dared challenge all men to compose a S.;rah like it? Would he
have dcdarcd with such certainty: "and you can never do it"? In
fact, this challenge still stands.
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Chapter 3

First Writing of the Qur'an

The revelations came down in
instalments
The contents of the Qur'an were made known to the early Muslim community in instalments between the years 610 and 532. This
has been universally recognized by scholars and historians from
East and West, Muslims and non-Muslims alike. 'Ali and Kamal l
have mentioned that in the first five years of the Prophet's mission
in Mecca. 52 Siirahs, most of them short, were revealed comprising
one tenth of the volume of the Qur'an. During ·the ensuing eight .
years in Mecca about 60 per cent more was revealed. In the next
ten years the Muslim community grew gradually into a selfgoverning state in Medina where the remaining 30 per cent of the
divine Book came down, including the longest Siirahs.

Early memorizing and writing of
the Qur'an
Dating from very early during the Prop~et's missiol. even from
the first revelation itself, divine emphasis has been laid on· both
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writing and frequent reciting of the Qur'anic verses. The very earliest verse reads:
Recite [or read) in the Name of your Lord Who created.
Created man from a dot.
Recite [or read) and your Lord is Most Generous.
Who taught by the pen, taught man what he knew not. (96:
1...5)
The Siirah which came down next began as foUows:

Niin, by the pen and that which they inscribe,
by the grace of your Lord you are not a man possessed. (68:12)

We can feel the emphasis on both reciting and writing made so
clear from the very beginning.
Then, in the third Siirah we read:

o thou covering thyself up, rise to pray by night except a little,
halfof it or lessen it a little,
or add to it, and recite the Qur'an in measure. (73:1-4)
It is noted that ..he chronological order of these Siirahs (1.2.3.) differs from their order in the Qur'anic text (96.68.73). This difference between the textual and chronological orders of the Siirahs
will be discussed later in the chapter.
.
From the earliest days the Islamic practice has been the memorizing, writing down and treasuring ofevery part of the Qur'an. It
is weU known historically that the Qur'anic revelations were recorded by the Prophet's scribes under his direct supervision: being
illiterate himself. he never wrote but always ~etated.2
Among the first to believe in Islam were Abu-Bakr, ·Ali-ibnAbi-Talib, ·Othman-ibn-·Aflan, Zaid-ibn-Thabit, ·Omar-ibnelKhattab and others who could master reading and writing. Loving
the Prophet so dearly - as do aU Muslims - they used to remain.
with him most of the time, learning the faith from him and
memorizing whatever he said and did, sometimes down to the
minutest detail. The Prophet appointed ·Othman, Zaid and others
as his scribes. Their number increased with the gradual growth of
the Muslim community to forty-two towards the end of the
Prorhet's nyssion.
Muslims have always piously cherished and highly honoured
the Qur'an. To them it is the word of God. So, using their excel'"'
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tionally retentive memories the early Muslims of Arabia fervendy
learnt by heart an~hecu~ in their breasts every revelation they
heard verbatim from the Prophet. They had ample time to memorize every single revelation because they came down at considerable intervals. The entire Qur'an, comprising n ,639 words, descended over. a period of twenty-three years.
One of the highly favou~ Muslim acts of worship has been to
recite several Qur'inic Siir.fu in the five daily prayers. Ferv~t Muslims have followed the Prophet's example by reci~ing long Surahs
for hours in their prayers at night. Many used in the distant past,
and still today, to recite by memory the whole Qur'in, or to read
it through from beginning to end once every month or less. Thus
every Muslim to this day has memorized some Surahs, at least the
ones essential for the daily prayers. It is also well known in Islamic
history that hundreds of the Prophet's companions learnt the entire Book by heart. The Prophet was quoted by 'Othmin-ibn'Aftan to have said: "The best among you is he who learns the
Qur'in and teaches it. Whoever readsthe-Qur'in will earn a divine reward for every letter he reads, and the reward-is tenfold...3
Leading the congregational prayers and even leading a group of
Muslims on any mission used to be the privilege of those who
carried more in their hearts of the Qur'fn than did their brethren.

Historical evidence
There are two kinds of historical evidence of the Qur'in being
written down: as an.integrated book in the Prophet's lifetime. The
Qur'in itself, which is most important, and the reliable historical
records of events that took place during the Prophet's mission are
both considered.
Since its earliest revelation, the Qur'fn has referred to the words
"Pen" and "Reciting..; some of the relevant verses have already
been quoted above. Furthermore, the Qur'in refers to itself in
more than one place as a "Book", sometimes even in the definitive expression "the Book". An example was given earlier and
here is another:
And this is a BleSsed Book We have revealed, verifying that
which is before it. (6:93)
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Thus, from the start of the Prophet's miSSIon the Qur'an was
clearly meant as a book containing definite chapters and each revelation having its prescribed place in it. Shortly before the
Prophet's death the Book was complete in every det:til.
One should hasten to add here that. the existence of every word
of the Book has been known without any doubt since first the
scribes began to record it. Moreover, the specific place of each
word in the whole was also known - despite the fact that the
materials used were not sheets of paper bearing consecutive numbers and bound in one volume.
The disbelievers were challenged on more than one occasion to
bring ten or even "one Siirah like unto it";
And if you are in doubt as to that which We have revealed to
Our servant, then produce a Surah like unto it and call on your .
helpers other than Allah if you are truthful. (2:23)
Surely this further proves that Qur'anic Surahs were kn( wn during the Prophet's time and that each had its constituent verses. Every Surah as an integrated unit would be a physical challenge to the
disbelievers to produce one like it.
Islamic history bears ample witness to the fact that Qur'anic revelations were recorded in writing under the Prophet's personal
supervision. His scribes who were often with him and to whom
he dictated the heavenly message, were well known to their fellow
Muslims. Even under the hardest circumstances, when the small
Muslim community was being cruelly persecuted by the disbelievers, these scribes were always present around the Prophet to record in writing every verse as it came down to him. When the
Prophet and his close friend Abu-Bakr left Mecca and emigrated
to Medina, they carried among the necessities of their journey
"writing materials", and Abu-Bakr himself was one of the
Prophet's scribes. 4
'Othman, whose. name is particularly associated with the collection of the Qur'an, was among the earliest believers. 'Othman had
remained with the Prophet almost since the call and was destined
to become the third caliph. He was quoted to have said: "It was
customary with the Messenger of Allah that when portions of various Surahs were revealed to him and when any verse was revealed, he called one of the persons who used to write the Qur'an
and said to him: 'Write these verses in such a Siirah next to such a
verse. '''5 In addition to the official records of the Qur'an made by
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the Prophet's scribes under his supervision, many other copies
were written by some of his companions for their personal use.
For example, a copy belonged to •Ali-ibn-Abi Talib while another
was prepared by •Abdullah-ibn-Mas'iid who used to make explanatory notes in the margin. 6
The two stories relating how Labib-ibn-Rabi'ah and 'Omaribnel-Khanab accepted Islam were summarized in Chapter 2. In
each case a part of a Siirah was written down on a sheet, which
proves that Qur'anic Siirahs have been known entities and recording them in writing has been a tradition from the start of Islamic
history. In fact, literacy was considered very important by the
Prophet and his followers. It was eagerly sought for the community in every possible way. In the battle of Badr - the first major
battle between the Prophet and his enemies - the Muslims were
able to capture scores· of the disbelievers, some of whom were set
free in return for their teaching a few illiterate Muslims how to
read and write.
Despite all this evidence certain Orientalists have denied the early
formation of the Surahs and assumed that the verses were merely
"scattered messages to be discarded once they [had]· served their
purpose". 7 Noldeke, overlooking the patently clear historical
facts, insisted on the claim -- based on nothing but a figment of
his imagination - that the Prophet could not. have had access to
writing the revelations, nor did he care for it during his mission. 8
There are blatant examples of similar commentators in the last
century who appeared with scathing allegations like: "Apart from
its preposterous arrangements, the Qur'an is not so much a book
as a collection of manifestos, diatribes, edicts, discourses, sermons
and such-like pieces". 9 Describing the sacred Book as "preposterous" shows how far away from the scholarly approach a
prejudiced commentator can stray.
Other scholars, however, have recognized the integrity of
the Qur'an and remarked how some of the Prophet's friends had
learned by heart a stated number of Surahs. 'Abdullah-ibn-Mas'iid,
for instance, memorized seventy Sarahs from the Prophet's own
lips whereas Mu~ammad himself repeated seventy Siirahs on his
deathbed. to
Thus it is quite evident that every Qur'anic verse was recorded
in writing under the Prophet's personal supervision. The Sarah in
which it was includedand its sequence relative to the other verses
was followed according to his instructions. The textual order of
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~. set' 1'>y hifn and adhered to by the community.
bdicftl'S tlavem:fently memorized all the Surahs in the
otder prescribed by the Prophet.
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ChroooJOSical and textual orders
As· ~_ .. tkpteviOaschapter the textual order followed
by . . . . . . . ~ . the volume of the Book is basically
d~ r..-. the' c ~ order of their revelations. There
De evenS
~v'0I'S<S revealed in Medina are to ~ found
aJl106g,
~ came: clOwn in Mecca much earlier. The point
eadt le~~ ca. clown to meet specific occasion in .the
. Iiflt:. . . _~"hfuslitrtcommunity in Mecca or Medina.
~~y a few verses date back to a period many
~. ~ or ,,-daetevelation of the rest of the Surah, the
~",,,,,~. perfectly closely knit, the themes flow. . . . . .. . . , . .~.11 The individual. verses, with their
wnlt"· of ....... Be like precious stones. Quite a number' of
Ot~ ct#t ,"'~lDecamedazzledto such an extent by the
brilliance of.the iclcG "ev'itKed in the individual verses that they
wetC' unable CO ~ lhepattem linking them aU together.
As it ~.. _.chronological order of the revelations proeluted thr ~•. ""e~s in teachings of the faith and in legisla. . £01' the ~.cciltnmunity. To illustrate this we may .:on. . . .~ . . . . oae1itle of the successive stages in the preaching of
6: faith; 'llliIt 1lIepn With the simple divine command, "Recite!"
M the.s.w.dl . . CO be revealed; its chronological order isC.0.1
. .Ie its fatUi Otder is T .0. 96~

is'"

a

Recite (otltad}in the Name ofyour Lord Who created.
Then the apostOlic duty was imposed, "Warn!" (C.O. 4,
'1.0.14):

o ......... 1iT.if' ~lf up, arise and warn, and thy Lord do

~.
Later •

die P~ . . ordered to preach to his nearest kin

(C.O. .."t.O~ 25):
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And warn thy nearest relations and lower thy wing unto the believers who fonow thee.
Next the message was extended to the whole of Mecca. t~e ~
town (the mother of towns) and to hersurro\llldings(C~O.55,
T.O.6).
.
Ultimately the message was addressed to humanity at large:
Surely in this is a message for a people who serve (Us). A.a:idWe
have not sent you except as a mercy to the wQrlds. (21:106107)

It should by now be manifesdy deartbat the QI.lr'ln as a book is
not at aU ordinary. Had it been a Jnerehistory lloolc its aCcounts of
events would have followed a chronological sequence. Were it just
a record of what took place durin.g thePro~s lifetime or lJlission it would have been basically diff~. It is cettain1y·not the
same as any of the Gospels which recorded the <Ids and sayings
ofJesus (peace. be upon him) chronologically as recalled by some
of his disciples. Nor is there a resemblance to· a~htforward
book which discusses a particular topic,pt~,g fr~ an introduction to the core of the subject to eDd up in a conclusion. The
Qur'an is not like any of these. It~as rev~ by AJlih to give
great comfort to the heart. vast satisfaction to the i,nteUect and
clear guidanCe to the souls. of those wbo read it, reoteit, or tisten
to it. As for anyone who d9CSnot believe in God, he or she will
miss the whole message contained in the divine words.
One of the unique properties of the. Qur'~ is that usuaHy any
one verse, any few verses together and anyone Sarah can very
wen stand alone as a complete and inspiring entity.

TITLES OF THE SURAHS
Mul.tammad used to refer to each Siirah by a .tide rclate:d to its
subject matter. for instance, SUrah:1 isentid~ uThe~er" as it
describes the story of Moses when. he ordered his. followerS to
sacrifice a heifer. Sirah 3 is entitled uThe f~y of 'I.mdn" as it
mentions the family so nam~. partiaalarly ~ry,lesus, ~~as
and John the Baptist. Sirah 16 is entitled u11he. Cav.e" as it cleats
with the cave and the seven sleepers who fled thereseek4tg refuge
from persecution, and so OD.
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Certain Surahs were given more than one name by the Prophet
and his companions: Sural, 1, for example, is called "AI-Fiiti~ah"
(The Opener) as it is placed at the beginning. Other names include
"Um-el~Qur'ii,,", (the leader of the Book); the "Essence of the
Qur'an", and "A I-ljamd" , or "AI-Hamdo Lilliih Rabbil-'iilami,,",
as it starts with the verse "Praise be to Allah the Lord of the
Worlds."

THE TEXTUAL ORDER WAS KNOWN
IN THE PROPHET'S TIME
The earliest written copies of the Qur'an were inscribed on scattered sheets and slabs of various materials and thus far from being
orderly. However, the whole volume of the revelations had its definite pattern in the Prophet's mind and in the memories of the
faithful, with each verse and group of verses fitting into their specific place in the structure of the whole. Hundreds of his companions, called "Qur'an Bearers", were authorities on reciting the
Book from memory from beginning to· end, knowing every Sarah
and its place in the text. (n addition, many knew the occasion on
which each verse was revealed.
Had there been no textual order, or if this order had not been
generally known, it would have been impossible to learn the entire Book by heart. There has been a tradition since the Prophet's
time for .the imam (who leads the congregational prayer) to follow
the textual order. during his Qur'anic recitation. In case he does
not, he is at once corrected by members of the congregation. Such
correction could never have been possible had the textual order
not been familiar to them.
It so happens that there is ample evidence proving the Prophet
had set a textual order for the Surahs, both in the form ~f the instructions to his companions and in his own recitations of successive Surahs. Anas, one of his companions,· reported how the
Prophet had instructed them to divide the rest of the Qur'an, after
"The Opener", into seven consecutive divisions. The first of these
was to be composed of three Surahs, followed by five, then seven,
nine, eleven, thirteen Sarahs and finally all the remaining ones.
The last division commenced with the Sarah entitled "Qat'. 12
Adding the first Sarah, ("The Operier") t.o this succession we find
the one entitled "Qiif' numbered 50. This Siirah carries the
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identical number in the"prcsent-day Mus-haft, reaffirming that the
textual order of the Surdhs prescribed by Mu~ammad· has remained unchanged. The opening Surah aptly named "AI-Fati~,al."
by the Prophet, proves, by occupying the same position in the
MUi-l}af today, that it was ii,deed the first Sural, from the beginning.
Mu~ammad was also reJ>\>rted by some of his friends, including
'Othman and· Sa'id-ibn-Khaled, to have recited Sural. 2, "AIBaqarah", and then Sural, 3, "AI 'Imran", while leading the congregation. In another prayer he recited the first eight S'4rahs Consecutively as they are now recorded in the sacred text. In yet
another prayer he recited the Surahs "A I-Isra, " ("The NightJourney"), "AI-Kdhf' ("The Cave"), "Mdryam" ("Mary"),"Taha",
"AI-'Anbia" ("The Prophets"). 13 These Surdhs are found arranged
in the same sequence today numbered 17,18, 19,20,21, consecutively.
This surely disproves a recent assertion by Wansbrough that the
Qur'an was "a rough coordination of separate logia", as a product
of "an organic development during a long period of transmission", over several generations, or even "a period of approximately two centuries during which the text of scripture was anything
but stable".14 One simply wonders on what logical grounds do
such Orientalists base their wild conjecture? Most probably Wansbrough, completely overlooking the facts cited above, became
confused and mixed up the Qur'an with the ~ddith (the Prophet's
own sayings and traditions). The latter were scrutinized and recorded about two centuries after the Prophet's death; the renowned treatises of al-Bokhary and Muslim were written during
that era.
In fact, the strongest evidence· to prove that the textual order
did exist in the Prophet's time is to be found in the Qur'an itself.
In Surah 7S we read:
Surely on Us (rests) the collecting of it and the reciting of it. So
when We have recited it follow its recitation. (75:17-18)
Here "collecting of it" means putting it together, that is arranging
the verses and Surahs. This "collecting" or "arranging" of the
Surahs could only be made according to a certain order which is
divine. It is thus clear that not only the revelations were from
"Allah but also that their collection and arrangement were divinely
inspired.
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However, Orientalists have overlooked these historical facts.
probably as a result of not fully understanding the language. Some
could not see beyond the rhymes. Bell, for instance, maintained
that, "a detailed study of their structure discloses evidences of revisions and alterations. . . . That passages were not only placed in
certain Surahs but were sometimes adapted to their position in
them, is shown by the occurrence of hidden rhymes". 15 Had any
verse beerl so adapted or changed jnany way' it could scarcely
have been concealed in the course of Islamic history where even
the minutest detail regarding the Qur'an is there to be seen. 16
Certain Orientalists, noticing that the revelations used to be inscribed on separate pieces of paper, tablets, leather, the shoulder
blades of animals and stems of palm leaves, have falsely assumed
that there was no textual order. Bell, for example, could see noth.ing but, "a multitude of disconnected pieces,· sudden changes of
subject, even grammatical breaks". 17· Attempting to support this
assumption he went. on to say: "Their presence would be explained if we were to assume that it had stood on the back"of a
scrap of paper on which. the addition was written, and that both
sides of the paper had been read and copied consecutively." He
cited the following verses to illustrate his point: "In Surah 84
verses (13-15) destroy the balance of the preceding piece (verses
7-12) which is complete as it stands." Now these verses mean:
Then, as to him who is given his book in his right hand,
his account will be taken by an easy reckoning,
and he will return to his people rejoicing;
and as to him who is given his book behind his back;
he will call for perdition,
and enter into burning fire;
surely he was formerly joyful among his people;
surely he thought that he would never return (to Allah),
Yes, surely his Lord is ever Seer of him. (~: 7-15)
These verses evidently portray a scene of the ~c:after in some
detail. A comparison is drawn between a person't¥lao is righteous
and another who has concentrated only on this world and denied
the day of reckoning. The former will be presented with his record in his right hand, will be pleased with his work and will rejoice with his people (84:7-9). The disbeliever, on the other hand,
will feel wretched, will be given his record of bad deeds in a
humiliating way behind.his back and will be severely punished by
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fire (84:10.,-12). He should .blame no one but himself because
during his life he drowned himself in worldly pleasures among his
people, deliberately ignoring his Lord - who saw him at all
times - and had denied the certainty that he would return to Him
for reckoning (84:13-15).
We can thus see that the verses 7-12 are not complete as they
stand and the verses 13-15 actually perfect the account of the
scene by giving its background. The Muslim concept of the
Hereafter will be discussed in detail in Part II of this book.

Collection of the written Qur'anic
texts
For the first year following the Prophet's death no one worried
about a written copy of the Qur'an because there were many oral
witnesses among the Muslim community as living copies of the
Qur'an. But when, about a year later, over seventy of the
"Qur'an Bearers" were killed in the battle named "AI- Yamiimah"
it became imperative to guard against the sudden total loss of
these oral copies. It therefore became a matter of extreme urgency
to gather the material into a single volume which would be easy
to handle·and use for .reference. The idea was suggested to AbuBakr, the first caliph and the closest friend of the Prophet, by
'Omar-ibnel-Kha~~b himself another eminent companion.
After hesitating at first, saying, "How can I do a thing which the
Prophet. peace and Allah's blessings be upon him, has not done?"
Abu-Bakr was grad~lIy convinced that 'Omar was right.
This ~ shows how much the Qur'an was cherished by
the propbet:'s companions and by the Muslims at large. Abu-Bakr
sent fur Zaid-ibn-Thibit, one of the scribes who had written
down most of the revelations in the Prophet's presence and unde.·
his ......ce. Zaid was distinguished also as being one of those
wlW~W Ieamtthe whole Qur'an by heart and who was an authority on its various subjects and methods of recitation. Zaid had
atteddcd numerous recitations including the last given by the
Prophet himself, and was a man admired for his integrity and
competence.
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'Omar then delivered a sermon in which he gave an order to the
community: "Whoever received from the Messenger of God any
part of the Qur'an in writing under his supervision may he bring
it out to Zaid. "18
Zaid and a colleague, 'Amr, sat at the door of the mosque and
everyone who had any Qur'anic verse written down brought it
over to them. But no material was accepted as authentic unless
two of the Prophet's friends testified t,hat it had actually been written down in his presence and under his direct supervision. This
testi~ony was intended as an extra safeguard for the purity and
authenticity of the text. In other words, it was not considered sufficient just to have the Qur'an wl"itten down from memory many of the community having learnt it by heart. Nor was AbuBakr satisfied with the mere collecting of the written material there were a number of such records, some containing explanatory notes. Since the Muslim community held the sacred Book
. extremely dear, nothing less than the most scrupulous care had to
. be exercised in its collection.
Accordingly~ the official copy ,thus prepared was distinct from
other personal copies by its absolute precision which exclu~ed
from the text any explanatory notes and even the titles of the
Surahs. It was written down by Zaid on sheets of paper which
were tied together and kept in Abu-Bakr's custody. Before his
death he handed it over to 'Omar-ibnel-Khanab who became the
second caliph. When 'Omar was about to die he did not want to
nominate a specific successor, preferring to leave this to the people
to decide by vote. Until that time the safest repository for this
single reference copy of supremest value would be with 'Omar's
daughter I;laf~h, who in addition was also a widow of the
Prophet.
All of these historical facts have been ignored by certain writers
who have even evinced surprise when informed of them, and by
others who entertained the notion that the Qur'an was the result
ofcenturies oforganic development. )9

ISSUING OF THE STANDARD COPIES
It is recorded in Islamic histo.-y20 how, about twenty years after
. the Prophet's death, one of his companions named I;lothaifahibnel-Yaman.. on returning to Medina from the district of Arme46
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nia - where he had met a number of Muslims from various provinces - told the Caliph 'Othman of a disturbing new development. J:lothaifah had noticed a significant difference between the
styles of reading the Qur'an expressed by the Syrians and Iraqis.
Syria and Iraq were two provinces which had newly adopted the
faith and their language was not originally Arabic. J:lothaifah
voiced _his great concern to 'Othman: "Rescue this nation before
their differences grow with time until they reach the magnitude of
differences among the Jews and Christians. "
Alarmed, 'Othman at once appointed under his close supervision a committee of twelve members headed by Zaid-ibn-Thabit.
This committee included several of the Prophet's scribes. Zaid was
the one who had been entrusted with the task of making the earlier collection which 'Othman gave to the twelve members ordering them to.make several copies. Among 'Othman's instructions
to the committee were included the stipulations that they should
write nothing but the Qur'anic verses and that they should keep to
the same ord~r of verses and surahs as laid down by the Prophet
himself and as memorized by the Qur'an Bearers. 'Othman further stipulated an adherence to the same style of writing, which
allowed for the several methods of recitation as recognized during - the Prophet'S time; and that the handwriting should agree with the
Arabic dialect used by the Quraish, the Prophet's tribe in Mecca. 2 \
In the course of their work, it was reported, the committee differed among themselves regarding the word tabut. The Quraishy
members said, "we say it is tabUt", whereas Zaid, who came
from another tribe in Medina, declared, "we call it tabub." In the
end they had to resort to 'Othman who instructed them to follow
the Quraishy dialect and write the word to read tabut. 22
Of the completed official copies 'Othman ordered three to be
sent to Syria, Iraq and Mecca respectively, and one to be kept in
Medina. The original was returned to l:Iaf~ah. Finally, the caliph
issued an order for all the unofficial Mu~.~afs to be burnt.
Such clear historical- evidence has been recognized by many
Orientalists. It was even admitted by Menezes 23 that: "The pious
veneration with which the whole body of the Musulmans from
the very first regarded his revelations as the word of God, the devotion with which they committed them to memory and the evidence that transcripts existed even from an early period of
Mohammed's ministry, combined with the fact that Zaid's collection came into immediate and unquestionable use, all leave no
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doubt in the mind that the Qur'an contains the very words delivered by the Prophet. The few variations are confined almost entirely to the vowel forms and the diacritical points which are inventions oflater periods which were not existent in Zaid's time."
In fact, diacritics were not needed in the early years of Islam
when the Muslim community was mainly Arab and well versed in
their language. In those days the letters ba, ta, tha, nun, and ya all
looked alike (-» but could easily be distinguished by Arab readers, helped by the context and phrase meaning. However, during
the first century A. H. * a number ofnon-Arab nations accepted Islam
and began to learn Arabic so as to be able to read the sacred Book
and to say their prayers. Naturally they were faced with difficulties in reading Arabic. It was then that the eminent linguist 'Abul'Asswad-ed-Do'aly introduced the dots to some letters and other
diacritics to convey the sound of short (as different from long)
vowels. Thus the script became different for different letters, (bay,
ta ~, tha ob, nun ~, yay.). As a result, correct reading of the
Qur'an became possible, even for those with a limited knowledge
of the language. 24

PRESENT-DAY MUS-HAFS
In the course of the last fourteen centuries, the Qur'an has been reprinted thousands and thousands of times in Arabic without the
slightest change of sentence, word or even one letter. No change
has taken place in the order of the verses in each Surah, nor in the
_,',irahs throughout the text. Only a few discrepancies of. diacritics
are found which affect some vowels in certain Arabic characters
and accordingly may emphasize one or other shade of meaning of
specific words. These variations in some diacritics and full stops
have led Sale to state that: "There are seven principal editions, if I
may so call them, or ancient copies of that Book, two of which
were published and used at Medina, a third at Mecca, a fourth at
Kufa, a fifth atBa~ra, a sixth in Syria, and a seventh entitled the
common edition. Of these editions, the first makes the whole
number of verses 6,000, the second and fifth 6,214, the third
6,219, the fourth 6,236, the sixth 6,226 and the last 6,225. But

* Ailer the Prophet's Hijra, emigration, to Medina
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they all contain the same number of words, 77,639, the saml'
number ofletters 323,015. "25
On the same theme of textual purity Muir has indicated that
probably no other book in the world had remained for centuries
with so pure a text, while Margoliouth obser ved, that the theory of
"colouring by the medium" adopted by Christian theologians in
order to explain discrepancies in their scriptures was wholly· unknown in Islam. 26 Similarly, Menezes commented: "There is every probability that the work of Zaid was executed faithfully and
indeed the acceptance of the Qur'an by Ali and his party, the antagonists to Othman, is the surest guarantee of its genuineness. "27
Against the unanimous agreement of the Muslim community
and their extreme care in recording the Qur'an, as explained
above, Burton has recently put forward the preposterous assumption that the "present-day MUi-~af is an incomplete record of the
Qur'an".28 Burton, it seems, having heard about certain personal
copies of the Mu~-·~af such as those belonging to Ibn-Mas'iid and
'Obayy who used to write explanatory notes in the margins,
erroneously assumed such notes to belong to the Qur'an proper.

·SCIENCES AND ARTS RELATED TO
THE QUR'AN
It cannot be overemphasized that for a person to claim authority
on any topic he or she should be well versed in its various aspects
as well as the related subjects. Accordingly, anyone who claims to
be an authority On the Qur'ah must be well versed in the relevant
sciences and arts, in addition to perfecting his knowledge of the
Arabic language.
The sciences and arts rdated to the Qur'an ~re numerous.
Roughly five centuries ago, in his book AI-Itqin fl- 'Oliimil-Qur'in,
Galalud-DIn As-SayoufY classified these sciences into eighty
groups, noting that if detailed to their subheadings they would
total 300. They are collected here under a limited number of headings fQr reason of limited space:
. 1. Sciences related to occasions, dates and places of the revelations, including the verses revealed in Mecca, Medina
or elsewhere; the verses revealed by day or by night; in
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2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

winter or summer; while the Prophet was' in town or
travelling, etc.
Sciences dealing with the order and reasons for the various
revelations; what was codified on or after its revelation;
what was or was not previously revealed to earlier
Prophets; and 'records of how the verses were revealed, etc.
Sciences concerned with abrogations including the wording and meaning and various theories.
Sciences covering the literary style, its words and their origin; its grammatical rules, metaphors, tropes, syntactics,
semantics, etc.
The history of the scribes who first wrote down the divine
revelations; the history of the Qur'an Bearers who learned
it by heart; and the history of those who were the first to
teach it.
Sciences discussing the miraculous nature of the sacred
Book; its prophecies, their related history; the ways in
which the Qur'an excels; its properties, etc.
The rules and codes of behaviour for individuals and
societies as laid down in the Qur'an; their various aspects;
elaborations by various scholars, etc.
The physical and other sciences mentioned or hinted at;
their enumeration; the early achievements in them by the
Muslims; their history, etc.
The history of the personages mentioned, their n~mes,
nicknames and tides, as well as the history of nations.
Sciences dealing with Qur'inic exegesis; rules for exegesis;
the-categories of the scholars specializing in it; their work
and its analysis; the recommended methods of exegesis,
etc.

11.

Sciences and arts related to its rules of calligraphy and the
history of its development -and rules related to its diacritics.
12. The arts and rules of reading and reciting the Qur'in; the
various methods of pronouncing the vowas .and consonants; rules ofetiquette while recitiDg.

Besides daac groups of sc:icncesand arts there are other rich veins
of scic:nces related to the Qur'in, primarily those concerned with
the MCSICIIIF of AIIih. These include: -the Prophet's tife history;
his traditions; his sayings; studies of the historians who reported
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his sayings (badlth); the classification of these historians with regard to their characters and more particularly their accuracy in reporting; the chains of isniid etc. The science of isniid is concerned
with scrutinizing each link in the chain of successive narrators reporting the Prophet's 1)adith, (his sayings and deeds), beginning
with the reporter who eye-witnessed or heard the Prophet and
ending with the name of the writer who recorded the event.
There are other sciences related to organizing these reported
traditions into several grades which include ~a~f~ ("authentic"), .
that is to say with a completely reliable chain of isniid. There are
also the grades "good"; "weak", that is with interrupted isniid;
"envoyed" meaning with one strong link of isniid missing, etc. To
illustrate the meticulous care taken by the reporters on the
Prophet's traditions one may refer to such an authoritive book as
al-Bokhary's AI-$a1)ib, one of several influential treatises on the
subject. In his chapter On "The sin of telling lies about the
Prophet", al-Bokhary quoted 'Ali-ibn el-Ga'd to have said: "Sho'bah told us: 'Mansour told me: "I heard Rabi'-ibn-f:lerash saying,
'I heard 'Ali Saying, "the Prophet, peace be upon him, said 'Do
not tell lies about me, as whoever lies about me will surely enter
hen. t,n,,,,"
In the same chapter al-Bokhary also declared, "Abul-Walid told
us: 'Sho'bah quoted to us Jami'-ibn Shaddad who quoted Aminibn-'Abdullah-ben-Az-Zobair who quoted·his father to have said
"I heard the Prophet, peace be upon him saying, "Whoever tells
lies about me, Hell shall be his abode""".
In the same chapter al-Bokhary added: "Abu-Ma'mar told us:
"Abdul-Warith quoted 'Abdul-'Am to have said: 'Anas said,
"What prevents me from telling you much is that·1 heard the
Prophet peace be upon him saying; 'Who intentionally tells lies
about me shall be domiciled in Hell'''' ".
This is just an example to illustrate the extreme care taken in reporting accuntely not only every word uttered by the Prophet but
also the names of the witnesses who heard him and the names of
those ",ho relayed his sayings by word of mouth to successive
genentions, even when handed down through more than one
channel.
.
The question may well be asked: How many of those writers or
scbolars who have taken pen in hand to compose books on Oriental, Arabic or Islamic studies were able first to master all the above

sciences and arts related to the Qur'an?
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Chapter 4

On the Qur'anic Textual
Order,

With regard to the textual orden of the verses and Siirahs, we read
numerous comments by Orientalists who have studied the subject
to varying. depths. Just how many have accepted the traditional
order of the Mrq·".f is impossible to tell since in such a case no
comment need be made. On the other hand, there are Orientalists
who have criticized the order of the Surahs and verses; at times
even suggesting arrangements to their own taste. Should ignorance lead to prejudice? Commentators of the Middle Ages such as
Ricoldo and Vincent de 'Beauvais have described ~he Qur'an as
"fabricated, tom about and disorderly ... there was no order of
time by periods and kings".1 Unfortunately, such accusations
have. been· mechanicaUy echoed by a few later Orientalists who, it
seems, have made no effort to check their validity. A representative selection of these comments is cited in the coming few pages,
their arguments are analysed and the relevant Qur'anic verses are
rendered.
The claim 'that the SiirdIu were arranged in a manner opposite to
their chronological 9rder was made by Muir. Noldeke, Palmer,
RodweU. and more recendy byJeffery. Cragg and Kritzeck. 2
Rodwell and Tritton have further aCCused Zaid-ibn-Thibit and
his committee of ignoring every system in the Siirdlrs' arrangement.They have overlooked the fact that Zaid's group were merely
following the Qur'inic textual arrangement established by the
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Prophet himsel£ Both Orientalists have conjectured that Zaid
simply placed together whatever came to hand, with "the longest
and best known chapter first". 3 Kritzeck matched them in imagination and accused Zaid of inventing his own arrangement for
the Surahs "with entire disregard to continuity of subject and uniformity of style," producing "a most unreadable and incongruous
patchwork"4. An additional and still wilder accusation was that he
and his committee used the Prophet's revelation only as a basis
"though arranging it as they saw best and adding other material
that came to them where it seemed appropriate." This particular
criticism was hurled by Jeffery. 5 Surprisingly enough, not a single
example was provided to substantiate such wild conjectures.
Now, this"other material" - if indeed it could ever have existed
outside the Orientalist's imagination - must have been one of
two alternatives: either part of the same. or part of a different literary style as the Qur'anic verses. If this material were of the same
style then other authors indeed could have imitated the Qur'an.
But, on the contrary, history has proved that this never took
place; what is more, the challenge is still open. Alternatively, if it
were of a different style this could easily have been discerned by
expert linguists. Generations of capable authorities on the subject
could not single out anyone flaw in the Qur'anic style. Yet,.]effery persisted, "that all it contains is genuinely from the Prophet is
fairly certain for very few passages are of "doubtful authenticity,"
without giving a single example to substantiate such a sweeping
allegation. 6
Some writers have even gone to the extent of recklessly accusing the Prophet himself of having "designedly mixed up later with
earlier revelations, not for the sake of producing that mysterious
style which seems so pleasing to those who value truth least ...
but for the purpose of softening down some of the earlier
statemer:tts".7 How can such accusations against the concrete historical facts about every single Siirah and verse be described except
as the fruit of a careless lack of knowledge? There are innumerable
books in Arabic and other languages on Qur'anic exegesis where
every verse is explained and analysed with regard to its grammar,
syntax, historical occasion and in many other respects. 8 Had those
Orientalists mentioned above studied or consulted such books,
they, no doubt, would have reached drastically different conclusIons.
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Attempted changes in the textual
order
A few Orientalists seem to have been obsessed by the notion that
the Surahs should follow one another chronologically. The fact remains evident that even had their idea been feasible it would have
been impossible to apply to many of the Surahs for the simple
reason that they combined both earlier and later revelations. This
will be explained below. Further, some commentators were uncertain as to the exact order of various Surahs. For instance, the
chronological order of Surah 1 "The Opener" .was thought by
Muir to be 6, by Rodwell to be 8, by Noldeke to be 48, while Jeffery excluded it from the Qur'an altogether. More examples of
such confusion are cited in Appendix II in which the textual order
of the Surahs and their correct chronological order are compared
with the arrangements suggested by Muir, Noldeke, Rodwell and
Jeffery. It is interesting to note that the arrangement suggested by
Muir in 1860 and quoted by Hughes in 18949 , differs in many respects from that of the same Muir as quoted by Bell in 1958. \0
The quotation by Hughes is the one included in Appendix II
here. Is it not strange that although these gentlemen have followed
similar lines of thought and "research", they have reached divergent conclusions? The only similarity among them is that each insisted on not accepting the order of the Surahs established by the
.
Islamic traditions for the Islamic Book.

RODWELL'S HYPOTHESIS
It would seem that Rodwell was enthusiastic about developing a
theory, any theory, to exBlain his invented chronological sequence
of the Qur'anic verses. Starting from the fact that many of the
verses in the early revelations are short, he attempted to rearrange
various Surahs. For example, on Siirah 67 he commented: "Verses
8-11 wear the appearance of a late insertion on account of their
length which is a character of the more advanced period. ,,\\
However, if one looks at the Arabic text - which is surely the
material to be studied, rather than any translation - one finds that
these verses contain the following numbers of words: 13, 19, 12, 5
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respectively. The rest of the verses of this Surah vary in length between 8 and 18 words. More importantly, verses 8-11, claimed
by Rodwell as a late insertion, sound and look very closely knit
with those coming before and after, the ideas flowing gracefully
throughout. They are translated here:
And for those who disbelieve in their Lord there is
the doom of hell, a hapless journey's end.
.When they are flung therein they hear its roaring as it boils up.
It would almost burst with rage.
Whenever a host is flung therein the wardens thereof ask them:
came there unto you no warner?
They say: Yes, verily a warner came unto us; but we denied and
said: God has not revealed: ye are in nought but a great error.
And they say: Had we been wont to listen or have sense, we
would riot have been among the dwellers of the blaze.
So they acknowledge their sins: but far removed (from mercy)
are the dwellers in the blaze.
Lo! Those who fear their Lord in the Unseen, theirs will be forgiveness and a great reward.
And keep your speech secret or proclaim it, Lo! Verily He is
Knower of all that is in the breasts (of men). (67:6-13)
Now, if the verses 8-11 were nOt revealed at the same time as the
rest of the Sarah, this proves the Islamic argument that the Qur'anic verses orSarahs were not intended to follow each other in the
text according to their chronological order but according to the
divine plan.
Another claim of Rodwell's is concerned with Sarah 51: "It is
highly probable that the whole passage from verse 24 to 60 did
not originally form a part of this chapter but was added at a later
period, perhaps in the recension of the text under 'Othman for
want of connection with what precedes. "12 This can be dismissed
as wrong since verses 24 to 60 of this Sarah are a natural continuation of the subject matter begun in the preceding verses (1-23).
The Sarah commences with an oath (1-4) and a warning that the
Hereafter will definitely take place (5,6). Those who deny it are
criticized (7..,.12). The punishment for the disbelievers ami the reward for the believing doers of good are briefly described (13-·
19). Then, attention is drawn to Allah's signs around us, (20-23).
The verses (24-53) refer to signs in history; and how each disbelieving nation was doomed. Every one of these nations denied
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their Prophet and accused him of being a wizard or a madman.
Finally, the disbelievers in the Prophet's message are referred to
and are warned (54-60).
Apparently Rodwell used;' translation rather than the original
Arabic text as a basis for his conjectures. He asserted that in Si4rali
74 a word saqar disturbs the rhyme; "it may have been inserted by
a mistake of the copyist for the usual word which suits it" without naming the "usual word" he had in mind. 13 In Arabic the
verses 18-30 end in the following consecutiv~ words:

qaddar (18), qaddar (19), qaddar (20), natliar (21)
basar (22), istakbar (23), yo'thar (24), bashar (21)
saqar (26), saqar (27); tadhar (28), bashar (29), 'Ashar (30)
The rhyming throughout is very striking. What is more, each
word in its place is especially appropriate as far as the meaning is
concerned.

JEFFERY'S ASSUMPTIONS
Jeffery came up with the following seriously mistaken conjecture.
He dismissed Sarah 1 as not belonging to the Qur'anproper. He
ignored'Surah 3 and omitted it from his chronological arrangement. Jeffery then went on to claim that Surah 111 was revealed in
Medina in the second year subsequent to Hijra, although, according to Islamic history this same Surah is among the earliest revelations in Mecca being revealed about ten years before Hijra l4 ; its
correct chronological order is 6. Similarly, he considered Surahs
102 and 107 as Medinan revelations while they were actually Meccan. He invented his own chronological arrangement, based on a
notion he conceived, probably from the Qur'anic translation he
re~d. For instance, he assumed Surah 101 to be succeeded in .time
by Surahs 99, 82, 81, 53, 84 and 100, while the correct chronological sequence for these respective Surahs, according to Islamic
tradition, is 30, 93, 82, 7, 23, 83 and 14.
When Jeffery decided to exclude Surah 1 from the Qur'an he
contended that, "in it man is addressing God whereas in the
Qur'an proper it is always God .addressing man". IS He is evidently mistaken in this case as shown by the following verses from
Surah 2:
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God imposes not on any soul a duty beyond its scope.
For it is that which it earns [of good] and against it which it
works [of evil].
Our Lord, punish us not if we forget or make a mistake.
Our Lord, do not lay on us a burden as Thou didst lay on those
before us. Our Lord, impose not on us (affiictions) which we
have not the strength to bear. And pardon us, and grant us protection, and have mercy on us. Thou art our Patron so grant us
victory over the disbelieving people. (2:286)
In this verse, in Surah 1, as well as in several others, the believers
are guided to the best way of addressing the Deity.
According to another assumption of jeffery's, Surah 103 is "an
early Meccan fragment to which the last verse was added in
Medina".16 The Surah in point is composed of only three verses,
rendered as follows:
By the declining day,
La! man is in a state of loss,
except those who believe and do righteous deeds,
and exhort each other to the truth
and exhort each other to endurance. (103: 1-3)
. Reading it even in translation, one can see that jeffery's assumption is simply not true, for the Siirah sounds perfectly selfcontained and integrated.
On Surah 72, jeffery came up with the comment, "The concluding verses are quite different in style and are apparently an
odd fragment which the compiler added. "17 Sura" 72 is composed
of twenty-eight verses, the last seven are here translated:
Say: La! no one can protect me from Allah
nor can I find any refuge beside Him.
(Mine is) but conveyance (of the truth) from Allah and His messages; and who disobeys Allah and His Messenger, Lo! his is the
fire of hell wherein such dwell forever.
Till (the day) when they shall behold that which they are promised (they may doubt); but then they will know (for certain)
who is weaker in allies and less in multitude.
Say (0 Mu~ammad, unto the disbelievers); I know not whether
that which ye are promised is nigh, or if my Lord has so a
distant term for it.
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(He is) the Knower of the Unseen and reveals to no one his
secret.
Save unto every messenger whom He has chosen and then He
makes a guard to go before him and a guard behind him.
That He. may know that they have indeed conveyed the message of their Lord.
He encompasseth all their doings and
He keeps count ofeverything. (72:22-28)
Simply by reading these verses we can see how mistaken Jeffery
was in his assumptions.
The Islamic concept of the Hereafter will be discussed in Part II
of this book.

INVENTED CRITERIA FOR MECCAN
AND MEDINAN REVELATIONS
It seems that the urge to develop a theory, any theory, about the
textual and' chronological orders was not limited to Rodwell and
Jeffery. Lammens invented a criterion about the Medinan verses.
He claimed that the divine warnings of the approach of the Judgement were ~doned in the Medinan Surahs. 18 This is evidently
fa~ from true, as' proved by. the examples of verses cited in this
and other chapters.
Those commentators who tried to invent a criterion for Meccan
and Medinan Surahs other than from historical evidence simply
got lost. As an example, Bell postulated: "It was only in Medina
that Muhammad was interested in maintaining the morale of a
community; condemnation of 'fasad', corruption, treason, is thus
a mark of the Medinan origin of the passage. "19 Both his ass,umption and conclusion are wrong, because the Prophet condemned
corruption at every stage of his mission. The word fasad is found
in both Meccan and Medinan Surahs. The word is mentioned once
in Surah 89 which is Meccan, as indicated in the Qur'an and as
admitted by Bell, Muir, Noldeke and Grimme.
Another aspect of such scholars' thinking is exemplified by
Bell's statement: "The doubtful Surahs are 98, which Muir regards
as Meccan, Grimme as doubtfully so and Noldeke as Medinan; 22
which Noldeke classes as Medinan but with admixture of Meccan
.passages. The Western commentators divided the Meccan Sura Irs
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into groups within which they do not profess that their order is
strictly chronological."20
Obsessed, it seems, with their own notions, these writers have
tried to invent criteria, which were usually invalid, in order to decide how the Qur'anic Surahs might be chronologically arranged.
Convinced of the invincibility of their arguments they overlooked
the conspicuous fact that the Qur'anic Surahs and verses were never
intended to be arranged in the text according to the chronological order of their revelation.

MECCAN AND MEDINAN VERSES
COMBINED
Actually, as mentioned in the last chapter, many a Surah is mixed.
That is, it contains a few verses revealed in Mecca while the rest
were revealed in Medina, or vice versa. Now, although such
verses were revealed some years before or after the rest of the
Surah, the whole once complete is perfectly knit. The development of ideas and the "rich repertory of subtle and complicated
rhythms," as Arberry put it, glide with no interruption or flaw.
Some exampies will be discussed here, while Appendix III offers
the list of many more Surahs revealed partly in Mecca and partly
in Medina.
1. In Surah 9, the 129 verses came down to the Prophet in
Medina - except for the last two which had been revealed in
Mecca some years earlier. Here are the last 6 verses of this SiiralJ:
And whenever a Surah is revealed there are some of them who
say: Which of you has it strengthened in faith?
So as for those who believe it strengthens them in faith
and they are hopeful.
But as for those in whose hearts is a disease, it adds uncleanness
to their uncleanness and they die while they are disbelievers.
See they not that they are tried once or twice in every year, yet
they repent not, nor do they mind.
And whenever a Surah is revealed, they look at one another:
Does anyone see you? Then they turn away. Allah has turned
away their hearts because they are a people who understand not.
Certainly a Messenger has come to you from among
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yourselves; grievous to him is your suffering, full of concern for
you, to the believers gentle, compassionate.
But if they turn away, say: Allah is sufficient for me, there is no
god but He. On Him do I rely, and He· is the Lord of the
Mighty Throne.· (9:124-129)
Here the disbelievers' response to any Siirah is compared with that
of those who believe. As for the people whose hearts are diseased
by lack of faith, their belief even decreases when. they hear a Si4ral.
and they turn away because of their lack of understanding (124127). Then the believers are addressed (128), and the messenger
. whom God has sent from among them is described. Finally, the
Prophet himself is comforted: "If the faithless turn away from the
message, rely on Allah, He is the Lord of the mighty throne"
(129).
Unable to discern the comprehensive plan behind these verses a
writer like Lammens, in a snide· criticism, has declared them to be
"Medinese fragments which have strayed into the Mekkan
Suras".21
2. The 52 verses of Siirah 14 were all revealed in Mecca, with the
exception of verses 28, 29 and 30 which came down in Medina
years later. Verses 24 to 31 are interpreted as follows:
Seest thou not how Allah coins a similitude. A goodly saying
as a goodly tree, its root set firm, its branches reaching into
heaven.
Giving its fruit at every season by permission ofits Lord?
Allah coins the similitudes for mankind in order that they may
reflect.
And the similitude of a corrupt saying is as a corrupt tree, uprooted from upon the earth, possessing no stability.
Allah confirms those who believe by a firm saying in the life of
the world and in the Hereafter, and Allah sends wrong-doers
astray. And Allah does what He will.
Hast thou not seen those who exchanged the bounty of Allah
with thanklessness, and led their people down to the Abode of
ruin?
He!!, they are exposed thereto, a hapless end.
And they set up rivals to Allah that they may mislead (men)
from His way. Say: Enjoy life (while ye may) for lo! Your journey's end will be the Fire.
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Tell My servants who believe to establish worship and spend of
that which We have given them, secretly and in public before a
day comes wherein there will be neither trafficking nor
befriending. (14: 24-31)
Here the verses discuss a parable; a good word is like a good lofty
tree, firmly rooted and bearing abundant fruit in all seasons
whereas a bad word is like a rotten tree that could easily fall (26).
Thence, the believers and the wrong doers are mentioned - particularly tho~e thankless people who have exchanged the grace of
Allah for loss (28, 29). They have turned away from Allah and His
way; whatever temporary joy they may have in this world can
only be little since Hell will be their doom (30). Finally, the Messenger is ordered to tell Allah's servants that He wants them to
worship Him, and spend in charity of what He has granted them
before the day comes when every soul will be judged for its own
work, nothing will be available in exchange or as a friendly gift
among people (31).
3. Surah 15 was revealed in Mecca - all 99 verses being revealed there with the exception of verse 87 which is of Medinan
origin, considerably later. Verses 85 to 89 are here interpreted:

And We created not the heavens and the earth and what is between them save with truth; and the Hour is surely coming, so
pardon with kindly forgiveness.
Surely thy Lord, He is the All- Creator, the All- Knower.
And certainly We have given thee seven oft-repeated (verses)
and the grand Qur'an.
Stretch not thine eyes to what We have given certain classes of
them to enjoy, and grieve not for them, and make thyself gentle
to the believers.
And say: I am indeed the manifest warner. (15: 85-89).
The Prophet is being addressed; he is urged to reflect upon Allah's
creation around him in the heavens and earth. Everything was
created with truth, every sign points to the reality of the Hereafter
(85). Then Allah, the Creator, the Knower (86) reminds him of
his grace and of the bestowal of His great favour (87). He asks the
Prophet to be kind to the believers, not to grieve for those who
turn away from the message to follow their limited worldly enjoyment (88). He is instructed to plainly warn them (89).
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LINKS BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE
SURAHS
One more piece of evidence for the fact that the textual order of
the Qur'an is divine, and not· random, can be furnished by a study
of the links between each two consecutive Surahs in the MUI-baf.
A few examples would illustrate this point;

1. Surahs 1 and 2: The former ends in a supplication to God that
He may "guide us to the straight path" (1:6); whereas the latter
starts by indicating the guidance. Its second verse is rendered thus:
This is the Book whereof there is no doubt, a guidance unto the
pious. (2:2).
So, this v.erse gives a divine answer to man's suppl:cation at the
end of the first Surah.
2. In Surahs 8 and 9, the last two verses in the former describe the
co-operative and brotherly behaviour of the believers and give the
good tidings of the generous divine reward prepared for them.
Surah 9 commences with a warning to the disbelievers, polytheists
and ~ypocrites. Thus, together these present an impressive and instructive contrast for the reader who believes, to induce him to
.
follow the right path and to evade the wrong.

3. Surahs 93 and 94, both are addressed to the Prophet. The former Surah comforts and tells him;
Thy Lord hath not foresaken thee nor doth He hate thee.
Verily the later period will be better for thee than the forme!..
(93: 1-2)
He is then reminded of God's favours and blessings so far bestowed on him; protecting him when he was an orphan, guiding
him when he was at loss and enriching him after being in want
(93: 6-8). The Surah ends by enjoining the Prophet not to oppress
the orphan, not to. chide the beggar, but to proclaim the Lord's
favours (93: 9-11).
In continuation, the subsequent Surah (94) starts by reminding
the Prophet of some of the Lord's favours:
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Have We not expanded for thee thy breast,
And removed from thee thy burden which weighed down
thy back
And exalted for thee thy mendon. (94: 1-3)
The bond between the two Surahs is clearly strong~
From these examples and others, even from each single page of
the Qur'an it should be clear that this is not an ordinary book of
history in which each sentence should follow the preceding one
chronologically.
It should by now be abundantly clear that the Orientalists
quoted above have merely consumed vast amounts of time ann
energy in trying to rearrange the Qur'anic verses into.any pattern
different from their traditional textual order. Had these Orientalists only directed their attention to the magnificent subject matter,
the wealth of noble ideas contained in the sacred text, how much
more fruitful would have been the results of all their painstaking
efforts.
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Chapter 5

English Translations of the
Qur'an

According to the Oxford Dictionaryl, "translation" means expressing the sense ofa word, sentence, or book in another language.
Those who have tried to translate the Qur'an from its Arabic original have found it impossible to express the same wealth of ideas
with a limited number of words in the new language. Indeed,
some writers, recognizing this extreme difficulty, have refrained
from calling their works "translation". Pickthall for instance,
called his rendering The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an, while
Arberry 2 entitled his, The Qur'an Interpreted. Both have made their
translations directly from Arabic. Needless to say, in the case of a
second or (hird hand translation such as from Arabic into Latin or
French and thence into English, the result is bound to be still
further away from the original. Despite the evident inaccuracy of
the word "translation" it remains the most convenient one and
will therefore be used throughout this chapter.

Historical note
The first translation of the Qur'an into a Western language was
made into Latin. It was carried out by Robertus Rotenesis and
Hermannus Dalmata in 1143 but was not published until 1543. In
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1647 Andre du Ryer who was the French Consul in Egypt for
some years translated it into French. This translation was later described by Sale as having mistakes in every page besides frequent
transpositions, omissions and additions. This French version was
translated into English by Alexander Ross in 1688. This was
the first English version of the Qur'an and was described by Savary as "despicable"; Sale described it as a very bad one, no better
than its French origin. Many later English translations were based
on a Latin version by Father Ludovic Maracci in 1698. 3 Maracci
was the confessor of Pope Innocent XI and was taught Arabic by a
Turk.
One of the most famous English translations was by George
Sale in 1734, who included a detailed explanatory discourse. Sale
depended largely on Maracci's Latin version. 4 This was because he
could not fully master the Arabic language. His tutor was an Italian named Dadichi, the king's interpreter at the time. Although
Voltaire asserted that Sale had spent "five and twenty years in
Arabia where he had acquired a profound knowledge of the Arabic
language and customs", this was ruled out in his biography by the
historian R.A. Davenport as being "opposed by the stubborn evidence of dates and facts." Consequently it was "an obvious im':'
possibility and must be dismissed to take its place among those
fictions by which biographers have often been encumbered and
disgraced". 5
Undeniably Sale's translation of the Qur'an contains' many
faults, each one indicating that he could not have fully grasped the
Arabic language; examples will be given later in this chapter. But
despite its many inaccuracies, Sale's version has gone through
sorite thirty editions; it was retranslated into Dutch iri 1742, German in 1764, French in 1750, Russian in 1792, Swedish in 1814,
and into Bulgarian in 1902. 6
Subsequently, many other attempts to translate the Qur'jn into
English have been published by English writers who Iargdy depended on Sale's or other non-Arabic versions. Rodwell's rendering appeared in 1861, Palmer's in 1880, Bell's in 1939 and '
Dawood's in 1956. Professor Arberry's translation of the original
Arabic was published in 1955 and was described by Watt, Wil1iams
and others as of the "greatest literary distinction". The one by
Dawood was considered by Watt as very simple and "always having an intelligible meaning". 7
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A number of translations have also been made by born Muslims, among them 'Abdul-Hakim Khan in 1905, Mirza abul-Fazl
in 1911, Mohammed 'Ali in 1916 and 'Abdullah Yusuf 'Ali in
1938. There is another translation published in 1930 by a Western
scholar who accepted Islam; he is Marmaduke Pickthall.

Assessment of English translations
To be realistic one should never expect any translation to convey
in full the ideas expressed in the Arabi~ original. To quote Williamson the subject: "No translation, however faithful to the
meaning has ever been successful. "8 Anyone who has read it in the
original is forced to admit this statement is justified. Arabic, when
expertly used is a remarkably terse, rich and forceful language, and
the Arabic of the Qur'an is by tums striking, soaring, vivid, terrible, tender and breathtaking. In Professor Gibb's words, "No man
has ever played on that deep-toned instrument with such power,
such boldness and such range of emotional effects. '09 Bodley declared: "To anyone who has not heard the sonorous majesty of an
Arab reciting the Qur'1n, it is impossible to convey what the
Book lacks in English. French or German. "10 However, certain
translations were so well done that they could move readerS sincerely searching for the truth and illumination even to the extent
ofaccepting the faith of Islam.
Comparing any translation with the original Arabic is like comparing a thumbnail sketch with the natural view of a splendid
landscape rich in colour, light and shade, and sonorous in melody.
The Arabic vocabulary as used in the Qur'an ~nveys a wealth of
ideas· with various subtle shades and colours impossible to express
in full with a finite number of words in any other language.
To illustrate .this point let us look at the two Arabic words ista'a
and ista!ii'a. Both words were translated interchangeably as
"could" or "was able to" by Sale, Mul]ammad 'Ali, Pickthall,
Rodwell and others, all of whom overlooked the delicate difference in meaning between the two words. [sta'a is only used for relatively easy actions such as climbing a hill, whereas ista!a'a is used
for a more difficult task such as boring a tunnel through the hill..
Another example is related to the attributes of Allah; he is Kllii66
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liq (the Creator who creates things from nothing), K/.alliiq (who
creates everything), Fiitir (the original Creator of things, - without a previous example to imitate), AI-Badi' (who creates and perfects things without previous examples), AI-Bari' (who creates and
gives substance). All these names are translated interchangeably as
the "Creator"n, the "Maker"'2, the "Originator"'3, or the
..Producer" I 4. The Arabic words malik, miilik and malik are
slightly different from one another in writing and meaning. Malik
is "king", whereas miilik is the "maker and owner" and miilik is
the "supreme sovereign". Sale and Rodwell interpreted them all as
"king", whereas miilik was interpreted as "owner" by Pickthall
and as "lord" by 'Ali.
Again, the wordqiidir means capabie, whereas qadir and moqt4dir
are two different superlative forms with the same root. Moqtadir
was construed by Sale as "most potent", by Rodwell as "potent"
and by Pickthall as "mighty". The closest rendering could be
"most capable of great things". 'Ali rendered the word as
"powerful" while he rendered qadir as "possessor of power". The
latter word was interpreted by Sale as "almighty", and by Pickthall as "able"; whereas the closeSt expression would be "infinitely
capable".
More often than not a single word can hardly be adequately
translated by less than a long phrase. For instance, the word nUJJah
was rendered by Bucaille as "a small quantity ofliquid" and he regretted not having "the terms which are strictly appropriate".
Rendering the adjective makin as a "firmly established lodging" he
described it as "hardly translatable".'5 The subtle difference between mata and ayyiina could hardly be discerned in any translation
the author ever read. Although both mean the interrogative
"when" the word ayyiina implies a denial that the event in question will ever take place.

Mistaken English translations
By this it is meant that the original sense of the word or verse was
not properly expressed. This could have resulted for 'several
reasons: (1) nescience of the Arabic word's exact meaning:
(2) knowing only one shade of the meaning; (3) confusion be67
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tween different Arabic words; (4) limited knowledge of Arabic
eked out with figments of imagination; (5) mistaking Arabic for
Hebrew or Syriac; (6) some confusion with Hebrew traditions.

1 NESCIENCE OF THE ARABIC
WORD'S EXACT MEANING
In translating 18:26 Palmer's version is 16, "He can see and hear";
whereas Sale's is, "Do thou make H;m to see and to hear"17 and
Rodwell's is, "Look thou and hearken to Him alone". 18
Pickthall renders it, "How clear of sight is He and keen of hear• ing," whij:h is the only one that can be described as nearest to the
correct rendering.
In attempting to construe the words in 64:9, Palmer wrote,
"that is the day of cheating". 19 He tried to elaborate further: "i.e.
both the righteous and wicked wiIl disappoint each other by reversing their positions, the wicked being punished while the righteous are in bliss." But it is perfectly well known from the Qur'an
that the righteous and wicked are never going to "reverse positions" nor are the righteous going to be "disappointed" on the
Day ofJudgement. Actually,. the Arabic word attaghabon does not
mean "cheating". It means taking each other to judgement and
suing each other. Furthermore, this specific verse does not say
exactly where the righteous and wicked ~re as claimed by the
Orientalist.
In trying to translate 56:75, Sale wrote20 "Moreover, I
swear by the setting of the stars", but fala does not mean
"moreover". It means "so I do not". Mawaqi'-an-nujum does not
signify the actual setting of the stars but rather the places where
the stars are or the places where the stars are going to fall. 21
Jeffery came to a very wrong set of conclusions from a similar
mistake. His attempt to translate 75:34-35 reads, "Nearer to thee,
ever nearer to the Hour; then nearer to thee still nearer." He goes
on to say, "This is merely an attempt to link these two out-ofplace verses with what goes before and what goes after. "22 Jeffery
has missed the point; the verses preceding these describe the conditions of the mischievous and disbelievers, aIling the attention of
the reader to reflect on the Hereafter just described and on the fol68
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lowing verses which provide additional proof that Judgement is as
definite as the everyday world we see around us. The whole
group of verses as correctly interpreted should actually read:
For he neither trusted nor prayed.
But he denied and rebelled.
Then went he to his folk with glee.
Nearer unto thee and nearer.
Again nearer unto thee and nearer.
Thinketh man that he is to be left aimless?
Was he not a drop of fluid which gushed forth?
Then he became a clot (of blood) then Allah shaped and
fashioned,
And made of him a pair, the male and female.
Is not He (Who does so) Able to bring the dead to life? (75:31-40)
In a recent book, Rodinson in some of his misconceptions, interpreted 53:4 thus:
"This is none other than a suggestion suggested" instead of:
"This is none other than a revelation revealed" and 36:69 as:
"We have not taught him poetry nor does it beseem it" rather
than:
"We have not taught him poetry nor should he (learn it)" and
the verse 52:43:
"Have they any god but Allah?
How far is Allah above those they associate with Him" in lieu
of:
"Allah is highly exalted above those they. associate with
Him. ,,23 He seems to have been misinformed to the extent of fabricating a passage that is alien to the QUr'an. 24

2

AWARENESS OF ONLY ONE
SHADE OF MEANING

Lane's translation of 2:93 illustrates this point: "They were made
to drink down the calf into their hearts. "25 Now, the verse does
not actually say anything about drinking. The word oshribo literally means that their hearts were "filled" or "soaked" with the
love of the calf. But Lane insisted, "The word here rendered
(hearts) often signifies (stomachs)," which is wrong because "sto69
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machs" in Arabic is bo!on. Adamant in his insistence Lane con",,:
tinued: "Here the narrative agrees with the Mosaic account: 'for
he [Moses] took the calf they had made and burnt it in the fire and
ground it to powder and strewed it upon the water and made the
children of Israel to drink it' (Exod. 32:20)." As it happens, this
narrative of Exodus does not feature at all in this small Qur'anic
verse.
Or, if we take Sale's translation of 16:19: " ... and thrown on
the earth mountains firmly rooted lest it should move with
yoU".26 In Arabic rawasiya fil-'art! means "firm heavy parts in the
earth" not "on the earth" while tomida signifies "its m~tion becomes
unbalanced," which is basically different {rom Sale's version.
He further maintained: "The word rawasiya seems properly to express the Hebrew word mechanim, that is foundations, and therefore it is thought the Qur'an has here translated the passage of
Psalm (4:5); "He laid the foundations of the earth that it should
not be moved forever," which is basically different from the
meaning of the verse.
In his rendering of 22:65 Palmer seems to· have been aware of
only one shade of meaning; "He holds the sky from falling on the
earth save at His bidding, verily God to men is Gracious,
Merciful. "27 This is correct so far, but then he goes on to say:
"The words of the text might also be rendered: 'withhold the rain
from falling on the earth ... ' although the commentators do not
seem to notice this sense." In fact, the words of the text could not
be rendered "withhold the rain from falling," because the Arabic
word in question is al-sama' which never signifies the rain. It
means heaven, the sky, or places above, for example the ceiling.
Words for the rain ate al-ghaith or al-matar. Rain is also sometimes
expressed as "water from the sky", but never just by the word
"sky". The verse in question actually connotes; He holds the sky,
meaning the heavenly bodies from falling on the earth save at His
bidding, verily this is a manifestation of God's Mercy and Graciousness to man.
A similar instance is Palmer's comment on 20:15.
Lo! the Hour is surely coming, I almost conceal it, that every
soul may be recompensed for that which it strives.
After giving a corr-:ct translation Palmer added, "This may also be
rendered 'I almost conceal it from Myself'," which is simply incredible when one considers who is speaking here.
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Trying to translate 17:60, jeffery made similar mistakes:."Verily
thy Lord is round about the people," gives rise to his questioning, "and what the· reference to the Lord being round about His
peOple is we do not know". 28 What jeffery understood ahAfiI to
signify as "round about" in the original Arabic actually means
"encompassed", i.e. Allah has full control over His creatures and
none of them can evade His judgement. 29 Similarly, 89:10, ., Phir'aon dhil'awtiU/", which means "Pharoah of the bulwarks", was
not at all clear to jeffery who confessed: "What is meant by
'Pharoah Lord of the stakes or tent pegs' is unknown. "30
Had he realized it, the pharoahs had built huge pyramids like
mountains, and had tombs and temples carved in mountains.
Further, 'awtad is often used in the Qur'an to mean "'mountains".
.
For example, in 78:6-7 we read:
Have We not made the earth an expanse and the mountains bulwades?

3

CONFUSION BE'fWEEN
DIFFERENT ARABIC WORDS

In every language there are words which may sound nearly identical to each other although their meanings are drastically different. Such words can easily be confused by inexperienced linguists. This has occurred in several attempts to translate the Qur'an.
For ex~mple, jeffery became confused between qadr and qadar. He
maintained.. "qadr means power but is the technical Muslim word
for the decree which pre-determines everything, whethc r for
good or evil".3 1 This is hardly correct. Qadr is not quite "power"
so much as "value" or "magnitude". "Power" in Arabic is qodrah.
Also, he confused qadr with qadar, "fate".
Another typical mistake by jeffery relates to the word taqwim
(95:4). He first put it as taqwin and stated that it meant·
"symmetry".32 In fact there is no word taqwin, the nearest word
to it being taku!in, "formation". In fact, tdqwim means "straightenipg". Similarly, his confusion between sara""n, and sarab. SaraH"
could possibly mean "freely" but sarab ·is a water conduit or
"mirage".33 .
Menezes34 mistakenly translated "Abu-Bakr" - the nick-name
of one of the Prophet's friends and the first man to believe in
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him - as father of the Virgin. But the Arabic word for virgin is
bikr, whereas bakr is the Arabic word for earliness.
In 39:75 the word ~affina ("thronging") was confused .by
Savary35 with ~afin ("barefooted"). The correct translation of the
verse is: "And you see the angels thronging around the Throne
hymning the praise of their Lord. "36
i

4

LIMITED KNOWLEDGE OF ARABIC
EKED OUT WITH FIGMENTS OF
IMAGINATION

Sale, understanding the word akha to literally mean "brother",
wrongly attacked the Qur'an: "The Qur'an confounds Mary the
mother of Jesus with Mary or Miriam, a sister of Moses and
Aaron which is an intolerable anachronism ... Also there is about
1800 years between Amran, the father of Moses and Amran the
father of the Virgin Mary. "37 Sale was unable to perceive that
although akha literally means "brother" it can very well also mean
"related to". Sale's accusation here is based on the verse, "0 Sister
of Aaron ..." (19:28), in which the Jews, because they knew the
Virgin Mary to be related to Aaron and thus of a noble family, accused her when they saw her carrying the infant Jesus and re- .
proached her for having committed so shameful a crim~.
A few other Orientalists copied Sale's misconception; clearly
they were unaware that the word akha is often used in the Qur'an
not to mean "blood brother" but "related to", i.e. of the same nation or tribe. Surely, in his translation of the whole Book he
should have no.ed these verses.
And unto (the tribe of) 'Aad (We sent) their brother Hud ...
(11:50)

And unto (the tribe of) Thamiid (We sent) their brother ~alih ...
(11:61)

There are many other equally mistaken translations. Among the
most striking examples is Bell's notion that the "Qur'an" was
different from the "Furqan", the "Mathani" and the "Book:'.38 In
fact, the "Qur'an". the "Kitab" and the "Furqan" arc simply three
of the fifty-five names of the same book, as was explained in
the Introduction to this book.
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Attempting to prove his point Bell quoted several verses. The
result merely demonstrated just how he became confused. Here
are two of his translations: 39
Alif, Lam, Ra; these are verses of the Book and a manifest
Qur'an (recitation) ... (15:1)
The month of Ramadhan in which was revealed the Qur'an, a
guidance for mankind, and clear proofs of the guidance, and the
criterion Furqan ... (2:185)
This misinterpretation, which was almost mechanically echoed
very recently by Burton40, may sound like someone who reads an
appraisal of a Mr X in which he is described as "a clever businessman, a sensitive artist and a kind father," and then failing to
understand the appraisal and imagining Mr X to be three separate
people. The word jUrqan connotes a criterion .for discrimination
or separation between good and evil, which is one of the names of
the Qur'an. It is sometimes used to convey just that, as in .this
verse:

o You who believe, if you keep your duty to Allah, He will
. give you discrimination (between right and wrong). (8:29)
Showing a lack of ap.preciation fonhe Qur'anic style, Belljumped
to the wrong conclusion that some verses were inserted where
they do not belong. 4 \ For example, he claimed: "Surah 5, verse 46
begins with a phrase 'Sama'una-lil-kadhib' [heedful
falsehood],
which is entirely out of connection. The same phrase ocCurs in
verse 45 and we can quite well replace it and what follows of verse
45 by verse 46...
In order to judge Bell's statement, let us first read the verses
concerned. To begin with, his verse numbers are incorrect, the
ones he described are actually verses 41 and 42 as here shown:

.0

o Messenger, let them not grieve you who vie one with
another in the race to disbelief of such as say with t.heir mouths,
We believe but their hearts believe not, and of the Jews: listeners
for falsehood [Sama'una-lil-kadhib] listeners on behalf of other
folk who come not unto you, changing words from their con,ext and saying: If this be given unto you receive it but if this be
not given unto you, then beware. He whom Allah dooms unto
sin, you (by your efforts) will avail him not against Allah. Those
are they for whom the Will of Allah is that He cleanses not their
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heartS. Theirs in this world is disgrace. and in the Hereafter an
. awful doom. Listeners for falsehood (Sama'utuJ-IiI.kt?dhib],
greedy for illicit gain. If then. they have recourse unto you
. [MuJ.1ammad] judge between them or disclaim jurisdiction. If
you disclaim jurisdiction then they cannot harm you at all. But
if you judge. judge between them with equity. Lo! Allih loves
the equitable. (5:41-42)
It is quite evident from this quotation that the two verses comple- .
ment each other and neither of them actually "replaces" the other.
It would ~m that reading the phrase "SaltuJ'una-liI-kadhib"
twice in the two verses caused Bell to rush to this mist:>ken conclusion. For those who are well versed in the language and
appreciate its beauty this is only one example where the repetition
of a phrase; emphasizes the meaning and adds to the elegance of
the Arabic style.
Scanty knowledge of classical Arabic would deprive at:tyone
from appreciating the different shades of meaning rendered by the
occasionally slighdy different declensions of Arabic words.
Another example of a critic with such limitations is' R. Levy. wi}o
alleged: "The earth itself is constandy spoken of as having been
whence it
stretched out at creation or spread out as a carpet
may be inferred that the Prophet conceived of it as flat 42 And in
an attempt to prove his point he quoted the verses
Have We not made the earth an expanse. and the mountains
bulwarks? (78:6-7)
An "expanse" here is explained in the exegesis as being like a
"resting place"43; the earth's curvature being appropriate for life.
Levy continued his misconception and rendered these verses as:
Did We not set out the earth a flat expanse and set thereon
mountains as tent pegs.
And for the verse;
And the sun runs on unto a· resting place for it. That is the measure of the Mighty, the Wise. (36:38)
Levy's version was "The sun journeys every day to an abode determined for its rest," He then accused the Muslims of having
wrong conceptions about the universe. But the Qur'in does not
say "every day".
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Levy interpreted "And We have placed in the earth firm mountains lest it quake with them" (21:31) as:
On the earth the mountains were cast down to act as tent pegs
in order to hold it in position and prevent its movement presumably upon the primeval water. 4<4
Concerning the heavens, Jeffery seems to have. confused what he
had read in Oriental fiction with his translation of the Qur'ink
verse:
And We have created above you seven paths, and We are never
unmindful of creation (23:17)
Jeffery assumed the verse to connote: "We have built seven
heavenly vaults." Here his translation ends and he proceeds to
comment: "These are not the seven Ptolemic heavenly spheres but
seven domes one above the other set like convex bowls, on the
disc-like earth and the circumambient ocean which they hold in .
place. "45
This is how some renderings of the Qur'an were eked out by
figments of the translators' imagination.

5 MISTAKING ARABIC FOR HEBREW
OR SYRIAC
Some commentators had preconceived ideas before studying or
even reading the Qur'an; If they had decided that a particular
word was Syriac or Hebrew, they thus assigned to it an incorrect
meaning. However, the words are Arabic, and their significances
are different from those with· which the commentators have tagged them. The Arabic meanings are naturally the ones in harmony
with the whole. To illustrate this point: von Grunebaum imagined
the word qur'iin itself to be the Syriac qeryana denoting "lectionary", which is, according to the Oxford Dictionary, "a book containing portions of scripture appointed to be read at divine service."
Usually a word that is borrowed from another .language does
not readily lend itself to declensions nor does it readily become
too deeply rooted in the new language. The word qur'iin however,
has many declensions: qara'a ("he read"), yaqra'o ("he reads"),
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aqra'o ("I read"), Ilaqra'o ("we read"). etc.; qiiri' ("reader"),
qirii'atoll ("reading"), qur'iin ("the Book that is so often read").
In a similar way, Watt described the word rujz ("pollution") as
representing the Syriac rugza meaping "wrath" - relating to the
wrath to come 46, which is far fetched. Let us read the verse containing the word:

o .you enwrapped in your cloak! Arise and warn. Your Lord
glorify. Your rainment purify, pollution shun. (74:1)
Another case is the word JUrqiin which was claimed to be the
Syriac word perqana denoting "salvation"Y
Actually, JUrqan is a conjugation of the Arabic verb faraqa ("he
separated") and farq ("difference"). This meaning is easily understood from the verses where JUrqan is mentioned, as the guide for
separating or discriminating good from evil. Not one of these
verses (eg. 8:41; 35:1) containing the word implies the Syriac connotation suggested.
Gibb48 claimed that at one time hanyfism was used to signify
the doctrine preached by Mubammad and was only later replaced
by Islam. He also claimed the word hanyf to be the Syriac word
hampa meaning "heathen". Now, according to the Oxford Dictionary a heathen is "an unenlightened person, a person who is
neither Christian, Jew nor Mul.tammadan." This is certainly not
what is meant by hanyf in Arabic and particularly in the Qur'an
where it denotes one by nature upright. 49
Lo! I have turned my face towards Him Who created the
heavens and the earth, as Hanyf, one by nature upright and I am
not of the idolators. (6:80)
And set thy purpose resolutely for religion as Hanyf, one by nature upright, and be not of those who ascribe partners (to God).
(10:105)

Hanyf has· continuously been used as a description of the devout
Muslim in his submission to Allah. In Arabic hanyf denotes one
who is inclined to the way of Allah and firmly upholds the.
faith - basically different from the Syriac :'unenlightened". This'~
point will be further discussed in the next chapter.
Guillaume, more under the influence of his studies of Hebrew
and Syriac than his knowledge of Arabic, claimed: "Many words
in the Qur'an cannot be explained from Arabic and must be traced
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back to their sources in Hebrew or Syriac before they can be made
to yield a meaning. "50 Not a single example was furnished to support his assumption. It may be true that some commentators, who
were neither born Arabs nor well versed in Arabic, were not completely familiar with a few words
the Qur'an, but this should
not necessarily mean that such words were either Hebrew or
Syriac.
To assume thai: all Mul:tammad's hearers were familiar with
Hebrew and Syriac because they were familiar with Jews and
Christians is somewhat far fetched. It would be more logical to
say that with languages of nations who have been neighbours for
so many generations there are bound to be a few words common
to both vocabularies. It would thus be correct to state that such
words belong to both languages. This can easily be seen now between English and French, and the languages in Germany and in
the Nordic countries. The same is also true for many Eastern
European languages.
Sir Thomas Arnold and Guilliaume's comment is appropriate
here: "Indeed no serious student of the Old Testament can afford
to dispense with a first hand knowledge of Arabic";51 to say
nothing of a student of the Qur'an.

in·

6

SOME CONFUSION WITH
HEBREW TRADITIONS

The Qur'anic verses are very clear and easy to understand when
read in Arabic with their words given their proper and direct
meanings. But certain Orientalists. under the influence of their
Hebrew studies, have tried hard to twist the meaning of specific
words when these sounded closer to the Hebrew. Consequently
verses containing such words come to receive very strange interpretations. Such writers thought it best to adopt fantastic notions
in attempts to prove their postulates. Three striking examples follow.
He it is Who sent down peace of reassurance into the hearts of
the believers so that they might add faith unto their faith (48:4)
Here "peace of reassurance" comes from the Arabic sakinah butJeffery insisted on confusing it with the Jewish shtkitUlh. 52 The Heb-
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rew word mekinah, describes the "invisible glory ofJehovah (prinname of God) resting over His mercy-seat." But the Arabic
word sakinah cannot be assumed to be the Hebrew shekinah for the
fundamental reason that the Jewish concept of God "resting" is
quite unacceptable in Islam; it is categorically different from the
Qur'amc concept of God, as will be explaiDed in Part II of this
book.
How much clearer and more straightforward the verse sounds
when the proper Arabic meaning is assigned to the word in question. Aewally, sakiluah eonvFYs spiritual rest, peace of reassurance,
tranquility - the opposite of anjiety ~ From the same root comes
the word SAuna {"it rested and became still'').

~pal

With Him are the clues of the unseen (6:59)
Palmer, confusing the two Arabic words.majatih and mafiatih inferred, "the allusion is obvious to the Rabbinical tradition of the
three keys in the hands of God". ~ Again, the concept ofGod having three keys in His hands is totally un-Islamic.. The verse in
point refers to neither numbers nor hands.

o you enwrapped in your cloak, arise and warn. (74:1)
Here Watt commented: "He [Mul;tammad] may have put on a
mande to protect himself as. in the old Semitic fear of the Divine
as of something dangerous ... It is also possible however, that the
~tle may have been put on to induce revelations. "54 This whole
assumption of Watt's is based on his rendering the Arabic word almoddaththir in the verse cited above as "the enmantled". Its correct
translation is "the enwrapped". Fur.ther, this verse relates to an
:event after the Prophet had received his first call. H~ was dazzled,
felt c-old, rushed to his· house where he asked his wife and children
to wrap him up in his cloak. Subsequent to this he received the revelation' under discussion.
According to Islam, one protects oneselffrom Allah's punishment
not by. putting on a mande or shawl but by good behaviour and
eVading sins~ Otherwise nothing can protect a persistent wrongdoer from His wrath except sincere ~tance, humbly asking His
fOrgiveness and resolving to lead a righteous life. in future. The
statement, "the mantle may have been put on to induce revelations" is again incorrect because a revelation is a message received
from Allih.· It is up to Him alone to send it to His servant. No
man, mantle nor anything else can induce it.
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A most striking example of where Qur'inic studies fall wider·~
the full influence of Hebrew Tradition is shown by .a recent
attempt to classify the Qqr'inic exegesis as either halalc.hic,
masoretic or haggadic. 55 It was bound to be in vain because these
typically Hebrew studies are completely alien to the Qur'in.
From the above we have ncted how difficult it can be for some
writers to interpret the Qur'an properly, either be~use their limited knowledge of Arabic has caused confusion with other languages or because' their background in Hebrew or other Oriental
studies has proved too overwhelming for them. It may be understandable for a scholar of Hebrew to imbue his writings on the
Qur'in with biblical undertones, even if the irrelevan~ is obvious. It may also be appreciated how much distortion of the ideas
expressed by a text can take place when it is translated from its
original language and thence into a second, a third or a fourth.
The same goes for the theories developed by Orientalists on tm:
basis of second- or third-hand knowledge about the subject they
are tackling.
It is distressing to rea1ize how many readers have been misinformed, how many students of comparative religion given- the
wrong concepts and how many in search of the truth about the
Qur'in have been misguided by such'Orientalists' writings.
In this chapter we have briefly revie,!ed several types of mistakes in the English translation of the Book. In the next we pro. pose to discuss in some detail a number of the Orientalists' conclusions based on their misinterpretations.
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Chapter 6

Judgements Based on
Mistaken Interpretations

More than one writer has claimed that certain 'names of Allah
were originally adopted in 'Islam but were then later dropped.
Some commentators have alsoas~rtedchanges in the name of. the
faith itself. Others have even imagined polytheism and intermediaries CO be present in Islam, a most incredible assertion considering the ·1Juis of Islamic teachings has always been founded on
immaculate 'monotheism. 'A few writers have also alleged the
existence of contradictions in the Qur'in. Let us discuss each of
these in turn.
'

The Names of Allah
The Prophet has been accused of intr~dcing the word Ar-Ra~m4n
("the Compassionate") which he used for a time almost as a
proper name for Allih. However, this seems "to have led to difficulty and as such it was soon dropped". 1 To this, Tritton added,
"it looks as if Mubammad had tried to make it [this name] popular with his followers, had railed and therefore dropped it". 2 But
these serious accusations can easily be ruled out when looking
knowledg~bly into any copy.of the MUf-J}4j.
,
The phrase "Bismillahir-Ra~man-ir-Ra~fm" ("In the name of
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God, the Compassionate, the Merciful") o~eurs at the beginnins
of each of 113 Surllhs. It is well known that this phrase containing
the name of God (Ar-~~m4n) is said by all sincere Muslims at •
commencement of. every. worthwhil,e action or saying. 'fop,
thermore, one ,orthe celebrated Surahsis entided ·'Ar-~~
(Siirllh 55). '~Anib" aJJd "Ar-Ibl}.man" are two of thenamcs· of
God as illustrated in this ,verse:
.
Say, call Allih or call Ar-RaI].man (the CoDlpassionate)
whichever (name) you call. as to Him are the .most exalted
names. (17:110) .
nell in a similar confused state on the subject declared concerning the Prophet: "He uses 'Rabb', then he uses 'A!bh', but rather .
hesitatingly, either bec:ause it was not proper Arabic or because it
was combined in beliefs in sUllordinate deities. "3 The truth is that
both "Rabb" ("Lord',) and uAlJih'~ ("God'') have beenbown in
Arabic since long beforelsJam and both are in the Qur'an. So
"Allah" certainly did .not repb,ce uRabb". The opening verse of
the fll'St Sarah reads:
. "
.
Praise be toAlllh (~], the Lorci [Rabb] ofth;·worlds .•. (1:1)
It follows that the. imagined hesitation between', "Rabb" and
"Allah" is incorrect ~use each oL4he two words, has its
appropriate usage, as seen from the verse JUSt cited. Neither word
can replace the other•. In. dassicalAl'abic,the language of the
sacred Book, and before, the term the "Lord of the worlds" signifies the creator of the uDiverses, who brought them into existence and sustains them. .
another being hts
Further, if a disbeliever happens to
rabb or lord this is surely no ~cuse for believers to hover between 1
using uRabb" and ttAllih" :is names for their Lord "rather hesita...
tingly". Proof that ttAr_Ral},man", uAllah" and ,uRabb" are valid
and properly used in the Qur'an is furnished, ~Y the foH0win8
verse:

as

claim

Thus We send you {O Mul}.ammad) unto anatiQll before Whom
othen: natioiU have passed aWay, that.you Dlao
.
.
that which We have r~ed to you. while
... «
'. ~
in the Compassionate [Ar-RaI].minJ. . '
I.ord'
[Rabb], there is no God save He (La-niihitllf.. Ji.J. Irt .
dol put my trust and unto Him is my recourse. (t3:3O)

1;:" "Y'
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Islam and 'Hanyfism
The Arabic word "'''Y1 has been mixed up by some critics with,
dleSyriac
as was discussed in the previous chapter. Now
the Oricntalists' assumption that Hanyfism was an independent
reJigi't"· wiHbe looked into. It was claimed that the Prophet
"started by imitating Abraham whose religion was caUed 'hanyf'
and by usmc some books which he thought were authentic... to
have discovered these books to be a recent forgery; hence the tide
'hanyf' was soon dropped and exchanged for that of 'Muslim':'"
To this Menezes and Watt added that "Hanyfism" used to be
applied by.Jews and Christians to mean pagan or foUowers of the
Hellenized and philosophical form of the old Syro-Arabic
religion. s
Looking into the Qur'in it becomes evident that there was in
fact no religion on its owncalJed Hanyfism. Both tides of "Hanyf"
accepted as applying equally to Noah,
and "Muslim"
Abraham, M~ammad, to aU the prophets of God.. · as well as to
their faithful followers. Both words are Arabic. J:ltlllyfis an adjective denoting leaning towards the right away. from the wrong used almost exclusively to connote a' devoted clinging to AlIih's
faith and a' n:jection of other beliefs. 6 Thus Abraham was (I}dnyf
li-llihJ "upright" and dev~ to AlIih. A1SQ.".usli". is a conjugate
adjective of the verb asia,,", ("he submitted co"), which applies
tolely in relation to God. The fQllowing verses mauthis clear: --

It....,..

were

Abraham was .ata Jew~ nor yet a Christian. but he was an upright man. who had submitted to Allih,' (Hanyt: Muslim) and he
was not of the idolators. (3:67)
And Moses said: 0 my people! Ifye have believed inAUlh then
pu.t, your trust in. Him, if you have indeed submitted (unto
,
Him). (11:85)
Not tt:alizing what the word """,i", denotes, certain Orientalists
haveh\lrled their criticisms agaialt the verses indicating that Noah
and Abraham were MuQims. Unable to r.CconciJe these with other
ve~. ~. M.mmad and M~ in turn as'the first of
··.~."'Crientl&ts.~eWmecl
~'How then were they Mus-.
libtr~tAt.1IUDad... t.I1t'tint' Muslim?••. How tould Noah
,who':"'~-' ~ubaot.ad 'by more ·tIwl 2.500 years be a
.M~'··.

1f'f~

1

. "'-,

Jlld.~~mmls Bas~d Oil

AliSlaltn, llll~rp'~tatio"s

But, as explained above, the description of muslim applies to
Noah, Abraham and all the oth~r prophets so there need be no
confusion in oul' minds. This does not contradict the fact that
Mu1)ammad, Abraham and Moses were each the first to submit to
the respective order received from Allah at his specific period of
time. The following verses prove this point:
Say, Lo! my worship and my sacrifice and my living and my
dying are for All1h, Lord of the Worlds. He has ~o partner.
This am I commanded, and I am the first of those 'Who surrender (unto Him). (6:163)
And when Moses came to Our'appointed tryst and his Lord had
spoken unto him he said: My Lord,- show me Thyself that I
may gaze upon Thee. He said: thou shalt not sec Me, but gaze
upon the mountain. If it stays fast in its place then thou shalt
sec Me. And when his Lord revealed His glory to the mountain
He seilt it crashing down, and Moses fell down swooning. And
when he awoke he said: Glory be to Thee. '!tum unto Thee repentant, and I am the first of the believers. (7:143)
The biblical prophets are also described as Muslim because they
have submitted to Allah:
Lo! We did reveal the Torah wherein is guida!1cc; and light by
which the Prophets who submitted (unto God) judged the Jews.
(5:44)

Intermediaries Asserted in Islam
The very concept of intermediary is totally unacceptable in Islam.
However, Tritton imagined it to exist and wrote: "In six passages
of the Qur'an there is a hint of an intermediary between God and
man, .•. the spirit is from. 'amr' of its Lord - He reveals in every
heaven its 'amr' ~ He controls the 'amr' from heaven to earth and
it.ascends to Him again." ContiJ)uing with his unfortunate confUsion of Arabic with Hebrew be went on, '''amr' having the same
root as the Hebrew 'memra' c:IcDotes a personified agency bridging
the gap between the Transcendent God and the world of change
and growth."8
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To begin with, the word 'amr is mentioned in the Qur'an not
times but 156 times. Moreover other declensions of the
merely
word are lIlentioned fifteen tip\cs. Secondly, the confusiorl between the Arabic word 'amr and the Hebrew word memra need not
have tak(D place had TPttofl betm aware of the correct meaning of
the Arabic word. MDtIN denotes a·, ~ed ·"iatennediary" as
Tritton wrote, but .'amr signifies ,eitJter. "order", "inJunction",
"mandate", "command" ot ',·atr~ir". EV(D the Oxford Dictionary
con.unancled", .hence '""" is the
indicates ·that ',,,,,,,,,, means
noun "command", and amm'is"commander or prince". Thirdly,
careful reading of the Qur'inic verses containing the word ' amr
and its declensions diScJ.oso ,the existence of· no intermediary

six

,"tie

whatever~

Let us now look at some of the verses in question, including the
ones quoted by Tritton:

They will ask you concerning the spirit. Say: The spirit is by
command ['amr] of my Lord, and of knowledge ye have been
vouchsafed but litt1e~(17:8S)
There is no good in much of their seqet conferences save [in]
him who enjoins ['anuita] almsgi~g and peace-making among
the people. (4:114)
Our Lord! Forgive us our sins and our extravagance in our afWt.
('a~ (3:147)
.
The interpretations of the Arabic word ' _ in its_various declensions are· thus shown to have nothing to do with any intermediary.

Islam accused of polytheism
Another seri~ rnismterpretation was madeintbe Middle Ages
by Ric:oIdo whooaivdy assumCd: "The Qur'in speaks of GOd in
plural Thus. God'is more than one. "'JOn the contrary, when
God refers to himself ill the Qur'an as "We", he is still only one.
For evc:aa mortal king can refer to himself as "we" in proclamathe like.
- .
tions
Considerably later, and equally as unfortunate, was Rodwell's

ahd
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claim that the Prophet Was being worshipped as well as God: "In
Medina we hear of God's gift and the Apostle's .... and attributeS
elsewhere applied to God openly applied to himself"lO, that is
to the Prophet. Admittedly, the word ·"prophet" ·or. "m~
ger" is mentioned. often together with the word "Allah" in the
same verse. This, however, implies no trace of polytheism. Examination of rtlevant verses will clarify this point:
Obey Allah and obey His messenger, but if you tum away,
then the duty of Our messenger is only to convey (the message)
plainly. (64:12)
And whoso is rebellious to Allah and His messenger he verily
goes astray in error manifest. (33:36)
Rodwell's unjU5tifiable misconception of polytheism could have
been occasioned by such verses as the ~ rendered;
There has come unto you a messenger, (one) of yourselves,
grievous to. him is that you are suffering, full of concern
for you, for the believers full of pity, merciful. (9:128)
Here the· Prophet who is described as one of uS. mortals is also described as "full of pity, merciful". These two attributes are used to
apply to God in other verses such as:
It was not Allah's-purpose that your faith should be in vain, for
Allah is full of pity, Merciful toward mankind. (3:143)
,
But, it cannot be overemphasized that ac:cording to Islam when
any attribute is applied to Allah it t_es 9n an infinite dimension,
whereas it is only finite when applied to mortals - even if they
are prophets. The Qur'ail draws the . contrast between Allah and
man very clearly. The prophets are mortals, servants of Allah who
received HiS'messages to deliver to their nations. The statUs of the
Prophet Mubammadis distinctly shown as being one of those
merely serving God.
He it is Who sends down· clear revelations unto His servant that
he may bring you forth from' darkness unto light. (57:9)
Here, as in many other verses, the actual status of Mul)anunad in
relation to AJlab is clearly designated. No Muslim could ever be
. confused on this point. In fact, many Orientalists and historians
hav~ admired the immaculate concept of pure monotheism in
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Islam. 1I This, unfortunately, was completely overlooked by a
very recent writer who wrongly imagined Mubammad to have
adopted monotheism only at a relatively late stage when circumstances allowed, merely as a watchword for distinguishing his
friends from his enemies. 12 In his Islamic studies has he not read
the Qur'in and seen for himself however since the earliest revelation pure monotheism is so vigorously preached throughout?

Imagined contradictions
Numbered among the false conclusions of Orientalists is the collection of assertions that the Qur'an contains numerous contradictions..This was alleged in the Middle Ages by Ricoldo and
San Pedro and, much later, by Levy,. Gardner, Tritton and
others.

ASSERTIONS OF THE MIDDLE AGES
It was claimed that the Qur'in, uboth forbade and permitted augury. It asserted righdy that good is from God and sin from man
but then said that both good and evil are of God. He (the Qur'in)
said that ~ose who were rich in this world will be lost in the next;
but then he says that Abraham was rich in this world and yet to be
numbered among the good. "13 This confusion can easily be
cleared up by quoting the relevant verses.
1. Concerning augury the initial confusion h:ere may have bet.n
caused by the Arabic words for augury and birds which sound
very similar. Both words have a common root: '~augury" is
tafayyur whereas ubiids" are fayr. The relevant verses j!.fC r1:47.
and 17:13; in fact neither sanctions augury. The foretelling ()f future events by interpreting the action of birds or by other means,
which was sanctioned in Roman religion, is condemned by
Islam. According to the faith the future is in Allih's hands. He
alone knows the future and shapes events in compliance with the
rules he has laid down. That is why we read in one of the 3bove
verses, UYour augury is with Allih...
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The complex subjects of predestination and free will are among
those to be discussed in detail in Part II of this book.
2. It was also argued by some Orientalists that Good came from
God and Sin from man, but Good and Evil are aeated by God.
This seeming paradox can be cleared up if we study the relevant
verse:
Wheresoever you may· be death will overtake you even though
you were in lofty towers. Yet if a happy thing befalls them they
say: This is from Allah; and if an evil thing befalls them they
say: This is from your doing (0 Mubammad). Say, (unto
them): All is from Allah. What is amiss with these people that
they came not right to understand, a happening? Whatever of
good befalls you it is from Allah, and whatever of ill befalls you
it is from yourself. We have stnt,you(O MuI,ammad) as a messenger unto mankind and ~ is sufficient as a WitnCss~ (4:78)
This verse and numerous others indicate 'that l>oth good and evil
are under Allah's control. Man receives blessings through Allih's "
grace and as a generous reward for his good work. ' Yet' sometimes, he is inflicted with mishaps as a reminder and a punishment
for some ofhis wrongdoing, or as a test for his faith.

3 Yet another medieval confusion resulted ftom the misconception:
"Th~e who were rich in this world will be loSt in the next,but
Abraham was rich and yet to be· numbered among the good". 13
In answer to this criticism, a few relevant verses may be quoted.
About riches we read:
Wealth and children are an ornament of life of this world, but
the good deeds which endure are better In your Lord's sight fOl'
reward and better in respect of hope. (18:47)
And about Abraham we read:

Lo! Abraham was a model of virtue, obedient to Allah, by nature upright, and he was aot of the idolators. ThankfUl Cot His
bounties; He chose him and guided him unto a uraiBht path.
And We gave him good in this world. and in the Hereafter he is
among the righteous. (16: 120-122)

.
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Thus it is clear th...t tbe Qur'an does not say. "those who are rich
in this world will be lost in the next." The point it makes in-these
and many other verses is that wellbeing and hardships are merely
tats for us in this world. Those who are thankful to their Lord for
His bounties. like Abrahllm. will be generously. rewarded in .the

~.

"7

MORE RECENT ASSERTIONS
A,mon.s recent clJirlujs a contradiaion imagined about false gods
by Tritton; another COllcernins the direction to be faced in prayer
by G~dner; a. dijrdrebting to the creation of man by Levy; and a
fourth reSatding the Hereafter by Wansbrough.
Concerning false gods, Tritton expressed his bewilderment on
this subjecc ais«"T. . litetally. what he [the Qur'an) says about
false lod$isin~t. acain and again he says that they are
nothing.· yet they will· be summoned at the judgement to condemn
those· who c:.Iaitnedto have been led astray by them:· 1• Why
should Tritt(la
the Book of inconsistency when it never
literally states chat these false gods are "nothirig"? The following

l«u.

vcrsesare pcrtipelJt:
Yet they choose beside Him other -gods who create naught but are themselves aaced and possess not hurt nor profit for themselves. and po$SCSS bdt death nor life. nor power to raise the
dead. (25:3)
Lo! Ye (idolators) and that which ye worship beside Allah are
will come.
If these had been gods they would not have come thither, but
all will abide therein. (21:98)
~ oChdf.Thereunto ye

On reading these and other verses (39:38; 2:98; 21:43), not to mention the rest of the sacred Book. one finds that it consistendy denowtces fa1sc gods. and reaffirms their helplessness and uselessness
for the idolatiorswho worship them. On the Day ofJudgement
the idols Will provide incriminating· evidence against them and
wiD be taken· to Hell a, an additional shame for the idolators.
Concemin& the direction to face in prayer, Gardner's impres-
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sion of how the Qur'an hanales this subject is shrouded in perpleKity: "In prayer the faithful are ordered in one passage to tum
towards Jerusalem and in another they. are commanded to tum towards Mecca while in a third they
taught that it is of no importance in what direction they tum in prayer. "15
Levy repeated the same accusation about forty y~ Iater. 16
First of all, there is not a single verse which orders or suggests .
that the faithful should face Jerusalem in their prayers. Muslims
used formerly to tum in the dirCc:tionofJerusalem in. their devotions according to a tradition which had the Prophet's approval.
During those early y~ of course, when the Muslim community
was just a small minority in Mecca tht rest ·of the iBhabitants were
idol worshippers and the Ka'bah was surrounded and otcupied by
idols of all sorts, shapes and sizes. Later in Medina, however, and
a few years prior to the Muslims' victorious return to Mecca to
cleanse the Ka'bah from all traces of polytheism, this.verse was revealed:

are

We have seen the turning of your face to heaven (for guidance

o Mul)ammad) verily We shall make you tum towud a QibIah

which is dear to you. So tum your face toward the Inviolable
Place ofWorsbip and ye (0 Muslims) wheresoever yemay be,
tum your Caces(whtn
ye pray) toward
.
. it. (2:144)
.Thus, there is no contradiction about the direction to be faced in
prayer. The divine order is to face i~e Ka'bah. "the Inviolable
Place of Worship".
The verse which confused Gardner, however, is:

.

It is not .righteoumess (that you merely) Ulrn your faces· to the
East or West but the righteous is he who believes in Allah and
. the Last Day and the angels and the scripture and the Prophets;
and gives wealth for love ofHim to kinsfolk and to orphans and
the needy and the wayfarer and to those who ask; and to set
slaves free; and observe proper worship and pay the poor due;
and those who keep their promise when they make one and the
patient in tribulation and adversity and stress. Such are they
who are truthful; such are the God-fearing. (2:177)
This verse should be self-explana~ory. It certainly does not say
"it is of no iin~rtance in what direction they tum in prayer" as
~:ardner mistakenly inferred.
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Concerning the Creation of Man, another contradiction in the
Qur'an was claimed by Levy who stated: "In his revelations the
Prophet specifically declares that all living things were created
from water, although man, according to another idea was created
of clay. "17
Allah has created every animal of water. (U:45)
Created man from a clot. (96:2)
He created man of clay l.ike the potter's. (55:14)
He it is Who created you from dust then from a sperm-drop
then from a clot, then brings you forth as infants; then that you
attain full strength and afterwards you become old. (40:67)
Here, when the Qur'an declares that man is created "of clay like
the potter's", or "of dust", reference is being made to the creation
of Adam. the father of mankind. On the other hand, when declaring that man is created from "a drop", the implication is to that
Cromhis parents' fluid. A "clot" and water are allusions to the earliest stage of the embryo in tb:e mother's womb. Thus, in truth,
there is no contradiction. On the contrary, these statements are
proofs of the divinity of the sacred Book: how could it have occurred to an uneducated man in that backward desert land fourteen centuries ago to write down or even to think of these scientific facts,
ages before it was proven that approximately 90 per cent 'of the
human body is composed of water?
A contradiction apparently concerns the Hereafter. The believer
realizes that the Hereafter is very far from being a simple event.
No ..1eee mortal could possibly do it justice in description or even
imagination. The' Qur'an describes many happenings which will
take place in the afterlife. It draws our attention to its extreme
scale of time and space. More will be said on this subject in Part
n. But at this stage, two recent comments from Orientalists
should be discussed.
.
Rodinson, referring to the teacltings of Jesus that, "it is easier
for a camel to pass through the eye ofa needle than for a rich man
to enter the kingdom of heaven," added that he found in the earliest passages of the Qur'an an attitude of "severe hostility towards
wealth" and a threat to the rich "of punishment by God".18 As it
happens, the Qur'an does not condei1i1lihose who are rich in this
• ,orld merely because they are rich, but it does denounce the rich
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who become so fond of wealth as to forget their fellow men in
need. It is the author's feeling that this is exactly the same as what
is meant by the teaching of Jesus. The rich who are warned are
those who deny the fact that wealth came to them through Allah's
generosity, and who care not to thank Him for it, but who deprive
and despise the pO!Jr.

o ye who believe! Spend of that wherewith We have provided
you befor.e a day comes when there will be no trafficking, nor
friendship, nor intercession. The disbelievers, they are the
wrongdoers. (2:254)
The Qur'anic verse in which the eye of the needle is mentioned
condemns not the rich but those who arrogantly reject God's message:
Those who reject Our messages and turn away from them
haughtily, the doors of heaven will not be opened for them nor
will they enter the Garden until the camel passes through the
eye of the needle. And thus do We reward the guilty. (7:40)
What matters is how one uses the money one has. If one adores it,
amasses and hoards it, to the deprivation of the poor and needy,
one is then committing a grievous wrong for which divine retribution should be expected. But when wealth and worldly possessions are recognized as no more than ornaments of this life on
earth and how much better and more enduring are good deeds,
then he who spends his wealth for the good cause will be generously rewarded among the righteous in Paradise.
In the Hereafter, on certain occasions, after being given ample
chance to argue in their defence, some wrongdoers will be deprived offurther speech. On other occasions when meeting their
wretched companions who remind them of the influence they exercised in this world, each will hurl blame against the other.
Such scenes have bewildered Orientalists like Wansbrough,
and, instead of trying to understand them he has resorted to
accusations, assumed contradictions and cited in his case these two
verses, it would appear, without reading what is written before or
after them:
Couldst thou but see when the wrongdoers will be made to
stand before their Lord, throwing back the word (of blame) on
one another.
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Those who have been despised will say to the arrogant ones;
Had it not been for you we should certainly have been believers
(34:31).
That will be a Day when they shall not be able to speak.
Nor will it be open to them to put mtward pleas. (77:31-32)
As mentioned above, there will be an extremely arduous succession of events in the Hereafter; a panorama of limidess breadth
and depth with endless multitudes of souls each faced with the reward or punishment for his or her work on earth. In view of the
immensity of the subject and its metaphysical nature would it not
have been. more appropriate for Wansbrough and th~ others to
have at least approached it with respect and to have meditated on
its various aspects? Instead, with their limited grasp coupled with
misconceptions they claimed a final authority and daringly pronounced the Qur'iJl to be "contradictory".
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Chapter 7

Abrogations

The subject of abrogation has aroused great interest, concern and
even excitement among various Orientalists as well as among
some Muslim writers. As may be expected, the vieWpoints of
both parties are basically diff"erent. The contrast between them is
perhaps as striking as between the word "abrogation;' and the
Qur'inic context ofthe corresponding Arabic word rwleh. The English version connotes "cancellation", "annulment" or "repeal",
none of which are meant in the Arabic original, as will be illustrated below.
A very iQteresting point concerning this subject ofabrogation is
the knowledge that it began to arouse interest considerably later
than the Prophet's time. This in itself suggests that either there
was no abrogation in the early years of Islam and the subject was
therefore an invention of later generations, or elSe wheneVer a law
or code was abrogated by the Prophet, the incident passed by unnoticed. The latter is most unlikdy, considering the degree ofimportance attached to each revelation in the life of the budding
Islamic community.
Abrogation as amendment or even as cancellation of one code
of conduct as expressed in a Qur'anic verse, can be classified into
three categories; the can~llation supposedly. indicated would implV replacement by another verse; a non-Qur'anic code ofconduct
would be replaced by a Qur'anic one; and vice versa~ By and
large, the first type of supposed abrogation was the Orientalists'
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main concern. The thh·d category was wrongly suggested by ,a
few, Orientalists, as will be indicated below. Actually, the
strongest argument they depended upon was ~he existence of the
word naskh in a Qur'anic verse.

"

,

How the subject is mentioned in
the Qur'an
It happens that there is only one verse in which the word naskh is
mentioned, and only one other in which change is implied. It is
necessary to quote both here, together with the verses coming immediately before and after them.
In Sarah 2 (uThe Heifer"}, there is an elaborate discussion of the
Jews' rebellion against AlIih's commands, their defiance towards
Moses, their intrigues and hypocrisy, their enmity towards
several angels and their rejection of AUih's message. How could
God send a new message after the one they had already received,
they exclaimed; if it were ,an identical message it would be redundant, and if it were different it would be illogical, so why would
AUih do such a thing? Because of this concern with the tribe of
Israel, they are referred to in verses 105-107 of the same Sarah as
the upeople of the Book".
Neither those who disbelieve from among the people of the
Book, nor the polytheists like that any good should be sent
down to you from your Lord.
'
.But AlIih chooses whom He pleases for His Mercy, and Allah
is the Lord of mighty grace. Whatever message We cancel or
cause to be forgotten We bring one better than it or one like it.
Knowest thou not that God is Possessor of power over all
things.)
Knowest thou not that AlIih's is the kingdom of the heavens
and earth, and that besides Allah you have ~ot any Patron or
helper? (2:105-107)'
"
In the first verse here, the objections raised by the people of the
Book are answered; AlIih chooses whom He pleases for His reve1a-
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tions. The second indicates that if one law, namely the biblical
law, is cancelled, then a be~ter one is given to MuQammad. 1 The
third verse draws the reader's attention to the kingdom of God, to
his sovereignty over the heavens and earth and to the laws of nature prevailing in the universe. Is it not true that the old order in
nature gives place to a new, the inferior to the better? It was,
therefore, quite natural that the Mosaic law, which was in the
main given to a particular people at a certain time and which suited
only their requirements, should be replaced by a new and more
universal law - that of Islam. The old statute had been effaced
and partly forgotten anyway and the time had come for what remained to be cancelled and replaced by a better, and in certain
respects a similar law. 2
The other verse in which annulment is implied is in Siirah 13.
Here an equivalent word is used, yambo ("efface"). Reaffirming
the same argument, and in answer to the disbelievers' demand
for MUQammad to produce a portent the message is clear:
And verily We sent messengers before you, and We appointed
for them wives and children, and it was not given to any messenger that he should bring a portent save by Allah's leave. For
everything there is a time prescribed. Allah effaces what He
will, and establishes (what He will) and with Him is the source
of ordinance. (13:38-39)
Partial replacement of an older religion by ,a new one should in no
way be surprising. Was it not indicated by Christian theologians
that God sent down the Gospels partly to confirm and partly to
abrogate the Torah?
... and confirming what is between my hands of the Torah and
to make lawful to you some of what has been prohibited. (3:50)
He taketh away the first that He may establish the second. 3
The same applies to the Qur'an related to the Gospel and the
Torah. Some Muslim scholars of later generations have even extended this to cover a few specific Qur'anic verses as related to
certain others. A few Orientalists, however, have indulged in wild
SUrl'llSeS and even blasphemies.
.
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Some Orientalists' comments
The Islamic concept of Allah and his sublime attributes .includes
his· absolute power t() change anything he wishes" at the time he
has prescribed. This is in drastic contrast to what a few Orientalists imagine to be "God changing His mind"s, and to being,
therefore, "inconsistent". "What He does today He may recall
tomorrow". 6 Several passages in the 5aQ'ed Book were described
as "c()ntradietory".' "How can one reconcile this with the theory
that contradictions found in the Qur'an were truths once revealed?" exclaimed these Orientalists. "What is eternal is unchangeable and immutable." They even sought support for their
claims in the verses cited above where abrogation is referred to,
yet overlooking what was actually being discussed - the relation
between the Qut'an and the previous messages.
These Orientalists, imagining abrogation to be a cancellation of
the older verse and its replacement by a contradictory one, have
hence indulged in the blasphemous assertion that Allah "changes
His mind". 8 This is categorically untrue. What seemed to certain
Orientalists as a divine caprice has manifesdyappeared to Muslims as a· part of a 10ng-tenll plan predetermined by God. This
Islamic concept applies not only to Qur'anic verses or Islamic
rules versus biblical codes, but also to the universe as a whole.
This point can best be. illustrated by an event recognized by
Jews, Christians and Muslims alike. As recorded in both the Bible
(Gen. 22), and the Qur'an (Sarah 37), Abraham had at first received a
divine order to sacrifice his son. To him this was an order to be
obeyed without question, he never expected it to be abrogated. In
utter submission to the will of God, Abraham and his son went to
the appointed place, taking the knife with them. This utter submission has been set as an example for the faithful ever since. We
know, of course, that AII~h's initial order to Abraham was only
temporary; it was never the divine intention that Abraham should
sacrifice his son but rather that it should stand as a test to demonstrate his obedience to his Lord. To the sorrowful father's intense
joy and relief die divine order was abrogated in time and a ram
sacrificed instead.
If this highly significant event is considered by Occidentals as an
example of AlHih changing His mind, one must stress that Mus96
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lims would never dream of considering it as anything but a stage
in the ['eity's long-term plan. This point touches on the concept of
predestimtion and free will, which is one of the subjects to be
dealt with in Part II of this work.
Now, the abrQgations claimed to exist in the Qur'in, if we may
call them so, are much simpler. They could better be described as
amendmentS and confirmations rather than abrogations. 9
We may consider the following examples.

Alleged Abrogations in the
Qur'an
Twenty such cases have been counted by some of the later' Muslim scholars. 10 All of them are Medina~ revelations, varying in
subject matter and in the degree of change. In the coming paragraphs we will study those related to the three subjects which
have been especially criticized by Orientalists. These comprise.the
prohibition of intoxicants, the rights ofwidows and the denunciation of idol worship. In each case we will investigate ~vhrther any
contradiction does exist between the "abrogating" verse and that
"abrogated". A fourth case relates to a Qur'inic code imagined by
an Orientalist to have been abrogated on the Prophet's instruction.

1 INTOXICANTS
On this subject Levy criticized the prohibition of wine "which bad
at one time been aSsociated not only with the healthfiil nutriments
derived from the palm," but also with the s.ensuous delighb of Paradise itself, amongst them being rivers ofwine as well as rivers oC
pure water, milk and honey. "11
Wine,· it is true, is indttioned as an intoxicant by' the Qur'jn in
three places in relation to its prohibition in this world.(2:219: 4:43;
5:90-91); once in relation to its being among the delights available .
to the faithful in Paradise (47:15); and once when telling the story
ofJoseph and his fellow prisoners (12:36, 41). But it should never
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be overlooked that the wine of Paradise is not at all the same drink
as the earthly wine of this world. The prohibition of intoxicants
was not instituted until a few years after the Hijra, when the Muslims commenced the formation of their independent state in Medina. The prohibition proceeded in stages. First, intoxicants were
not recommended and were excluded from "good nourishment"
(16:67), and then it was dQclared that "(he sin in it is greater than
its usefulness" (2:219). The second stage was the limiting of
periods during which drinking was allowed; the believers were
commanded to shun intoxicants while making ready for pl·~yers,
lest they might not know what they were saying (4:43). Finally,
their harmfulness was stressed, and intoxicants were categorically
banned.
There are Muslim writers who consider the last verse as abrogating thdirst two (in the following citatioQ), but rather it should
be viewed as complementing, instead of contradictiitg them.
They question you about intoxicants and games of chance, Say:
in both is great sin and (some) utility for men; but the sin' of
them is greater than their usefulness. (2:219)
.0 ye who believe! Draw not near unto prayer when ye are
. drunken, till ye know that which ye utter; nor when ye are polluted, save when journeying upon the road, till ye have bathed.
(4:43)

o

ye who believe, intoxicants an.d games of chance and idols
and divining arrows are only abominations of Satan's handiwork. Avoid them in order that ye may succeed. Satan seeks
only to cast among you enmity. and hatred by means of intoxicants and games of chance, and to turn you from remembrance
of Allah and from (His) worship. Will you daen abstain? And
obey Allah and obey the messenger and beware. But if ye turn
away, then know that the duty of Our messenger is only plain
conveyance (of the message). (5:90-91)
We find that the verse cited by Levy in fact discriminates between,
rather than associates intoxicants with "healthful nutriments derived from the palm":
And of the fruits of the date palm, and grapes, whence ye derive
intoxicants and (also) good nourishment. (16:67)
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Surprisingly, contradictions were claimed by Menezes and Levy
to exist between the verses rendered above (2:219; 4:43) and Levy
even contended that one should replace the other.
As we have seen, there is no contradiction between these two
verses nor between them and any other verse in the sacred Book.

2

WIDOWS'RIGHTS

Hughes contended that "Verse 234, Surah 2 is acknowledged by all
commentators to have been revealed after verse 240, Surah 2
which it abrogates. " Careful study discloses the real significance of
their subject matter:
Such of you who die and leave behind them wives, they (the
wives) shall wait, keeping themselves apart, four months and
ten (days). And when they reach the term (prescribed for them)
then there is no sin for you in aught that they may do with
themselves in decency. God is aware of what you do. (2:234)
(In the case of) those of you who are about to die and leave behind them wives,. they should bequeath unto their wives a provision for the year without turning them out, but if they go out
(of their own accord) there is no sin for you in that which they
do of themselves within their rights. Allah is Mighty~ Wise.
(2:240)
Two slightly different aspects of the widow's predicament are
here under discussion. The first verse indicates that she should not
remarry for a period of four months and ten days after her late
husband's death, this being a period just long" enough to ascertain
whether or not she might be carrying his child. The second verse
outlines certain of the widow's financial rights and her privilege to
remain in her late husband's house for the year subsequent to his
death - unless she decides to move to another residence of her
own.
Now, after reading the relevant verses and realizing their
mutual complement one wonders where is the contradiction here
as alleged by Hughes?
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3

iDOL WORSHIP: A SPECIAL
ABROGATION ALLEGED

This claim is concerned with the Meccan Siirah 53 ("The Star"), in
which verses 19-23 discuss the main idols which used to be worshipped.
Have you thought-upon Al-Lat and AI-'Uzza,
And Manat, the third, the other?
Are yours the maleS and His the females?
That indeed would be an unfair division.
They are but names which ye have named, ye and your fathers, for
which Allah has revealed no warrant. '
They follow but· a guess and that which (they) themselves desire.
And now the guidance from their Lord had come to them.
(53:19-23)
Sir Mark Sykes (as quoted by H.G. Wells), Watt and others J2 ,
have claimed there originally existed a verse in this Siirah betwten
those numbered 20 and 21 which praised the idols, but that this
was deleted later. Strangely enough, this assertion was repeated by
some Oriental commentators like al-Bai"awy without the support
of any reliable is..ad or logical argument. All of them have overlooked the fact that every verse ;,.... including those later to be
claimed as abrogating - was recorded in the Qur'in during the'
Prophet's lifetime, and has been cherished by Muslims ever since.
Not a single word, not even a letter has been deleted, as was explained in Chapter 3.
Watt conjectured that both the first and second versions were
proclaimed publicly, UItis unthinkable that anyone sbould have
invented such a story"13, not realizing that SO-100 years following the Prophet'S death literally thousands of invented sayings
were attributed to him - the fabrication of both Arabs and nonArabs. of varying politjc;al and religious backgrounds. What was
authentic and what was not was all finally sorted out by alBokhary, Muslim, and others.
.
Watt, carried much further by his imagination than his scholarship, actually accused the Prophet of being a polytheist during
the early years of the call. He asserted: "At this stage his monothe100
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ism did not exclude some form of prayer to subordinate supernatural beings who were perhaps regarded as a kind of angel".
However, this argument fails to convince in the light of copious
evidence from 53:26, the very same Siirah which Watt cites:
And how many angels in the heavens whose intercession avails
naught save after Allah gives leave to whom He chooses and
. accepts. (53;26) .
"Does this mean that he was a polytheist at the time?" surmised
Wattl 4, imagining Mul;tammad to have only learnt monotheism
after coming in contact with Jews and Christians in Medina. One
wonders what made Watt ignore, in his studies, the basic
teachings of Islam and completely overlook the very fact that the
central theme of the Prophet's preaching from the dawn of the
Call was immaculate monotheism. Here is rendered one of the
very earliest revelations:
Say, He Allah is One. Allah is He eternally besought by all.
He begets not, nor was He begotten.
And comparable unto Him is not anyone. (112:1-4)
This Sarah' was chronologically followed by the one containing
the alleged abrogation; both advocate immaculate monotheism.
Many of Mul}ammad's followers were severely persecuted for
obstinately clinging to a faith which concentrates on pure
monotheism. A famous story in the annals of Islam concerns Bilai, the Abyssinian slave who was cruelly tortured in the burning
desert heat in order to compel him to denounce his adopted faith.
The brave soul merely repeated, "Al}ad! Al}ad!" ("God is One")
over and over again, despite a heavy stone crushing~is chest.
Fortunately, Bilal was rescued by Abu-Bakr, who purchased his
freedom.
The Prophet was never known on any occasion to have compromised with the disbelievers with, regard to the doctrine of the
absolute unity of God. Here i;; one of the earliest Siirahs, revealed
at a time when the disbelievers imagined they could come to a
compromise. This Sarah has the chronological order 18, and categorically rejected the disbelievers' religion.
Say, '0 disbelievers! I worship not that which you worship.
Nor do you worship that which l ·Norship.
And I shall not worship that which you worship.
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Nor will you worship that which I worship.
Unto you your faith, and unto me mine. (109:1-6)
These verses and other facts are surely proofs of the pure
monotheism at the core of the Islamic faith since its inception.
Muslims also hold that monotheism was preached by every messenger from Allah.
~

And We sent no messenger before you but We revealed to him
that there is no God but Me, so serve Me. (21:25)
Against all this we must set the fabricated story about the goddesses repeated by Daniel, Watt, Gardner15 and others. Even H.G.
Wells in his Outline of History16 echoed the same allegation, "that
the Prophet had believed in some goddesses including the image
Mani£, after whom he had named his son." Wells thereby made a
mistake as Manifwas not the name of the Prophet's son but of his
great grandfather (CAbd-Mana£). Savary gave the correct names of
all the Pro~het's seven children, well known to· Muslims as
'Abdullah,aI-Qasim, Ibrahim, Fa~ma, Zeinab, Roqayya and
Umm-Kulthiim. 17
.
In the year 150 after the Hijra, Ibn-Isbaq was quoted by Abul;Iabban in his treatise A"-Ba~r AI-Mob it, to have exposed the
whole story about the goddesses as an invention of al-Zaniidiqah,
those who do not recognize Islam while still nominally attached
to it or to any other religion. Abu-I:labban stated that there is no
trace of it in any of the authoritative books on Tradition such as
those of Bokhary, nor ~n Qur'anic exegesis such as the one by
Ibn-Kathir. Furthermore, the celebrated Judge 'AyaQ, in his book
AI-Shift' stated: that this was not brought down to us by the trustworthy tradition writers, by any link of Isniid.
Meanwhile, the Orientalists' reports we read concerning this
story are contradictory: one claims that the Prophet uttered the
alleged verse during his prayers; another describes him to have
proclaimed it in a gathering of his fellow Muslims; a third that
Satan "let it flow through on his tongue"; a fourth that the
Prophet wished it to be a revelation until Gabriel came to him,
saying; "This is not the way I taught you." Other versions can be
found, probably devised for amusement more than anything else. .
There is also the very important point to be considered: How
would the claimed passage have blended in with the rest? Careful
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reading should show there would have been a definite disruption
of the harmony:
Have ye thought upon AI-Lat and AI-'Uzza?
And Manat the third, the other?
Are yours the males and His the females?
That indeed would be an unfair division.
They are but names which ye have named, ye and your fathers
for which Allah has revealed no warrant.
They
follow but a guess"'~1ui that
.
_.. which (they) themselves desue.
And now the guidance from their Lord has come unto them.
Or shall man have what he covets?
But unto Allah belongs the after (life) and the former.
And how many angels are in 'the heavens whose intercession
avails naught save after Allah gives leave to whom He chooses
and accepts?
La! It is those who disbeliew in the Hereafter who name the
angels with the names of females.
And they have no knowledge thereof. They follow but a guess,
and Lo! A guess can never take the place of the truth. (53:1928)
The alleged passage, "they are the exalted ones", was supposed
to have been inserted between verses 20 and 21. It stands out as
palpably false.
It is of crucial importance here to add that this Surah S3 - the
subject of the Orientalists' allegations - begins with the dazzling
declaration that it is not for the 'messenger to change, add or delete
any part of the Book of his own accord:
By the star when it falls,
Your comrade errs not, nor is he deceived,
Nor does he speak of (his own) desire.
It is naught save an inspiration that is inspired,
which One of mighty powers has taught him. (53:1-5)'
It is thus clear that the alleged insertion is, as Ibn-I;l).aq has stated,
nothing but an invention of later w~ters who simply had no
faith, no logic and lamentably no significant understanding of the
Book.
'
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4

TRADITION IMAGINED TO
ABROGATE A QUR'XNICCODE

Yet another Orientalist has very recently expressed his suspicion
that a Qur'anic ruling was waived by the Prophet who established, instead, his own Tradition. 18 The subject relates to the
punishments for the crimes of illicit sexual intercourse. The relevant verse orders those unmarried men and women who commit
these crimes to be flogged (24:2), and punishment was actually
administered by the Prophet and his caliphs. For the married
partners who commit the same crime, the biblical retribution is
stoning to death (Deut. 22:21-24). This penalty was not abrogated by the Qur'an, and, in fact, the Prophet implemented it.
Thus it is quite clear that there are two distinct cases and that these
were unfortunately confused by Burton.

Conclusion
The above examples should demonstrate the falsity of the wild
assumptions put forward by certain Orientalists. Their claims can
be exposed as wrong, groundless and unjustifiable. Had. a repeal
taken place, the Prophet would have been the one to give instructions to his companions who would have devotedly carried them
out.
Further, Islamic history would certainly have recorded the
occasion and circumstances giving rise to' any abrogation. What
actually happened is that the Prophet never instructed any of his
scribes or companions to replace an old verse with a new one. l ,}
However, if the term is interpreted to mean "amending" or
"complementing" the earlier ver~~, then both have always been
there in the Mu~·~fto be read and studied by everyone, ever since
the sacred Book was first compiled.
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Chapter 8

A Pause for Recapitulation

Now that we have read through the several comments on the
Qur'an, its authorship, style, subject matter, chronological and
textual orders, certain mistaken English translations and the conclusions based thereon, let us pause for a moment to reflect on all
these comments.
.
It has been demonstrated how all the non-Muslim writers
whose works we have read, both of the Middle Ages and of later
centuries, have categorically denied the Islamic claim that the
Qur'an was' composed by Allah. Non-Muslims may have some
excuse here because they have never known any book to be claimed
as having divine authorship. Even the Gospds and the Torah were
written by mo-:tals. Multitudinous Western readers would accept
to the same degree the authenticity of divine messages delivered
by biblical prophets, as they would the voices heard and the visions seen by saints of the Christian faith among whom are numbered St Paul, St Francis of Assisi, and St Joan of Arc. 1 It is surely
a strange paradox, therefore, that so many Western readers would
just as strongly and without any hesitation or meditation deny the
divine origin of the Qur'an.
'
But there remains the account of the giving of the Ten Commandments from God to Moses in the Old Testament:
And the Lord said unto Moses, come up to Me into the mountain, and be there; and I will give thee the tables of stone and the
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law· and .the commandment which I have written, that thou
mayest teach them. (Exod. 24:12)
The Qur'an invites us to reflect on this fact (6:91-92). The laws
and comptandments given to Moses from God cannot be found
now in their original language; the versions in our possession are
the results of repeated translations and the inevitable corresponding variations down the. centuries. The original version ceased to
be available centuries ago. The same applies equally to the New
Testament.
The· Qur'an, on the other hand, as explained above, has remained pure in.its original language, with every word, even every
letter in its place in the text, unchanged from the time it was first
revealed. So it has always remained, available for study and
verification of the truth and the correctness of every relevant comment. That the sacred Book has survived unclianged for so vast a
period of time, despite the. social, political and. economical upheavals that took place in the world in different countries, nations
and languages, is in itself a miracle to be reflected on.
The English reader, however, has access to the Qur'an only in
interpreted versions and examples have been given to show that
no translation can quite do the Qur'an justice. Some of the English translations which have gained fame for decades were
second- even third-hand versions, obtained from the Arabic via
Latin and/or French. Only a few were made directly from Arabic
into English and done so with care, like those of Arberry and
Pickthall. Yet, they can still be no more than monochromatic
sketches of the natural, colourful, rich original. Reading through
one or two translations would never be sufficient for anyone
wanting to appreciate the Qur'an fully and to experience its
wealth of ideas, and the impressive impact on the intellect, emotion and imagination.
Unfortunately, as we h~ve seen, most ofthe commentaries published in the West were the work of scholars with an imperfect
understanding of the Qur'an. This, naturally, has given rise to various misconceptions. Almost all Orientalists reviewed here have
asserted that the sacred Book was the work of the Prophet
Mul;tammad, with or without help. Those who lived about half a
century ago, including Menezes and Gardner, were of the opinion
that the Prophet was helped by Jews or Christians, but both assertions have been proved wrong. More modem writers like Ander106
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son and Watt came to the conclusion that the Qur'an was the re'"
sl,Jlt of the Prophet's "wishful thinking" or "creative imagination"; which. again could easily be ruled out by the fact that no
mere mortal has ever been able to compose a similar book·
Whether by wishful thinking, creative imagination or whatever.
A writer of the last century called Noldeke, followed by certain
others earlier in this century, including Rodwell, arrivedat a very
distorted understanding of the Qur'an. Instead of trying to compreheJ)d the depth of its content they decided instead to rearrange
its Surahs. Now, as is well known, the textual order of the Surahs
is not the· same as their chronological order. It is therefore pointless for several reasons to attempt to rearrange them so that they
follow one another in the text according to their chronological
order.· One is that they were revealed in instalments, each revelation meeting a specific occasion. Many Surahs were pardy revealed
in Mecca and pardy in Medina years later; such Surahs would con.sequently have multiple chronological orders. Furthermore, the
textual order was made according to the PIophet's instructions
and has therefore come to be cherished by Muslims ever since.
Even a mathematical pattern of the alphabet can be discerned
throughout the whole book by the way in which it has been
arranged.
However, these writers who attempted to rearrange the Surahs
followed various hypotheses and reached divergent results. What
they all had in common was an adamant refusal to accept the cor_
rect textual and chronological orders, and through their persistent
attempts at rearrangement they seem merely to have moved farther away from a true understanding.
,It is a saddening thought to realize how many would-be readers have been distracted by encountering so formidable a volume
of unjustifiably adverse criticism and groundless accusations
which have obscured the facts about the Qur'an. The prejudice
against it and against Islam as a whole, born in the Middle Ages,
appears to havelingl'rcd on since those dark centuries. Sadly,
numerous Western writers have found it easier to echo the same
conjectures rather than to engage in serious study of adequate references covering the spectrum of views, their inductions and
backgrounds. Had these critics carried out more careful and scientific studies they would have done better justice to their readers, to
themselves, and above all, to the truth they were ostensibly looking for.
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In the discussion so far, attention has been drawn to the Qur'anic authorship, its composition, literary style, and the history of
how it came to be written down, arrangements of Surahs, abrogations and translations. Now it is the time to embark on a guided
. tour of the salient subject:> dealt with in the .sacred Book,
particularly those which have aroused greatest interest in the
West. As mentioned earlier, the Qur'an embodies the spirit of
Islam which is a wholesome, integrated and comprehensive way
of life, rather than a dull, illogical and dogmatic set of religious
rites.
Thus, it is proposed that, in Part II of this book, we briefly
review the Qur'anic concept of God, its code of morality, predestination and free will as well as the Qur'anic impressions of the
supernatural world.
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Part II

Chapter 9

The Qur'anic Concept of
God
Allah
While some misinformed people in the West may imagine Allah
merely as a deity adopted by MuJ:tammad and his foUowers, in
Islam he is proclaimed as no other than the one true God who created and maintains the universe; who, through his extreme kindness and love of man sent down his messages of guidance and
comfort; who, with his superlative justice and mercy will in the
Hereafter judge man for his work.
The Oxford Dictionary and the Encyclopaedia Britannica render
the word "Allah" simply .yetemphatic:ally as the Arabic name
used by Muslims of all nationalities for the One True God. The
word "Allah" is unique and cannot be translated, nor does it have
any derivation. It connotes all the attributes of perfection and
beauty in their infinitude, and denotes none but the One and
unique God. The English word "God" does not convey.the actual
meaning of the word "Allah" which is not a common noun but a
proper noun par excellence. The word"Allah" cannot be made plural nor feminine, as "god" is turned into "gods" and "goddesses".'

His unity and attributes
The Qur'inic concept of Allah as One is immaculate. With recourse to genuine logic and clear intelligence this reality· is power111
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fully driven home, while every kind of polytheism is refuted and
condemned.
Allah's attributes are naturally the most exalted in every imaginable aspect of goodness and nobility. They are magnificently en~
shrined in his ninety-nine names and in the Qur'an. Their rich
significance in the Arabic original cannot be adequately expressed
in translation.
. Allah's unity is discussed in many Siirahs; the one most well
known is ren4ered:
Say, He is Allih the One
Allah is He the etema.Uy besought by all.
He begets not, nor was· He begotten, .
And comparable unto Him is not anyone. (112:1-4)
His attributeli and the fact that he has no partners is emphasized
in several Siif'tlhs:
Allah, there is no god but He, the Ever-living,
the self-subsisti"g' by Whom. all subsist.
Slumber ovelUktsHim not, nor sleep.
To HiQi belongs whatever is in the heavens.
and whatever is in the earth.
Who is he that can intercede with Him save by His permission?
He knows what is before them and what is behind them,
and they encompass nothing of His knowledge except
what He pleases.
His throne encompasses the heavens and the earth,
and the preservation of them both tires Him not.
And He is the Most High, the Great. (2:255)
He is Allih, the Compass.onate, the Merciful. the Sovereign
Lord, the. HQly One, the Keeper of Faith,. the Granter of Security, the Author ofP~ce, the Guardian over all, the Sustainer, the
Majestic, the Compeller', the Superb, the Benign, the Loving and
the Provider, the GeQerous and the Benevolent, the Rich and the
Independent, the ForgiVing and the Clement, the Patient and the
Apprec~tive, the Un.que and the Protector, the Judge and the
Peace, the AII-mi~hty, the All-knowing, the AII-seeing and the
All-hearing (Suralrs 2,3,11,35,52,65,85,).
As 'Abdel-'Ati puts it: "There are various ways to know God
and there are many things to tell about Him, "2 The great wonders
and the impressive marvels of the world are like open books in
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which we can read about Allih. And Allih himself graciously and
kindly comes to our aid through the mes;mgers and revelations
He has sent down to mankind. So, by reaecting on Nature, by
hearing the words of his messengen and by reading his revelations, we can gain the most convincing· bicJW1edge about Allah
and his attributes.
In .addition to those Orientalists who have appreciated the
Islamic concept of God, there are inevita&Jy several Who have
laboured under misconceptions, as wiD be ~ted in the following pages. There are also the groups of "scientific" atheists
who, oddly enough, boast of their denial drat God exiSts. They
claim to believe that the universe came into being as a result of a
random pbeaomenon, a mere accident, nothing more.
It is man'S intelligence and faculty of rea$On which sets him
above the brutes and qualifies him to reflect on the universe and
contemplate the Deity and His attributes. Thinking of anyone of
the endless Q.llmber of physical phenomena around us, one is
bound to ask how and why? Let us take anyone phenomenon
out of an infinite multitude. Consider dte' pJanetwe live on and
how it spins with its huge size around its axis at such a terrific,
though constant smooth speed; yet no vibrations have ever been
felt. How was it made with- its enormous volume' so perfecdy
balanced? A simple comparison may be, made' with'the lVheels of
motor cars, trucks, bicycles and the &h•. How ,many. sudI wheels
have been manufactured since the tum of tile ccmury? It might be
of the order ofhundreds of millions,' of varicNs sizeS, weights ~d
desians. The industry has now reached a bi8h level Of development and sopIlistication. 'Many teams of en.gineers,.and technicians
with high' int.e~8ence and ample edqcation eo-operate' in the de.,.
sign, ~and double cheddng of the ",*rials, C9uipment
and· gadpcs necessary for the.~. Not a single wheel
was ever Down to have come up as thepr~ofa random
uncontrOlled process. Besides, each singJewhcer . . tObeadjusttd .
and a smaD weicht oflead has to be ,.~ at I'Spccifi,c pO'iJiion
its rim otbcnvife it willwobbJc~.~at:I ..... ~.
Followial_ysimpk Iojic. ODCMb;·.~~the~·.-d
amuc:hhilber iDcdlect and a mudr"td:~CQr
aacl makUta? Its IIlUS, theme of irsotiHt··~
- . tire .
composition of its crust. the thickness. 'com~
ty of
its . . . . 0£ aImOIptatric •• the existaICe of,. _ m-ecm with
its specific aogular speed uound.it. are an undoubtedly just sqit113
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able for life on it. Did not all these c;harac;teristic;s need planning, design and power to bring into being? Might it all be a mere
fortuitous phenomenon produc;ed by no one? Might there be no
c;reator with great attributes?

Orientalists' comments on Allah's
Unity
In the Middle Ages certain Western writers made the erroneous
assumption that MU$lims worshipped Mul)ammad as an idol, and
henc;e wrongly dubbed.them "Mohammedans". 3 However; with
the development of different methods of transportation and communication, more factual information concerning Islam became
available in the West and this false dogma wa$ condemned.
Nowadays it is unlikely that. any well-informed person of whatever background would subscribe to such an arrant misconception.
Indeed, ever since the seventeenth century at least, a numbel: of
Western commentators have admired God's unity as logically defined and powerfully defended by the Qur'an. In 1698 Father
Maracci was quoted to have said, "It would be a loss of time to refute those who suppose the God of Mu\tammad to be different
from the True God..... In our own time, Gibb considers the
Qur'an to be the record and instrument in the process of reconstruction of religious tllought: "There are two sides to it, the rooting out of all animistic associations from worship and. belief,and
the substitution of the positive monotheistic interpretation of the
universe apd everything in it." s The complete freedom from
"theological complications, the sacrificial priest and the temple"
were highly admired by H.G. Wells. 6
By c()ntrast,Zwemer .describedthe Qur'anic concept of Allah
as the "barren .mon()theism oflslam". 7 As Anderson saw it, the
Muslim God "cOl,Jld. best b~ understood in the desert. Its vastness,
majesty,· nnhlessness and .mystery, and the resultant sense of utter insignificance of man, call forth man's worship and
submission...8 Today, this sense ofman's insignificance is magnified
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tremendously as he explores the depths of the OCeans and probes
outer space. On· the deep ocean-bed life assumes especially fascinating dimensions, while in outer space the atmosphere thins out
into a vacuum and the hazards of meteors and irradiation become
grave. Man's life span seems indeed insignificant as compared to
the time needed to travel to some distant planet or star. The dangers inherent in space traveler at sea, where ships sometimes
become helpless among the storm-tossed waves despite their ad.vanced and sophisticated design, call for man's worship andstibmission to his Lord just as emphatically as when he is surrounded
by the vastness of the desert.
Even without needing to travel into· outer space or to dive to
the bottom of the ocean, the rational mind, merely by reflecting
on the atoms of matter, whether solid, liquid or·gaseous, - their
constituent electrons and other particles, and how they behave as a
result of different physical and chemical changes~ can find ample
proof of Allah's existence. If further proof is needed then merely
to contemplate the marvellous working of the human body with
its complex, intricate nervous, respiratory.circulatiop and digestive systems should convince the rational.lJlind of the divine unity
and of Allah's exalted attributes. .
Some confusion concerning the subjeetof Islamic .monotheism
was shown by Daniel9 , and by Menezes who criticized the
Prophet for haUowingthe Ka'bah in Mecca. in particular the
Black Stone embedded in one of its corners. "All make us doubt, ..
declared Menezes. "whether he [Mul:tammad] really denounced
idolatry generally or. denounced only·such idolatry as did not meet
his taste. "10
The Ka'bah was built by Abraham and his son Ishmael as a place
for monotheistic prayer. Islainic tradition tells us that Abraham
put the same Black Stone in position with his own hands in the
very place it still occupies today. forming one of the corner stones
of the Ka'bah. Was not Abrah~m the tirstdistinguished example
of the devout Muslim? He was brave enough, even in his youth.
to denounce the practice of idol-worship adopted. by his people ......
including his own father. Quitting his homeland he went into the
wilderness in submission to the will of God. taking with him his
wife and child. In a supreme gesture of obediatceAbraham was
even prepared to sacrifice his own son at his Lotd's command.
Consequently. the Ka'bah in Islam is. notCiOlUleCted with a super115
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stition but, rather with a deep religious sentiment felt in every believer's hean. As the first pbce ever built for the worship of God
alone it is the focus towards which all Muslims direct themselves
in their prayers.
Numerous mtia such as BeJl, Tritton, Stobart, and Watt" have
claimed that the concept of monotheism in Islam was originally
learnt from the Jews and ChristiaJ1$. In truth, this concept remains
the same in Isbm as when it was originally preached by Abraham,
Moses and Jesus. There is nothing new about the monotheistic
essence of A.IIih's message to mankind. As the basic fact of the universe, it could not be imagined to change with time or pbce. In
Gibb's words: "If by originality is meant the entirely new system
of ideas about God and humanity, the relation between them and
the spiritual significance of the universe, then originality has neither place nor value in monotheistic religion. "12
Far from professing to bring new teachings, the Prophet declared that he was restating_ the monotheistic faith delivered to the
~phets before him, confirming their saipturcs.
Say: we believe in A.IIih and that which is revealed to us and
that which was revealed unto Abraham, and -Ishmael, and Isaac,
and Jacob and the tribes, and that which Moses and Jesus received, and that which the prophets· received from their Lord.
We make no distinction between any oftherIl, and unto Him we
have submitted. (2:136)

So it can scarcely be described as a Jewish or-~ invention.
It may be appropriate at this point to give a few quocations from
modem versions of the Old and New Testaments rcbted to the
concept of monotheism.

From the Old and New
Testaments .
~ bas COJD. . . . . .• "We constantly read in the,OIdTestamftlt of idolatty among IsneI and Judah where we are told that

King-M~erected
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God, the nation taking up· such idolatry quite eagerly. Only after
the Babylonian captivity, when a small proportion of the Jewish
nation returned to Palestine, did the reference to the worship of
Baal and other gods cease. "JJ (II Kings 5:21; II CItt.33)
In ExoclusGod,has assigned Moses as a god to Pbaroah:
And the Lord said unto Moses, See, I have made thee a god to
Pharoah and Aaron thy .brother shall -be. thy prophet. (Exod.

7:1)
God is sometimes described as "God of the Hebrews" alone and
as not having· much concern for the rest of mankind. Plurality of
gods is vividly depicted in Jeremiah:
For according to the number of thy cities are thy gods, 0
Judah. Oer. 2:~
Also in eadl of the four Gospels we read of the teachings ofJesus,
the master; but not one of them advocates the doctrine of the
Trinity as such. Long before Jesus, the Map-Zoroastrians, the
Romans and the Egyptians had believed in some form of polytheism. Subsequent to the Greek conquest of Egypt, when Alexandria became the centre of the religious life .(or the whole Hellenic
world, a kind of trinity of gods was worshipped: Serapis, Isis, and
Horus. These were not regarded as separate gods but as three
aspects of one god, - Scrapis being identified with the Greek's
Zeus, the Roman'sJupiter and the Persian's SUD god. I "
In 325 Constantine's Council of Nicza triggered off the start of
the controversy among the Christian sects,centering around the
single or dual nature ofJesus in relation to God. The nature of
Jesus has been the main theme for thinkers in Christendom~IS
Almost every publishing season, it seems, the mills of scholarship
produce new "evidence!' purporting to prove that. Jesus of
Nazareth was not the son of God. Among the more absurd recent
theories is the .contention .that he was merely a frustrated Jewish
revolutionary, or that he was a symbolic head of a hallucinogenic
mushroom cult! Now a professor of ancient history at Columbia
University has come up· with. yet another far-fetched theory that
Jesus "was a magician who used a secret baptissnal ceremony.'·16
Surely it is scarcely imaginable that Jesus Would ever have
allowed his followers, to become involved in such violent schisms
and mutual pcfSCCUtions over the nature of his person.
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Orientalists' comments on the
attributes of God
Arberry isam.ong those who marvelled at the pure, Islamic concept of God: He is One, Single, Eternal, Everlasting; there is no
eternal but H.e, no god t:>eside Him, that He is neither body nor
shape, nor form, nor person, nor element, that He is not affected
by faults nor overcome with. slumber; that He is not contained in
space nor affected by time, that He has never ceased thus and will
never cease thus. that He is acquainted with everything and that
there is nothing like Him. t7 .
But whereas scholars like Hughes have greatly r:espected
"Islam's conception of the Divine nature, its deep and fervent
trust in the power of God"t8; a~d have admired the Muslims
saying in their prayers "I extol the holiness of my Lord, the
Great"t9. yet a critic such as C.D. Dale20 alleged that "among the
bad features of Islam is its incapacity to grasp the holiness of
God."
To the Muslim, 'Allah and man are categorically, fundamentally
and absolutely different; there can be no kinship whatsoever between them. To the Christian, however, man is thought of as a
child of God. 2t According to Gairdner, "Islam preserves Allah's
unity~ His ma:jtsty and power but at the ruinous cost of depriving
Him oflove and holiness." He went onto exclaim: "The im.possibility of lik~c:sS to, or union with, God accounts for the extraordinary formality and unspirituality of most Muslims' religion.
How shall Allah, so remote, so totally and essentially 'different'
from man, neverthdess reach man?"22
Yet another blasphemous assertion - as far as Muslims are concerned - maintained the Muslim concept of Allah to .be, "an
omnipotent and capricious power. With this mighty and irresponsible being nothing can prevail. Mankind can alter no tiniest
detail ofhis·destined lot. The idea corresponds with Mul;tammad's
vision of God -an awful, incomprehensible deity, who dwells
perpetually in the terrors of earth, not in its gentleness and
compassion. "23 These allegations by Bethman, Draycott and Dale
concerning the lack of love and holiness in the Islamic concept of
the Deity are groundless. In truth, there is a striking contrast between the Qur'wc concept of Allah, and certain descriptions in
other books. We read, for instance, in the Old Testament of God
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walking in the garden amongst the trees, and Adam aGd Eve hiding themselves from him, so that he would not see them (Gen.
3:8-10). Also in Genesis (Gen. 8:21), God is described as smelling the
sweet savour and regretting in his heart smiting everything living.
In Exodus, we find Moses praising the Lord saying, "The Lord is
a man of war" (Exod. 15:3), but reproaching him for his fierce
wrath against his people and asking him to repent in remembrance of his covenant to Abraham, Isaac and Israel (Exod. 32:1114). We further read from Exodus, "The Lord, after making
heaven, earth, the sea and all that is in them in six days, rested on
the seventh" (Exod. 20:11). Then in Nehemiah, God is described
as "Great and Terrible" (Neh. 4:14).
These are pertinent quotations from current versions of the Old
Testament. The anthropomorphic way in which the Deity is represented is very similar to the way Jupiter, the father of the gods
in Greek mythology, is depicted descending to earth to see for
himself how things were going on. 24 Anderson, Zwemer, Lewis
and others have elaborated on the Christian idea ofGod. Anderson
comments: "In Christ God came down to earth and revealed himself to men, gave them salvation and life which cost God
Himself.,,25 In Pope Gregory's Moralia: "God speaks only once
and does not repeat Himself or answer individual questions
individually. "26
Lewis, meanwhile, holds strong views: "Indeed, the belief in
the recurring avator of God coming down in human. form as need
arises is the very prominent feature of Hinduism. But this is
nonetheless a very different notion of incarnation to the one we
find in Christianity. In the Christian notion of incarnation God
becomes 'truly man.,27
"How alien the distinctively Christian ideas seem today to most
people in the western parts of the world where the Christian faith
has prevailed in the past. 'Incarnation', 'atonement', 'redemption',
'grace', 'salvation,' 'reconciliation', to say nothing of vivid
metaphors like 'being washed in the blood of the lamb' are words
which convey hardly any meaning to the younger generations of
today ... The Christian has indeed the obligation to seek the profoundest understanding of the claims he makes.,,28
Now, after presenting the contemporary Jewish concept of God
by referring to the Old Testament alone, and the Christian Olie by
quoting Christian scholars alone, it would only be fair to look at
the non-Muslim statements on the Islamic concept of Allah in the
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Wevcrily created man and We know: what ~soulwhispersto
him, ~Wearenearer to him than hisjugular vein. (50:16)

AU ~t is in ~hcavCDS andtbe earth glorifies hiJih, andHc is
the Mlpcy,tM\Vi$c. His is tb.eS()vereiptyo( thcbcavens and
the~He q~ck.eps andgivcS clcath; and He is able to do all
~
is the First and the ~t, and the autwBd and the
Inward and He is Knower of all things~He it is WhO a.-eatcd the
heavens and the ~ in six days, theIt HcCOiluoJ1edthe
'l1:ttGne. lie knOws all tbatmters the earth and aU that emerges
therefrom, and all that comes down from the sky and 211 that
;ascends ~;, and··Heis with you w h ~ you may be.,
,And' Allih·js seer ofwhat you do; His is the So~reignty of the.
heavens and the ~ and unto AUih all thing$are brough~
back. He causes the night to pass into the day, and He causes
the day to pass into the night and He is Knower ofall ~t is in
. the breasts. (57:1-6)

..ae·

on these· vcrses.~though. in ~tiontone realizes
how erroneous was Gairdncr's cry. "How .-nAUah, so remote, ~. toeaUy. and essentially different from man,ncvenhdess .
rea~ D1aJl? Wbat Jinks can, He forgc?tt3l Ga.ircln!u overlooked the
fact that,. although ~ is different froIn man, God can -very well
reach him simply because man is his creation,' whom he maintains
in every re$pcct and from moment tolllOllleat.
Just' as Jfistaken'.are Beth~, Oraycott, Andcrsonand Stobart
when tbeydescribed Allih uUiJI'lmeasurably removcdfrom his
crea~cs, tt and it is surprising to sec Tritton, who was professor .
of Arabictt'llisundcrstand the Qur'iIJ to the extent of stating, "for
many Muslims God is far off" 32
Among.chc axlOalS of Islam is the principle of the .absolute fairncssand'jUstice of Allih,aswcll as his UIlimagiQable DlCrq'and
gCllefosity~. Each iDc:Iividual, man' or wOllWl,is ~ y responsible to God fer his or her ownwodt. If good has been done his or
her reward will be llbcral1yrnWtiplXd. in this· world and the
HereaftCt. If the record is bad there is still a cb~ fof repentance
and the granting of forgiveness, but if wrongdoing is persistently
indQlgcdin - thereby defying Allih - then a just. punishment
must be· expec:ted. This is· clearly·.'expressed in. many Qur'wc
verses:
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Lo! Allah wrongs not even for the weight of an atom; and if
there is a good deed, He will multiply it and will give (the doer)
from what He has a great reward. (4:40)
That no bearer ofa burden bears another's burden:
And that man can have nothing but what he strives for.
And his striving will Soon be seen. Then he will be rewarded
for it with the fullest reward.
And that to thy Lord is the destiny. (53:38-42)
Whoever brings a good. deed will have tenfold like it, and whoever brings an evil deed will· be recompensed only with the like
of it, and they shall not be wronged. (6:161)
Consequently, when Adam and Eve committed the sin of eating
the fruit God had forbidden, it was their own sin for which they
repented. And Allah, being infinitely merciful and generous, forgave them. According to divine justice Adam's sin would never
be visited on the head of any of his seed nor be the original sin
from which every man has to seek salvation. Noah, Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob and Moses were all entitled to eternal felicity and the
love of God through his. mercy and grace, for the good work each
had carried out and for their ardent belief in him~ Each was
granted salvation. Certainly none but Adam was held responsible
for Adam's sin.
Accordingly, the strange and difficult Christian concepts of God
suffering, sacrificing himself, reproaching himself, and repenting
are all alien to Islam. Not only do these notions seem quite incomprehensible to the IsI~mic way of thinking, but they actually constitute blasphemies. Why should God suffer? What would be the
conditions beyond his control which would make him suffer? For
such is Allah's infinite kindness and generosity he would naturally
forgive aU those who had done wrong but later believed in him,
repented and simply asked His forgiveness. It is unthinkable in
Islam that Allah the Almighty would have to sacrifice himself in
order to redeem the sins of mankind vicariously.
And whoever does evil or wrongs his soul then asks forgiveness of Allah will find Allah Forgiving, Merciful. (4:110)
Reproaching oneself or repenting after doing something wrong
would imply the deed was done either without forethought,
adequate knowledge, self-control or a proper judgement of the
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circumstances. Only after the deed is done by a person with limited knowledge or on an impulse does he or she discover that it
could have been done in a better way or not at all. To the Muslim,
such notions of human fallibility can never apply to Allah, whose
knowledge, wisdom, power and infinitely exalted attributes are
unlimited.
.
Bethman and others have claimed that God as conceived of in
Islam is an unknown God, having an unconcerned absolutism and
a detached arbitrariness; a mighty, irresponsible Being with whom
nothing can prevail, who dwells perpetually in the terrors of
earth, not in its gentleness and compassion. 33 But to read the
Qur'an deeply and with an open mind will show clearly how untrue these assertions are.
.
We are directed to look everywhere around us and to think, and
also to reflect on our own selves.
In the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the alteration of
night and day, and the ships that run in the sea with what
profits men, and the water that Allah causes to come down
from the sky, then gives life therewith to the earth after its
death and spreads in it all (kinds of) animals, and the ,dlanging
of the winds and the clouds made subservient between heaven
and earth, there are surely signs for· people who understand.
(2:164)
And when my servants ask you concerning Me, surely I am
near. I answer the prayer of the suppliant when he calls on Me,
so they should hear My call and believe in Me that they may be
guided. (2:186)
Allah is the Patron of those who believe of darkness into light. (2:257)

He brings them out

Surely the verses rendered above as well as so many others in the
Book illustrate Allah's concern and care, infinite compassion,
omniscience, benevolence and love, encompassing the entire universe.
Further evidence of Allah's care and generosity towards every
man and woman who believes is shown in the following interpretations:
(Abraham said] The Lord and Cherisher ofthe Worlds Who creat·ed me then He guides me. And Who gives me to eat and
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drink. AndwhenJ a~skk Hebaalsme. hnd, Who will cause,
,I h()~will f'otgi\fc me
me to die then giv~ ,.e:life. ,~~c!
my mistakes on the .r~j~CIIl~' (26;13:-82)

'Who.,

••

Whoever dc>es~'.~"" f~,'aad~~bdiever,
We shall(C:rtainly: ~M livea.c!to<lUfC;'lJ1d We shall ~r~
tainly givethemt~cirrew;ant for d'aC best ofwhatthey.did~
(16.'97)
, ,
,

To tbeMusUm itjsCJu.i~a1ientoeoncei~eofsuch~ithet$,as

a..bitrary" irot¢S~'ble ...-a,:capt'ieic)u$ as cvera."lyingto',bis
Lord.
' , , ' , ' ,',
',,'
" '

Amih'sbl~.Parul,·~ttes,~etf>. mUlIlOtn~~#tY as

a rewa,rd for ·hiS~~iwOtk. '~" ~y .~~,' coft$tk.Utea :test.
Hatmmay~dtbintas:aclivineP'.lnislitit.toras a~~for
his corrupt ways. ~Cshar&hip*nay,try the beli«vOf ' a
as
means for scrutinizing tbesincerity ofhi5 faith. NumeroUs exampIes ofsuc:htestswerei..posed·on mCl~lical prophets (~is)..
The Qur'in l1as.tbisto~y:

Everysc.u1 sl)illtaste'· Of, dQ.th, ape!, wc' test.you bye"il and
good by way of~~ and:~ ps y~ will bemufl'ied.(2t:35)

'It ispo$Sible>for .~"te~.'Somekarmbyard~t'
.prayq,smce:Al1$h·alWJys'~ciously, welcomes' prayCl:S .,~. sup- .
plieations ,,*t dlo~~ho a~ogandy turn away , willipevitably
sooner or laterin91r tbcdcprivation of some of God's mercy and
generosity,God'smcrq: beiQg~J1.;enCQmpassing:
.

_sincere

And My $crQ¥·~~pas$CS.utbings. So 1 or~ it f0l' those
who keeptheil' dutY Uid.praaisecharity" and those ~bdieve
in OJ.trmcsUgC$. (1:156)
,
Surely the metCyof~is near to 'the doers of.sQOd.. (1:56).

Mani11ust'rea.li~ehOW·~knowJerdg¢.power anOperctplioD are
'citcUtnscri~lrtmaaY~~e:tS.Heis stiU exploriug'cbe~os of.
aplatletwhi<ibitlt$ J!*n Il,i$hOme fO.t millions 'of generations. Not
a singlcnatural:PlleMm~n canhedaim, to.have • comp1cltdy-cn-.
(Ompas«l inhis-knO'Wledge, while his 'sensesare.very liDlited, in
spectra, Despite tb~ liillitaticms some men have claixned Cd...
lowsbipwiththe Deity and have even denied AlIah his full right
toconttQl and maitttaili the amvcrse he created the wayhC:cwants.
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'Notk,J~:.l~).~:,(~a/i~Q~b~ fC),rgi"es&l: tH~.il)$of the s~ppnant

w,*~, hUrilblY·i~~.~p~rc1on (~?<>J •. Wljoelvcrd~wro~g or in-

justi~tP.hj~lf~t"~see~sttl~Torgivenessof his Lord will
.findHini·...,etiJy•. ·~ij'"iiyingj~ercifdl .. ::(4:HQ)••.,Whoever does .

gO,Qd,to'\~ll~f~:l\iS (tftow'nien" may cxpecta greatly multiplied.rew~;(t~~'

'.

'. .

AricI.\II~,$f:~yA)u.4i"to yoUfSClves you wiUfmd it
with . • • .''''''''. "·is."taJl(lg~atest in.r~'Nnd. ,And al;~ for-

giv.., of'AlJih.'5i.Kely Allah is fOJpvirli•. Merciful. (73:20)

Allih.wbo loy. "anaa(l is sO kind, merciful and generous to
. hiJu.'" asSia-dnacute ..... everything in' heaveri and earth - to
se~him.
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Allah is He Who created the heavens and the earth and sent
down water from the clouds, then brought forth with it fruits
as a sustenance for you, and He has made the ships subservient
to you that they may run upon the sea by His command, and He
has made the rivers subservient to you. And He has made subservient to you .the sun and the moon pursuing their courses;
and He has made subservient to you the night·and the day; and
He gives you of all you ask of Him. And if you count Allah's
favours you will not be able to number them. Surely man is
very unjust, very ungrateful. (14:32-34)
God's love, as explained in the Qur'an, is boundless, even guiding
man to love Him and showing man the way:
Say, if you love Allah, follow me, Allah will love you and forgive your sins. (3:30)
... and do good, surely Allah loves the doers of good. (2:195)
Surely Allah loves those who tum much (to Him) and He loves
those who purify themselves. (2:222)
Yea, whoever fulfills his promise and keeps his duty surely Allah loves the dutiful. (3:75)

then

And if you judge, judge. between them with equity, surely
Allah loves the equitable. (5:42)
On the other hand, Allah does not love the disbelievers, the unjust, the boastful, nor the mischief makers (Siirahs 3:32,57; 4:5;
28:77).

It is the Muslim's love for his Lord which fills his heart and
makes him shun every shameful deed. For the sake of his beloved
Lord he does his best in benevolent work. The pious Muslim tries
his utmost to be obedient to the laws of God, to the best of his
ability, but the driving force behind his obedience is love. He realizes the tremendous bounties he enjoys from Allah and feels overwhelmed with love and indebtedness for them. The Muslim
would feelmost ashamed to disobey his Lord in any of his orders,
his love cotnpelling him to be as good a servant as he can possibly
be.
From Islamic history the Muslim knows the exemplary loving
servants: Abraham, Isaac, Ishmael, Jacob, Moses, Jesus and
Mu~ammad. But whereas much of the history surrounding the
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others has been obscured by the tfaick ~ts of. legcnd,the ipnumerable deeds and sayings of M~~lIlma~ ha~e, n::~ well
known and crystal clear facts. Consequmtly, thede¥out Mu~
lim does his very best to imitate the P~J-et. ~ y,:t
realizing that this is not at aU easy. The Musljm's,Joll~~,~Lprd
and the conviction of Allah's lov~ for ~ are nh9~ qot involving him in any incomprehensible dpgma! I-:I~ ~ $~~9 ,Ql9r.etlt~
a servant ofhis Lord so would never i~~ ll~elftA ~ the ~~
of God. He is certain that if he sipFCrely ~, his si,os will be
forgiven out of AUih's grace, c1emenq ~n4, ~,,'thetF being
,no qu~tion of vicarious redemption butsolFJy, of individual
accountability on the Last Day.
Among the exponents of Sufism who bc:~e enPlanted with
the love of God are al-Ghazaly, Thunn9~..,.al~~, J~ud:-Din
Riimi and IUbi'ah the celebrated wo~ m.yspc of~ ninth century. AI-Ghazaly, who composed ma~y ~,~', csp,ys, ~n, the
theme of divine love, stated: "The reasOqabl~and~~pted view '
among people of insight is that ~ alone is ~y of tnJe
10ve.,,35 Ribi'ah wrote: "Love for God has ~ ~l?so~ lIle th~t
neither love nor hate of any other being ~ in lI)y h~ ...
Now, in the depth of the night, whep e,rery ~Q8~s closed his
d90rs and every lover is alone with his beloved,' YQu, my ~rd,
are there who never shut thy door in anyone's ~ and wdfOmes
suppliants. "36
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Chapter 10

Islam
as defined in the Qur'an

With Islam's alI-embracing definition of submission to the will of
God, those who believe are not limited to Muhammad and the
people who received his message, but include everyone who has
ever fulfilIed the above definition at any point in history. Eminent
examples are Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and all the prophets
as well as the nations who followed their teachings. Thus, in the
Book we read that every messenger sent by Allah preached
monotheism (21:25). A natural result is that Muslims believe in
Allah and
his messages revealed to the prophets before
Mul;tammad (2:136). The disciples ofJesus also submitted themselves to God so accordingly they, too, were Muslims (4:114).
Islam, which has shaped human history, far from being a faith
of hopeless fatalism, rather appears as one which posits resistance
to Satan as well as obedience to the one true God. At the same
time, it is a faith which has nurtured mystics into declaring, "the
secret of all created things is clear and thou dost not see in this
world or the next aught beside God".· To this, Bishop Cragg
added: "What respect fOr" human intelligence could be higher than
this? Islam made a clean sweep of.all factors in the relation of God
and man save good work and piety. Each owes his brother what
he owes himself; no idol, no priest, no mediator remain. "2

all
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The universality of Islam
Although the Qur'an was revealed and recorded in Arabic, as
naturally were also the sayings of the Prophet, Islam, from its inception, has been intended as a world religion. Gibb stated that,
"Islam never identified itself with the Arabs, although at times
Arabs have identified themselves with it. "3
Bell, Menezes, and Levy however, adopted the view that Islam
was not in the beginning intended to be a universal religion. 4
They imagined it as a local religion tailored for Mecca and Mecca
alone. s On the contrary, as demonstrated in even the earlier
verses, both in revelation and in the Book, the message has been
aimed as "A reminder for the worlds" (81:27), "Praise be to Allah
the Lord of the worlds" (1:1).
This point was discussed earlier in Chapter 3 and there is no
need for repetition. It may just be added here that towards the
completion of his mission, the Prophet sent embassies to neighbouring kings and rulers and to the emperors of the Persian and
Byzantine Empires - the greatest countries known in his time inviting them to take up Islam. I)
The Islamic concept of Allah is not that he is the Lord of only
one specific nation or tribe, whether they be Muslim or Hebrew.
He is the God and Lord not only of the believers but of the entire
universe, the Lord of all the worlds, ftnown and unknown. The
concept could not be more all-encompassing. (6:90; 29:1). The religion of Islam not only embraces men and women of every race,
colour and tongue but overwhelms whatever is in the heavens and
.
the earth.
Seek they other than Allah's religion? And to Him has submitted whoever is in the heavens and the earth. (3:82)

The Islamic belief
Belief in Islam is a stage above mere mechanical submission. The
believer's heart is convinced of Allah's oneness, attributes, messages, prophets, angels, ari4 Last Judgement. His belief permeates
through his senses so that his work is benevolent and constructive,
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HBm&\bHetl"bIi! ftVerpdJan. The fir.st and foremost is the dedara(ii8i(~~:~:8Yi~witness to theODCDCSS of God and to
i'~iiBHJ\i,bBMi.i.'Bis'prophet.' The remaining four rites are:
'flfBtu."@iiJ~"m ~the pooI'. fasting for· the Arabic lunar
i iH8liOi ;6ri~ illCl.' if able, going 011 pilgrimage' to Mecca
6Hee>ii!i~t
,
T!l@Se'Hf@f'.fite'nobility in the M""·sheut and 'the reiri&B~tW"Goa;:stitiiblates hisSCIIIC of morality. They .aug'Mfht IUs £~"or,;:a "fbi spiritual conneaion with AJlih and
'&ngffi~~.~"~~;!fcIlowMuslims - bocb in his limited
~i~"~;~JKe ~ast intcmational community. III the
'~"8r'''~;6ibtberhoodaD banias of I'a(:e. rolour
_~;lfiI8t~WtiilBh.
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The rites are mentioned many times in the Qur'an but never
collectively. Prayers and almsgiving are' mentioned together quite
often although only' the principles of their application are laid
down~ (2:43, 153; 5:6). Ample details, however, are f()und in the
Traditions of the Prophet and of his many companions under various circumstances of health, sickness, travelling, residence, shortage of water or abundance of the same.'"

DECLARATION OF THE FAITH.
Bearing witness to the truth that "There is no god but God" ("LAilalul ilia-Allah) and that' Mul}ammad is His messenger is the
spirit of Islam" and, Muslims believe, the spirit of every divine
message to mankind.

'

And We sent no messenger before you but We inspired him,
(saying): There is no God save Me so worship Me. (21:25)

The Qur'in repeatedly warns against polytheism whiCh it condemns as the most grievous of sins.

Lo! Allah forgiva not that a partner should be ascribed unto
Him. He' Cotgives(all) save that to whom He will. And whoso
asct.i&es, •• pU&ier t() Allih, be has indeed invented a tremendous
sm. (If:48)

,SOme' vmes 'ippe1l to

the reader's intellect and logic. 'asking
him'urpaitd& oh'li6W extremely wrong, ungrateful and unjust it
w6UlCl6eto'wl;nHip'a being other than God. The other subject of
worititpcoWd'\)C'atljthing, an idol, a person, one's family, property. evdla.lDbit.

or
s.y: T0"!h(ftrt; ~ whatever is in the heavens and the euth?
Say: TO'l\Dih.tkhis .C»'d.aincd mercy on Himself. He will certlti'try'I'.1t"b.t!il the Resurrection Day - there is no doubt

.lWut, it; '~"o have lost their' souls will not believe.

Aftdl~"HM'tso.wbatever dwells in the night, and' the day

aDllfteis'HIe'Hearmg, the Knowing.
stY: sfWH t'd:efdr a Patron other than Allih. the Originator of .

_lfi.t_8'tiid't!ie earth, and He provides food and is not fed?
5aY:'·I'am\tGtittt!rt1dedto. be the .6rst of those who .submit
dOnoih'e'ofthe pOlytheists. (6:12;..14)
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We note that the declaration of monotheism here is that Allah is
uthe Lord" and is uthe God". It is only He who is to be worshipped and only He who is the source of all good. Therefore only His
help should besought; being nearer to Him should be the believer's goal, His love the greatest comfort and joy to his heart. To
Him alone Muslims· pray and prostrate themselves, not to any
mortal, npt even to a pope, as is done by newly ordained bishops. 10
Bearing witness to the fact that Muhammad was one of the
messengers of God is testified to in the Qur'an where he is described and referred to as the Prophet and as the messenger of God
over a hundred times (e.g. 3:144; 4:170) The declaration that
Mul}ammad is the messenger of God is an integral part of th ~
faith:
Say: 0 mankind! I am the messenger of Allah to you all, unto
whom belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth.
There is no God save Him. He quickens and He gives death. So
believe in Allah and His messenger, the illiterate Prophet who
believes in Allah and in His words and follow him that haply you may be led aright. (7:158)

PRAYERS (AL-SALAH)
The importance ofprayer in religion is well recognized. It strengthens the belief in the existence and goodness of Allah and transmits this belief to the innermost recesses of the heart. When devoutly performed prayer uplifts the spirit, develops the mind,
cultivates· the conscience and comforts· the soul. Furthermore, in
the Islamic prayer every musde joins with the soul.and mind in
.the worship and glory of God. In Islam, eve~ individual, man or
woman, prays on his or her own behalf and communicates directly with Allah who is the All-seeing, AlI-hearing. No dergy exists
in Islam, nor is it needed. It is strongly recommended that prayers
are said in congregation - particularly at noon on Friday. Otherwise, the individUal's prayer on his own is valid anywhere so long
. as the place is dean. No temple, no offerings are necessary. In the
Qur'an the believers are asked not just to "say" but to "keep up
,and perfect" their prayers (2:Z17; 73:20).
Before starting his prayer the. Muslim makes sure of his deanliness by carrying out a prescribed ablution. This is similar to an
Abrahamic Tradition which Jesus corroborated (Mark 7:3).11 It
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draws one's attention to one's ()wn cl~anliness both physical and
spiritual. The Muslim says his prayen in a clean place, directing
his face to the Ka'bah in Mecca and his heart to God, conscious of
being a member. of the univenal brotherhood of Islam, aD worshipping the one God in one and the same manner, facing in one
direction, and when in a congregation, keeping in straight lines.
Doing his best not to become distracted by his surroundings, he
recites Surah 1 and some other verses; he kneels and prostrates himself to ADah and praises Him~ In his recitations he. repeats the
words of God, mindful of being in his presence. He is addressing.
ADah, realizing that the Deity is with him, watching him, hearing
him and responding to his supplicatiof)S. His soul is at its peak of
joy and he feels closest to ADah when he is prostrating himself to
Him in praise, and asking for His help and guidance. The significance of the Ka'bah in Islam was explained in Chapten 6 and 7.
More will be said about.it later.
He who keeps up prayen and humbly does his best to perfect
them will be felicitous. He will acquire an angelic nature putting
. him high above those earthly temptations which can lead to misconduct and wrongdoing.
Surely prayer keeps (one) away from indecency and evil; and
certainly the remembrance of AUih is the greatest (force), and
ADah knows what you do. (29:45)
Felicitous inde~ are the believen who are humble in their
prayen, and who shun vain convenation, and who act for the .
sake of purity. (23:124)
For their high spiritual value the five daily prayen are very important in Islam. They should be said by every man or woman.
Prayen are simplified for the traveller and for the sick but never
waived because they are the spiritual connection between man and
ADah which must be maintained.

ORIENTALISTS' COMMENTS ON THE
PRAYERS
There are several comments made by Orientalists on the number
of the daily prayers, their value and the way they are said which
warrant disCussion.
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Anderson vilified the Isbmic prayer when he commented; "To a
Muslim there is litde connection between prayer and ethics; a man
who rises from prayer to cheat will be rewarded for the prayer
and punished for the cheating...12 Anderson forgot that the reward
for such a man may be reduced to nil for'pra~'ing so insincerely.
Were a Muslim to commit an immoral act so closely succeeding
his devotions, it would only show how far his mind was from
God. The Prophet was quoted by Ib~Mass'ud to have said that
he whose prayers do not keep him away from indecency has no
prayers. 13
.
~edibly. Zwemer tried to connect the act of prayer with animisticbeliefs. He put forward such arguments as. "M~mmad
forbade prayers being made on or near watering places of camels
because camels were created bydevils.'·14 Nobody. particularly
Muslims. can believe in devils creating anything; it is only Allah
who is the Creator. The logical e.xpbnation is that the ~atering
places. of camelS, with their dung. would not be clean enough
pbces °for the saying of prayers. Besides. who would choose such
a spot when there is the vast. dry desert or wasteland. the clean
shelter of the home or mosque in which to pray?
Bethman has completely missed the point of prayer when he
imagined it as "a form of worship which has to be dutifully performed.lt tends to make one a strict formalist. it hardens him to
sdf-righteousness. It cannot be a spiritual intercourse between
man and his Creator. as prayer really should be. There is no possibility of a heart to heart talk with a being who is utterly
different. "IS
In Chapter 9 we saw how Allah the Creator is differep.t from his
creatures yet.close'to their hearts, and how he kindJy, lovingly and
graciously hears and accepts their prayers. No doubt when any
prayer is said mechanically without concentratipnit is likely to be
void of feeling. becoming a mere formality. On the other ~nd.
when' I concentrate on my prayer to God Who create(l and maintains the world including myself, Who has encompassed everything with His knowledge and mercy. Who has overwhelmed me
with His grace and care. Who sees me wherever I am. Who hears
my voice and reads my mind, Who helps me and answers my supplications, such a prayer is a refreshing stimulation to my soul, a
comfort to my spirit, a shining light· in my heart.
Concerning the number of daily prayers, Levy and Watt, in
their studies of Islam, found no "good" evidence to show that the
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number of daily prayers had been ·aefidi~ly . •ed:at'{five,&sring
Mubammadts lifetime. or even befote'~!"'.af._tW'y
subsequent to his death.·16 Although ctiis.~~~
number of prayers and the way in whidi~~"~_t'.
plained in detail in the Qurtin. as m~-~~!(t1Iel"~remains that aD Qur'inic regulations ~·""""'i.u.'kf:eMrid~hy
the Prophet himself and devoutly . . . . . '~ * ' _ y ':1IlUSIbn
community from the moment the ~t,wese·was*truiled.
The five· daily prayers were divineJyeiJddal tt\m·:~·S'Cftfte
years prior co. the Prophet·s move toiJOhlh.; ilIIlMIIilUy;dailuilm
years befon: his death. During this ~tiet ;
~,~
detail CO his foUowets who in turn'
;~.'
';of
cbeProphet's Traditions are rich in s
~.~~~uJations were expounded and elaborated,
i
decail in the books ofH so as to prcMde
t
{.'~wilest
possible lUge of queries which mi8bt
to:thelqJisc.
"many ofcbepoints being casuistical in!theeJCtmae": 17
"The Muslims·communarprayerinl:....."......,__~ b y
Friar Simon and Mark of Toledo "co bt"pdises,ofMoba1Dmad".
This is one of the more inaedI"b1e nocions~.1b,fosIered,in
the Middle Ages. IS
This notion is unforcunatdy still entertaiIaed· ,by '1OIllemisinformed people in the Wesc. MenezeS. .~""":aWmilady
absurd .notion: "Muhammad consttuCGlda'jfIIdIpit. ,jc·batamean
object of great sanctity co Muhammedans.·t ~1Ie..-e. "ftmn.diis
PJ4pit M.mmad turning cowards>:dte ,Kabah. WOIddCCJaduec
the .services. deliver discouncs .on .~ _.~ .peIIormihg
the:prescrlbed prostrations would:redte:~;of.the'Quran
. •.
ifamanwcre co wash his left bat1d'or'·hiSlt<*before1U:teeth'his
pAyerbeeotues useless ••• and it is llC)t~'thattbe'.or
shipper Should understand the words of. pq:yer. tt" Tbisaows
how misinformed writers couIdcleceivetheirreaciers ,co'Say'the
vCfYleast.
&w''ditTermt from the above conjectures wae;the:admiringrematb oCone"Pennis who visited~1em in the Middle Ages:
"In the likeness of monks. they [Mudims].pray ~yiDa
very ordered 'wty ... WhereVer~-are • • •,·dUth.at:'t!eftI:in
hours of the day, with beaded knees~,:~ .......'t:bey
adore God devoudy:':Aftdinthe ,"rds ·ofctdsc:M.npiJfary
Ricoldo: "And what indeed shan I say oftheir' pnyer?.'So'i*t'is .
their devotion that I was astonished ~ I saw it IUd :proved' it .
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by experience."20 Much later Gairdner and Guillaume were to note
as most striking in Muslims the air of quiet, of total absorption
in the devotional task and entire aloofness from their
circumstances. 21

ALMS (AL-ZAK.AH)
The Qur'anic word zakah not only has the meaning of charity,
alms, tithe, kindness, official tax and voluntary contribution, but
it also has strong spiritual and moral motives. Z2 The literal meaning of the word is "purity".
The way the Qur'an induces the well-off to give alms is most
courteous yet firm. They are invited to payout of what Allah has
provided them with - their wealth being only temporarily under
their control while on earth. Ifthey give the poor their due, God
will pay them back many times over with blessings in this world
and the next. Almsgiving is sometimes represented in the Qur'an
as a transaction between man, who is temporary, who was created
and granted, and Allah who is the Permanent, the GenerousWho creates and owns everything. Man gives to his fellow man .
and Allah, the Gracious, pays him back in.abundance (57:11-13;
73:20).
Who is it that will lend Allah a goodly loan so Heinultiplies it
to him manifold? And Allah withholds and extends and to Him
you shall be returned. (2:245)
Muslims are enjoined to give alms. and the injunction is usually
associated with the maintenance of prayers, as emphatically stated
in numerous verses (2:177; 8:3; 22:41; 98:5). The act of zakah
purifies the remaining substance by blessings and purifies the sQul
from the pollution of avarice and greed. It is also called fadaqat because it proves man's sincerity (#dq) in his faith a~d devotion to
Allah.
Following the Qur'wc instructions, Muslims take care to give
from the average or best quality of what they have. Some of their
sins can be expiated by sincere almsgiving.
Allah will not call you to account for that which is vain in your
but He will cal1 you to account for the making of deliber-

oat~s
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ate oaths; so its expiation is the feeding of ten poor people with
the average' you feed your families with, or their clothing or the
freeing of a neck. But whoso finds not (the means) should fast
for three days. (5:89)
... and aim not at the bad to spend thereof, while you would
not take it yourselves unless you connive at it. And know that
Allah is self-sufficient, praiseworthy. (2:267)
This is in contrast with the "gleaning!;" and the "fallen fruit of thy
vineyard" to be disposed to the' poor and the stranger (Lev.
19:10).
The tradition among the pious Muslims has been to give alms
from the best they have in order to evade the slightest humiliation
or injury to the feelings of the recipient. Although the Qur'an indicates the various categories of needy people who are eligible it
does not set the minimum amounts of obligatory alms under
every particular condition (9:60). These, however, were clearly
explained by the Prophet, and they are to be found recorded in
Islamic literature. Overlooking the wealth of information about
the details of zakah, some writers such as Levy have asserted
there were no instructions specifying how or in what amounts the
rate should be paid. 2J
These rules of ab:nsgiving, as faithfully applied by the early
Muslims and those in the Middle Ages, were greatly admired by
Ricoldo de Monte Croce who noted in his Itinerarium: "On the'
subject of pity for the poor it ought to be known that Muslims are
most generous of alms. ,,24 Seven centuries later Sale pointed out:
"The earlier generations of the Muslims esteemed almsdeeds to be
highly meritorious and many of thetit have been illustrious in the
exercise thereof, Hasan the grandson of Muhammad, in particular,
is related to have thrice in his life divided his substance between
himself and the poor and twice to have given away aU he had. The
generality are so addicted to the doing of good that they extend
their charity even to brutes.,,25

FASTING (AL-SAWM)
lv\uslims believe that fasting has been a divine injunction in every
heavenly religion. Some philosophies adopt it as a form of disci·pline. The Islamic fast means a complete abstention from food,
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c:IriDk., SlQQking•. aod;scxuaUncerCQurse. and re&aining as much as
PQIIII5iblt., .UoJn.,p~ claw1s•. sgacd1 01' thought between dawn
and sunset. Tho'ialCitutiPn of fasting in Islam has an exalted aim
whiGh· is v«y luidI'¥~ dcsclribed in·, the Qur'in: '"That you may

~: apinst evil'" ~J8J)~ It'teadaes man to observe fasting not

fof., thCt~ofhit, health•. nor in sip of mourning but out ofdeep

love and active devotion- for' AUiIi alone. hoping to please Him.
Thus,fasciqg,ad.tiyatea;aviailant and. sound conscience because. the
M_mk..",.his. • in,secretuwdl as in public - there being
no WOrldlylauthority, to cbec:k. whether he breaks it or not. It also
~. . . . . iJlJP4_ce and. unselfishness. strengthens his
ftdinl.o£~·tQ,a wodd.w:ide Muslim fraternity. and is an
~""".:·in··modiatMa.aod will power. Fasting helps
.....~.....a.-c ....i~t. his mind becom~ cleare'i- and
"'~_;~aodi:Ji&Iaterso as to move aod act. It is a
~ ~JPCion; for· man~s scIf-rCassuranee. self-control and

.~~.
b"·~·GDC.of:tbemost

.

meritorious works in. Islam
bccauM·it,c:aa.bccl.pt.a,......b!lr.weenthe believer and Allih. No

OD!C'_"'\~.is>f'"only out of love for his Lord

andino~to.IUm.., IIlICICldain verses &stiq is mentioned'
tQ,~.n:pcatance for wrongdoing such as the
bDWl!b,ofan,
, in, OQIt.Iin;maritalprob1ems and in some cases
whikton1pif
<a:196;.89;.58:4).
~inlt tbc: mcdiod', 0.( f.aating in Islam. Sale claimed•
g uidance of theJews in
..M~$CCmcdlto;lu,v~followedthe
. . o~'c_..mpg,fQc:ing(·a.forgetting the fact that the
QrisiQ;.o£ .bcttb ordina.....w.as dhrine. Bethman.on the other
1iaPdJ.. t""""Qblllll\ilcdt "• . . bliMaic fast differs widely from its
j~.-.tiiChlitcilm."""IQI,J. It is not anabscinence from
~,~Q£rtlQd~.b_a..co~abstinencefroQuny f()()d or
~ ~ ~ ~. . . . . . 01' any other.mulant durin&;day,tia:.... '1ibose" unablt· to; fattare enjoined to; make. up. for

with

itby}~,tbodiaway,in\cbaritY..

..

~\.a:~dPf:lY,~t.OQevery.,MJulilQ;m~ or:
~""', ;*~.,,~_ ~·abJir·to,per ..

fonn-it onceiii' a·lifetime; "Iit,the course of the saaed:j01lrney by
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carrying out the prescribed rites, pilgrims gather inthc greatest
annual conferenae of peace known in the history of mankind. In
the course of bajj peace is the dominant theme; peace with one's
soul, peace· with one another, peace with the animals. plants and .
even insects. Such a total overwhelming peace is to be found on
pilgrimage despite the fact that the multitude of pilgrims of all
ages come fMln various walks of life and the widest spectrum of backgrounds. Kings. clerks and cobblers; presidents,
princes and porters; professors, peasants, students and shopkeepers, of a1ls;aces. colours and tongues,. all mingle together in a divinely bonded brotherhood. With the simplest white garment for
every man and woman, there is no aristocracy but equality,
humility and devotion. There is no royalty but loyalty of all to
God."28
The sole aim, of the pilgrim's journey is to please Allah, to devoudycarry out the rites and to visit the first house ever built on
earth for the worship of Him alone - the Ka'bah in Mecca.
Certainly the first house appointed for men is the one at Bakkah
(Mecca); blessed and a guidance for the nations. In it are clear
signs: (It, is) the Place of Abraham; and whoever enters it is safe;
and pilgrimage to the House is a duty which people owe to
Allih -whQCver can find a way to it. And w~oever disbelieves
surely Al1ih is above need of the worlds. (3:95-96)
The rite of pUgrimage was instituted in the time of Abraham. He
and his soo'khmael had built the Ka'bah out of devotion for
Allih, and Abraham had placed with his own hands the Black
Stone in one of the comers of the building. Today it is the only
original,stone surviving and still in its very same place. No other
part of the building has survived the .erosion of time and .weather
and the n~UJ'llCbuildings and restorations .ordered by su(xcssive rulers. The c101ie association between Abraham, the earliest
exem~~, and the Black Stone was highly esteemed
by theRJ:lQBhct and the Muslim nation; when a pilgrim kisses or
touches it. he is overwhelmed by a feeling of awe and· wonder at
this m~ PQiaIi' where the distant past and present fuse in a
timeless moment. 29
..
Am~.en.ofpilgrimageis the w.aIking between two hills,
~afa and
J..,remembrance ofHagar's desperate search for
water _
,..". and herself, praying earnesdy aU the while.
Her pra.ya:s. w$C answered when a spring of water suddenly'
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started gushing nearby. That spring of fresh water, called Zemzem, so blessed and so vitally precious in the desert land, has
never dried up ever since those far-off times. Another rite of pilgrimage is the full day of prayer, meditation and supplication on
the part ofthe pilgrim on Mount'Ararat. Here the Prophet gave his
farewell selmon, n~ far from the site where Abraham almost sacrificed his son. This highly significant day is counted as the peak
of the pilgrimage.
Is it not unfortunate that so many Orientalists have misinterpreted the Muslim's veneration of the Ka'bah, the Black Stone and
the pilgrimage rites as a whole, imagining them as some kind of
idol worshipJO, or dismissing the rites as silly, ridiculous or merely the relics of idolatrous superstition? Another faulty assumption
is that the rites of pilgrimage were remnants of a pre-Islamic cult
included by the Prophet in an attempt to reconcile the idolatrous
Meccans with the faith. 31 A few writers of the Middle Ages have
even claimed that the Ka'bah contained the Prophet's body, like
the relics of a Christian saint. 32
Such comments simply show how little these Orientalist'i knew
about pilgrimage and the historical background of its rites. Despite their somewhat feeble grasp of the subject matter it is noticeable how strong their prejudices were against this significant rite.
Writers who distort facts should be shown up and condemned,
although the general public, with the inadequate information
available, may be excused when they judge Islam by whatever
they see or read about the behaviour of Muslim communities or
individuals. The behaviour or rather, misbehaviour, of a person or
a group can sometimes be in marked contrast with what the faith
teaches. People, moreover, are understandably apt to judge the
faith by the behaviour of its exponents.

Contrast between Islam and
Muslims
In Yte Prophet's time .and in the first subsequent generation most
of the Muslim community lived according to the precepts of
Islam. These are very comprehensive, covering every detail of
life - religious observance, family, social, economical, political.
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cultural and other aspects of daily life, as well as international,
national and tribal relations.
As centuries passed, bringing about the expansion of the Muslim commonwealth and the tremendous growth of its resources,
with various new nations joining the community and bringing
with them their different backgrounds, heritages and philosophies, it was inevitable that some differences should develop between the Muslims' behaviour and the teachings of Islam. There
were individuals, subjects, rulers and nations who, though they
bore Muslim names acted in ways utterly at odds with Qur'anic
precepts. Cleavages developed into cracks reaching the gigantic
proportions of craters. .
It is through Amih's grace that the Qur'an remains today exactly the same as when it was revealed to the Prophet· MuJ:tammad
fourteen centuries ago. Under its glistening light the conduct of
Muslim individuals or groups can be compared with the exalted precepts set forth ina language as clear today as it was
then. Islam enjoins honourable conduct,. charity, kindness, steadfastness, cleanliness and purity of thought. It prohibits every kind
of misbehaviour, cheating, treachery, drinking intoxicants and
gambling. Alas! How many Muslims nowadays live according to
these' rules? How many Islamic countries refrain from attacking
each other? How many Muslims still remain illiterate?"How many
are still involved in dogmatic superstitions despite the teachings of
their sacred Book, the first revelation of which commenced with
the command "Read"?
The average person in the West who gets to know Muslim customs either through contact with them or by reading or hearing
about them may very well be excused if he imagines that any kind
of low life is allowed, encouraged or even enjoined by Islam. II)
fact it is absolutely condemned. But how could the rational Westerner get to know what Islam truly teaches? Of course to see or
to read about present-day Muslims is the easiest way. Unfortunately, altogether too many of these give a completely distorted
picture of the truth. They are most likely to present an unhappy,
pathetic spectacle, being poor, sick or illiterate. Many Islamic
countries are backward, corrupt, less than dean. Many are troubled by sectarian differences.. The Sunnis, the Shiites, the Ismailis,
the •Alawis, the Abmadis, the Qadianis and others do not exclusively follow the religious teachings of the Qur'an in their everyday
practice but have allowed extraneous elements to create some141
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times serious ditfer(llces. 33 So where shoilld,the 1Wtional open-.
minded Westerner go to seek after the'tnUh :abourlISlam? The
answer is simple: to read the Qur'in in the ~_t':tftIRIIItion avail~
. able. There the original. star remains twink1iIJ8Dbd tbrilliant despite the thick douds of misbehaviour raised~by,itsroUowers.
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Chapter 11

The Qur'anic Attitude
towards other Religions

The Qur'an classifies· people into three categories, namely: Muslims; the other monotheists, who are r~ferred to as the people of
the Book; and the rest of mankind. The people of the Book are
the Christians and Jews, who both believe in the same God as the
Muslims and who received their respective sacred Books from
Him. The Qur'an lays down the norms of conduct towards each
group.
As mentioned earlier, the Muslims firmly believe in the messages delivered from God by Moses and Jesus. They honour them
greatly, as well as the rest of the earlier prophets, even more than
. do the present versions of the Bible.

Qur'anic record of the earlier
prophets
The Qur'anic version of the history of biblical and other prophets
has aroused diverse comments. Watt, insisting on the postulate
that the revelations were nothing more than the "product of a
creative imagination" exclaimed: "In particular there is at least one
point at which the Qur'anic ideas seem to be unsound, the idea
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that revelation or the product of creative imagination is superior to normal human traditions as. a source of bare historical
facts... 1 Is it not well known that historical facts were frequently
embellished with several layers oflegends of different hues by various historians?
On the other hand, the divine account of the historical facts as
presented in the Qur'an is the standard against which the level of
truth in other accounts can be measured, Understandably, this
could be accepted by n~het Jeffery, AnderSon nor Sale2, when
they asserted that the Prophet composed the Qur'an with an· unclear picture of biblical· history. In the following paragraphs we
wiIl look at the subject matter in a purely objective way, so that
we may compare the Qur'anic record of certain historical facts
with other versions of the same.
Objective writers such as Bethman admired the Qur'anic
account ofJesus and said: "Islamic sources pictureJesus as a highly
exalted' being, having entered this world' in .an exceptional and
miraculous way, having been protected from the touch of Satan
and endowed with powers not granted t()other human beings.
When the time came he was permitted to leave this world in the
similar miraculous manner...3 To this'Parrinder added some detail:
"The Qur'an has great reverence for Jesus, whom it calls Son of
Mary, Messiah, Prophet, Word and servant of God, and spirit
from Him. The annunciation to Mary of the birth ofJesus is recounted twice and closely resembles that in Luke's Gospel. The
manner of the conception rests' entirely on the wiIl of God. He
'
says: 'Be! And it is. '''4
In the Qur'an the miracles of Jesus are' mentioned, but the
Crucifixion is denied, yet not the Ascension. The Jews could not
kill the Messiah Jesus, son of Mary, "they slew him not, ... but
God raised him to Himself:" (4:157)
Even among the Christian accounts of Jesus we note many
discrepancies and contradictions, some of which deny the Resurrection itself-the crucial dogma for others. "Christians need not
affirm that Christ rose fr()m the dead at all. The Resurrection was
considered by some to ha\'e only symbolic value in that it emphasizes newness and spiritual rebirth, but so far as concerns, its
having literal historlcalsignific:ance it has become excess baggage
for most." 5 As if what was essentially true in the past is no longer
necessary in the present. So which is the pure, unchanging truth?
The narrative ofJesus as reported in the four Gospels stiIl con144
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taips sufficient support for the Islamic claim that he was a highly

hon.oured servant and Apostle of Allah but nonetheless not divine
Jesus said:
I do nothing of myself. Oohn 8:28).
The Lord our God is one Lord. (Mark 17:29)
God ... glorified His servantJesus. (Acts 3:13).
The vital point as put by Mufassir6 is that the biblical expression
"Son of God" cannot be said to have ever come, authentically,
from the lips ofJesus himself. According to Hastings' Dictionary of
the Bible', "Whether Jesus used it to Himselfis doubtful." We do, .
on the contrary, read of him referring to himselfas "Son· of Man".
(Matthew 12:32; Mark 9:9; Luke 17:24; John 5:27) 'The Quean definitely clarifies the point.
.
Jes\1S the son of Mary was no more than an Apostle of Allah
and His Word which He bestowed on Mary and a spirit proceeding from Him. (4:171)
He considered himself as coming to this world to deliver a divine message, good tidings to the believers and a warning to the
disbelievers (e.g. Luke 17). His contemporary followers as well as
some of those of subsequent generations considered .him as a man
and an Apostle of God. (3:53).
"Talmudic blasphemies against Jesus constituted ·theother extreme to the Qur'anic praise of him. "8 While St Luke (Luke 2:14)
related Jesus toDavid through Joseph, Stjohn and St Paul did riot
refer to the birth of Jesus~The Qur'an however, emphasizes his
miraculous birth without a father' and no less· emphatically hails
the sanctity of the Virgin Mary.9 On the Crucifixion Lane pointed
out that, "the Basilidians in the very beginning of Christianity
denied that Christ himself suffered but Simon the Cirene was
crucified in his place"10, which is generally supported by the relevant Qur'anic verses. (Siirah 5)
The Qur'anic record of the biblical prophets shows them in an
equally bright light. They were chosen by Allah, perfected and
blessed by him. They were true to their trust in Allah and were
splendid examples of moral conduct, obeying Allah's commands
and exemplifying what they taught:
Peace be unto Noah among the peoples. Lo! thus do We reward
the good~ Lo! he is one of the believing servants. (37:75-81)
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This is in direct contrast to the biblical scene in which Noah is
described as getting drunk and then cursing one of his sons. II
Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac and jacob are described in several places
in the Qur'in as noble, generous, devout, uncompromising
monotheists, blessed, divillely guided and most truthful (37:109113; 6:85-87). Yet, the present versions of the Bible describe
Abraham as habitually consulting the stars. 12 He and Isaac are related to have told lies about their wives (Gen. 20:26). Jacob is also
denounced as an untruthful man who deceived his aged, blind
father by pretending to be his brother, and stole his father's
blessings (Gen. 27)..
In the Qur'in Lot is saluted as a prophet of God, blessed and
noble. Allih saved him and all his family except his wife from the
divine wrath which fell on Sodom. Lot had done his utmost to get
his people to give up their obscene habits (37: 133-136). This picture
of him and his faithful daughters in n<.> respects blends with the
biblical allegations of his drunkenness and lying with them fathering children incestuously - without even a comment from
him (Gen. 19). Similar calumnies are levelled against David (II
Samuel 2) whom the Qur'in upholds as a blameless servant
of God.
The drastic ditTerences between some of the earthly, sordid pic-.
tures of biblical prophets as cited in the present day Bible, and the
ideal descriptions of them in the Qur'in prove two things. Fitstly,
the Book was not written by the Prophet Mubammad after he had
learnt from Christian or jewish sources as alleged by several
Orientalists. 13 This corroborates the conclusions reached in Chapter 2. Secondly, that the Qur'in was revealed by Allih who chose
his prophets and made them pious, honourable men of noble behaviour. 'rhus the Qur'in, the word of God, sheds otT every
slanderous allegation against His prophets.
According to the Qur'in, the Muslims and the people of the
Book are permitted to eat each others' food which is baliil for·
them. Muslim men are allowed to marry women of the Book
(5:6). Christians and jews have complete freedom to worship in
their respective churches and synagogues. They are even enjoined
to apply the divine rules which they received from God (5:50,71).
Furthermore, the pious among the people of the Book, not neces-sarily their clergy, are highly praiSed in the Qur'in (3:113).
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Islamic attitude towards Christians
and the Bible
The first example for showing kindness and tolerance towards
Christians was set by the Prophet when, about the year 683, he
granted the monks· of St Catherine near Mount Sinai, and all·'
the Christians, a charter "which has been justly designated as one
of the noblest mQnuments ..of enlightened tolerance that the history of the world has' prOduced. By it the Prophet secured to the
Christians privileges and immunities which they· did not possess
even under sovereigns of their own creed. tt14 He undertook him.self, and enjoined his followers, to protect the Christians, to defend their churches, the residences of their· priests. and to guard
them from all injuries. They were not to be unfairly taxed. No
Christian was to be forced to reject his religion, no monk was to
be expelled from his monastery, no pilgrim was to be deterred
from his pilgrimage. Christian women married to Muslims were
to enjoy their own religion and not to be subjected to compulsion
or annoyance of any kind on that account. Should the Muslims be
engaged in hostilities with. outside ChriStians, no Christian resident among the Muslims should be treated with contempt on
account of his· creed. The Prophet declared that any Muslim
violating or abusing what was therein ordered should be regarded
as violator of God's testament.
The sincere brotherly relationship existing between Muslims
and Christians has many happy instances; when the earliest Muslims fled from the Meccans' harsh and relentless persecution the
first haven of refuge they sought was in Christian Abyssinia. The
victory of Christian Byzantium over Zoroastrian Persia was hailed
by Muslims and is recorded in the Qur'an (30:1-6).
The kindness and graciousness shown by the Muslim state towards Christian subjects was admired by many writers. 15 In truth,
Christians were much safer in the Islamic Empire than under the
rule of their co-religionists in Byzantium who happened not to
conform to all points in the accepted dogmas. 16
Tales of certain fanatical Christians in the Middle Ages travelling to Islamic countries, even entering mosques to preach Christ;.amty - hoping thereby to end up as martyrs - were reported by
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Daniel. 17 A group of these zealots were graciously received by the
Sultan who merely commISerated with them on their poverty
stricken state and condition of mental unbalance resulting, he surmised, from an excess of fasting.
In shocking contrast, the Cnisaders who came to "save" Jerusalem from the Saracens fOf the sake ofJesus, dashed the brains of
young children against the walls; men were roasted at fires, some
were ripped up to see if they had swallowed gold, thousands of
Jews were driven into their synagogues and there burnt and the
Pope's legate was seen partaking in the triumph! In Gibbon's
words, "No wild beasts are so hostile to man as Christian sects in
general are to one another:'l8
H.G..Wells related other stains on Christian history: "With fire
and sword Charlemagne (711-81") preached the Gospel of the
cross. to the Saxons, Bohemians and as far as the Danube into
what is now Hungary; he carried the same teaching down the
Adriatic coast. "19
The Jewish rulers weteno -less cruel. Dhu-Nowas of Yemen in .
the fifth century threw Christian martyrs into a· trench filled With
burning material. The numbetof victims were stated by Muir to
have been no· less than 20,000, At least as horrible was the
persecution for various reasons of their Jewish subjects by Christian sovereigns; oue being theJews' alleged guilt in the crucifying
of Christ. "Their children were liable to be tom from their arms,
their goods plundered, at the will of the baron~ the bishop or the
frenzied populace."20 This state ofthings lasted until the close of the
seventeenth century. Therefore, "to the Jews outside Arabia the
Muslim conquest was probably an unmixed blessing. "21
.. In the Middle Ages Christians used to be prohibited from inviting "those who attacked Chri!tianity by their rules of purity in
food" to their homes or even from eating with them. 22 In the early fourteenth. century a canon of the church forbade Christian
princes from allowing the Islamic call to prayer on their
territories. 2)
The frequendy repressive treatment of Christian or Jewish rulers of old towards their Muslim subjects was in striking contrast
to the kindly attitude of Muslim rulers towards their religious
minorities.
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What happened to the Jewish
communities around Medina
There were three Jewish clans living in and around Medina, the
Bani-n-Na<Jfr, the Bani Qainoqa'and the Bani-Qurai<Jhah. A village called Khaibar. not far from Medina, was also predominantly
jewish. Before the advent of Islam the jews, with their sacred
Bo.ok, felt justWably superior to their neighbours who were idolators. They used to boast to the Arabs telling them, "We have a
Biblical prophecy that a Prophet will appear. We will follow him,
fight with him and conquer all· oryou...24 The jews were referring
to Deuteronomy (18:18), which reads: "I will raise them up a
prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee; and I will put
my words in his mouth and he shall speak unto them all that I
shall command him." This verse,. however, could be interpreted
as referring to a ptophet like Moses, who would appear among
the brethren of the Israelites, that is ~he Ishmaelites. And so, when.
this prophecy was fulfilled by MuI].ammad appearins.among the
children of Ishmael in Mecca, most of the jewish community refused to believe in him, denied. the prophecy and claimed the expected prophet could not come from outsid~their clans.:25 This is
recorded in the Qur'an (2:89-91).
Although at first they seemed friendly, many Jewish. rabbis and
leaders later. became among the Prophet's bitterest enemies. 26
They contacted the idolators of Mecca and elsewhere;. encouraging them and offering to help. them against MuJ:tammad and his
small but growing group of believers (":51).
In the meantime the Arabs in Medina were divided into two
tribes, al-'Auss and al-Khazraj, between whom friction and
fighting had been going on for generations. When the Prophet arrived he initiated an atmosphere of peace and co-operationwhich
included all the inhabitants - both Arabs and Jews. He forged a
brotherhood between the'Medinansand the war among the tribes
was brought to an end. He also fostered a brotherhood between
al-Muhajerin (the .Meccan immigrants) and al-'An,ar(the Medinan Muslims). This brotherhood in faith was of superlative
strength, almost stronger than some family ties.
Soon after the Prophet's arrival he proclaimed an edict which
was adopted by all the inhabitants of Medina and its suburbs. 'r1 It
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defined the privileges and duties of each community. There were
about twenty articles in this c:onstitution dealing with various
aspects of the relations of the believers with one another and with
the rest of the citizens, while about fifteen articles treated the
rights of the Jews. 28
Those of the Jewish scholars and rabbis who were impartial enthusiastically welcomed the Prophet in Medina, and declared their
conversion to Islam, thereafter as disciples recognizing him as
their master. 29 Among these scholars we read the names of
'Abdullah-hen-Salam who became one of the close friends of the
Prophet, and later, Ka'b-eI-'Al;1bar.
Unfortunately, the majority of the Jewish community adopted a
hostile and antagonistic attitude, defying Mul;1ammad and never
recognizing him. Led by the two rabbis, Rifi'-ben-l;Ioraimelah
and Wahb-hen-Zeid,i:hey "signalized themselves by offensive
sneers and poor epigrams against the Prophet" and against the
Muslim community as a whole. JO With the aim· of shaking the'
belief of the new Muslims, they spread malicious rumours and
denounced the Prophet as an imposter. Rafi', for instance, taunted: "Oh Mui;1ammad, ifyou are an apostle ofGod as yol,l claim, then
ask God to come and .speak unto us. "31 The Qur'an records such
acts of defiance (2:116). While the other rabbi sneered: "Oh
Muttammad! Bring down to us a written book on a sheet from
heaven so that we may read it, or turn this land- into gardens,
springs and streams. "32 Yet another denounced the Prophet as
being in error and sarcastically invited him to be guided by acceptingJudaism (2:135).
The influence of poets in those days would correspond closely
to that of a powerful radio station or newspapers of wide circulation in today's society.
Ka'b-ben-'Ashraf. the outspoken Jewish poet in Medina, copcentrated on composing colourful poems denigrating the Prophet
and his followers. He wro~e other poems inducing the disbelievers
to fight the Prophet and still others humiliating Muslim ladies.
Travelling to Mecca and other places where fairs were held he
used to recite these poems and even went so far as to draw up a
treaty with several of their delegates. "By their treaty with the
Meccans each party was bound t9 oppose Mul].ammad as long as
life lasted. "33
/
.
Some Jewish rabbis and leadets such as Ben-Saloul had ostensibly accepted the new faith though. actually remaining as allies of
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the enemy tribe of the .Quraish and others in an attempt to undermine the Muslim cODllllUnity from within (2:8-19).
.
It should not be forsotten that Medina was then emerging as an
embryonic state.cQJl&'iDuously threatened from all directions, by
the Quraishand~aUies. It need not be over-emphasized that
when any state is aiWiar traitors and mischief makers have to be
taken seriqusly. The m;pjority of the Jewish clans in and around
Medina had never hQlloured their covenant which was included in
the cOn$titution declared by the Prophet soon after his arrival. We
have seen how a number of their rabbis, notables and some of
their po<ts behaved. Without doubt the Prophet had'shown "long
endurance of their jibes but a more serious step had to be"
taken."34

TH'E BANI-QAINOQA'
This tribe was established in one of Medina's districts, and had
joined in the war of rumours and. mischief makinS both in ~.
and openly against the Muslims. In the distrietof Bani-Qainoqi'
was located a jewellery market comprisins a cluster of small goldsmiths'shops. One mominS a Muslim lady happened to be there .
shopping. A group ofyoUOS Jewish men, out to make mischief,
humiliated this unfortunate lady, exposmsparts of her body.
Their rash action immediately led to a fisht- with the lady's male '
companion whom they murdcrecL35
When the Prophet and hisCoUowershurried to investisate,_
matter they .were metwitll ~ bythc Jewishleaders~ who
challenged them: uif you c;ouId willa bade against the~,
you will 'see. what kind of fishtasweare. "36 Deepbo ~'_
Prophet ordered a siege bid on them~ The siege contiaued,(ir..... ,:'
teen days ~dniPts. .~til one of the JeWish chkfs. ~."'"
who had os~ly embraced Islam '....- came to the .~."';
intercede for ··the
The siege was raistcl iR RSfJOD".~"'- <surrender but • . PropIJet onIcfedall ~ ---:-:-1JIiIID, .~."
and children - to Icaft:Metiina· wichin. ch.rceetays~,"'-.".r:<;
belongings. Once more ~ul tried to ~'_:"""'" .
half, pleading for forsiveness aha- ~rmiuion to'
Muslims prevented him from reaching'~ a-I.......
Qainoqa' were compelled to leave.

rebels.

retUiD."".

i'.
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THE BANI-N-NADIR
.
,

This clan was living in the outskirts of Medina. They too had
made a covenant with the Prophet to be his allies, to help him
against his enemies and to contribute in caSe of fi~ancial difficulty.
In return they would be entitled to all the p,rivileges outlined earlier
in this section.
~
Another polytheistic tribe, the Bani-'Amer, were also allies.
They lived at some distance from the city. It happened that one of
their chiefs had accepted Islam and he requested the Prophet to
send a delegation to inuoduce the new faith to the rest of his tribe.
Forty companions were' delegated for this purpose but, alas,
treachery was in the wind; the chief's hostile nephew was out for
blood. On his orders the forty companions were intercepted and
captured by his army. Taken completely by surprise they could
offer little resistance and were all killed except for two who managed to escape. On their way back, one of the fugitives came
across two 'Ameri men and killed them in revenge for the death
of his thirty-eight friends. He did not realize that by this action he .
had violated the treaty between the. Prophet and the Bani-'Amer.
The Prophet, a model in just and upright behaviour, did not
deny the Bani-'Amer the blood money for their two men mistakenly killed, nor did he include it as a punishment for the murder 'of his thirty-eight friends. He tried to raise' the necessary
amount from the Muslim community in Medina and from his
allies, the Bani-n-Na4ir, whom he went to visit. Members of the
tribe asked him to wait outside the high wall surrounding their
territory, While they pretended to be bringing the money for him
a man named 'Amr-ben-Gahhash climbed.to the top of the wall in
an attempt to kill Mubammad by dropping a heavy stone on him. 36
Sensing danger just in time, the Prophet was inspired to hurl himself clear. Going to the mosque he issued a command ordering the
13ani-n-Na4tr to collect their belongings and prepare to leave
Medina within ten days' time. This they refused and ,taking up
arms, they prepared to fight. Once again, the Prophet ordered a
siege laid to their fO,rtified part of Medina. Meanwhile their rabbi
Ben-Saloul and his band of hypocrites enthusiastically urged the
rebels to fight, offering to help. This incident is recorded in Surah
59.
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Have you not seen the hypocrites saying to their disbelieving
brethren among the people of the Book: "If you are expelled we
too go out with you and we will never hearken to anyone in
your affair and if you are attacked surely we will help you,
but Allah is witness that they are indeed liars. If they are expelled, never will they go out with them, and if they are attacked
they will never help them, and if they do help them they will
tum their backs so they will receive no help." (59:11-12)
Fifteen days later the rebels surrendered. The siege was raised and
loading 600 camels with their belongings, the Bani-n-Na4ir departed for Khaibar some seventy miles away.

THE BANI-QURAIQHAH
These were another tribe living in a fortified district on the city
outskirts. They also had given th~ covenant to the Prophet.
pledging to help in the war against the disbelievers and to prevent
them from entering Medina. The chief who represented the BaniQuraic;lhah and swore the oath to the Prophet was named Ka'bben-Sa'i~ el-Quraic;lhy. Despite this covenant. the Jews sent-deputations everywhere denouncing the "imposter". 37 They had
secretly pledged a bond with the Meccan disbelievers at the Ka'bah
by which the parties were bound to oppose Mui.tammad as long as
any of them were alive.
The Quraishis asked them: "0 you Jews are the people of the
Early Book and know about our disagreement with Mul;tammad.
Is our religion better or his?" The Jewish leaders answered: "Surely your religion is better than his and you are closer to the truth."
(4:51).
The Jews had also succeeded in stirring up the tribes of the
neighbouring provinces of Ghat~lan. Asad and Solaim. In March
627. the Jews now allied with the Meccans and the great Bedouin
tribes, in all 10,000 strong under Abu-Sufyan were ready to invade Medina. 38 Meanwhile. severalJewish dignitaries. after lengthy
negotiations. had persuaded their leader Ka'b-ben-Sa'id to
break his covenant with the Prophet.
When Mui.tammad heard that the Quraish and their allies were
preparing an assault on Medina" he and his companions knew they
must act fast. It was decided to dig a deep ditch around the city
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from three sides, leaving the fourth where the Bani-Qurai<:ihah's
fortress stood. By the terms of the cOV(l1ant this tribe had pledged
to repel any enemy who might attempt to invade through their
territory. Night and day the Muslims laboured digging the trench
wide and deep. Shortly before the allied enemy army appeared it
was completed. They were astonished to see the de'censivetrenchthe first in their experience. It effectively impeded their assault
on Medina. They camped on the other side .and exchanged bowshots with the defenders. A few of the more daring who succeeded in leaping the trench on horseback were killed in the attempt.
The Prophet suspected· that the Bani-Qurai4hah might not keep
the covenant but still he wanted to: make sure. He sent a few
eminent Medinan Muslims including Sa'd,.ibn..Mu'idh and Sa'dibn-'Obadah, who were amons • best friGJds 9f.the. QuraiQhi
leaders. When they. arrived at the Qurai4hY lorti~sand opened
discussion the delegates were shocke4:at tIac:r"pon~e: "Who is the
apostle of God?" the Qurai4hi ~rs sb~d. "There is no
covenant nor even a promise bctw. . us~~-Mulummad!"39At
this, Sa'd-ibn-Mu'adh wasinfuriatc6.. He~ed insults with
them but his companions disSlJaded hi...;~mgoing further,
p0inting out how serious the situation hacJ,nowbecome. Returning back to the battlefront they infonned the Prophet secretly of
the: Quraic;lhis' treachery.
.
But divine providence was at hand.Qnc.~rk night a gale blew
up. Torrential rain pelted the ~y ene;;ampment and put out
their fires. The howling wind ble. down so.me of the tents, causing the horses and camels to stAQlpede. The Quraishi army and
their.allies were in utter confusiortmd their ~arts were filled with
gloom and fear. The confrontad<.n· with the,,:ijtch had been bad
enough but this clear evidence •. of. divine wrath. proved their final
undoing. By sunrise of thenextifaytheyhad~fled. And so by
the advent of the miraculous s~;the battle was ended without
the need for any fuIl-.sca1e fightmt~.
In the afternoon the Prophet~":to the Bafti.-Quraic;lhah to demand an explanation. Inanswet'~Jews barricaded their fortress
and donned their armour. Andj~,j~r.the third time, the Prophet
gave orders for a siege to be laiet . f;tUs. continued for twenty-five
days. In the end a message w~s;dPpatched.$(l: Sa'd-ibn-Mu'adh,
requesting his intercession. But:Sa'dwas nlotf.ally wounded and
had to be carried from his· home to the site where the Prophet was
directing operations.
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Sa'd-ibn-Mu'adh asked the Prophet and the Jewish leaders
whether they would accept his verdict whatever the outc<?me.
Both parties agreed. Then the terrible verdict was pronounced.
"The men should be executed. whereas the women and children
should be spared and enslaved and their properties confiscated. "40
The verdict was terrible but just. The sentence was carried out and
was justified by "the treasonable activities of the Bani-Quraic;lhah"
during a most critical period lived through by the Medinan
community.41 It was similar but not so harsh as some that were
pronounced and carried out by the biblical prophets of old. For instance, in the Old Testament we read that Samuel says to Saul:
"Now go and smite Amalek and utterly destroy all that they have,
and spare them not; but slay both man and woman, infant and
suckling, ox a~d sheep, camel and ass. "(I Samuel 15:3).
Howevet, we read horrified exclamations of "cruelty", "trickery", "~trociouscrime" on the part of several Orientalists· who
completely overlook the heinous treachery shown by the BaniQuraidhah. Corning after the two preceding in$tances of rebellion
and breach of trust - towards which Mul].ammad had shown
clemency and moderation - this treasOn justifiably earned the
harsh biblical sentence pronounced by Sa'd-ibn-Mu'adh.

THE JEWS AT KHAIBAR
In this village had. gathered certain Jewish clans including the
Bani-Qainoqa' and the Bani-n-Nac;lir after·· their exodus from
Medina. "The Jews of Khaibar,especially the leaders of the Banin-Na~it, were still incensed at Mubammad. They made lavish use of
their wealth to induce the neighbouring Arabs to take up arms against
the Muslims. "42
Among the clans in Khaibarwas Sallam-ben-abil-J:loqaiq and
his tribe. He felt "wild and bitter against the Muslims. Detesting
Mubammad and the Muslims, he made use of every endeavour to
excite the neighbouring tribes. including th~. Sulaims and the Gha~afans, against them. It was impossible for the Muslim community to tolerate this open treachery on the part of those to whom
every consideration had heenshown with the objeCt of securing
their. neutrality, if not their support. The very existence of the
Muslim community was at stake, and every principle of safety required that these traitorous designs should be quietly frustrated. "43
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In the end the Jews of Khaibar made themselves so intolerable
that the Prophet and his army laid siege to their village until most
of the defenders surrendered, although a few of them fought on
till death. By the tertllj of surrender those who wished to stay on
were made to pay an annual tax to the Prophet. Others preferred
to leave Khaibar and the Arabian peninsula. This was not honestly
reported by Menezes who claimed that the Prophet made a raid
against them to confiscate their wealth. 44
The continuing presence of at least a few Jews in Medina is an
argument against the view sometimes put forward by European
writers that Mul:tammad adopted a policy of clearing them out of
Medina just because they were Jews. 45

The Qur'anic attitude towards
idolators and others
Muslims are enjoined to treat the polytheists and the atheists, such
as Communists, as basically different human beings. For to believe in many gods or to believe in no God are unforgivable sins;
while polytheism is totally rejected by the Qur'an, not to believe
in Allah is viewed as incomprehensible ingratitude on behalf of
man for his creator. This explains why Communist countries like
Russia with her commitment to a policy of imposing "scientific"
atheism on her own and other societies has not been recognized by
an l51amic state such as Saudi Arabia. No doubt Lenin's remark,
"every religious idea, every idea of any divinity, even every flirtation with a divinity is the most inexpressible vileness" would also
be influential in this decision. 46

How Islam was introduced to
other peoples
Writers of the Middle Ages were reported by Daniel to have vehemently accused Mu~ammad of imposing Islam with "violence and
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force" on others. 47 The same wild accusation was echoed early in
this century by Wollaston and Menezes, and much more recently
by de Gramonts. 48 For instance, Wollaston alleged: "The Qur'an
or the sword is an alternative which meets the eye on every page
of the history of Islam. "49 While Menezes reiterated: "The religion
of Islam owed its progress and establishment entirely to the
sword."so
Such a sweeping conjecture was not believed even in the
eighteenth century by Sale who indicated that, "they are greatly deceived .who imagine it to have propagated by the
sword alone. "51 Better informed scholars such as Lane in the last
century, H.G. Wells, Gairdner, and Baljon in this century have
disproved it in their. writings.52 Even Rodinson very recently
vindicated the Muslim rulers when he wrote that they "did not, as
it has been believed in Europe, impose conversion by force. On
the contrary, they strongly disproved ofit."53
Among the well-known historical facts is that the Prophet
started preaching Islam in Mecca peacefully on his own in the face
of extremely violent hostility and persecution inflicted by the .
Meccan leaders on him and his small but growing community of.
believers. Later in Medina. and until the end of his life. he followed peaceful means of persuasion. The way he invited the chiefs
of tribes. the rulers and prin~es of neighbouring territories was recorded in Islamic history. 54 He sent messages with special envoys
to the Emperors of Persia and Byzantium. to the Governor of
Egypt and to several Arab princes. including the rulers of Ghassan, Yemen and Ba1)rain. Some of the envoys were received with
great respect. hospitality and courtesy. A few, however. were confronted with extremely hostile behaviour. The Persian Emperor,
Khosru Parvis received the Prophet'sletter with disdain. flew into
a passion, and abruptly sent away the messenger. 55 The Arabs of
Ghassan murdered the Prophet's envoy. Deeply angered.
MUQammad dispatched an army of3.000 to their town ofMo·tah.
The Muslims were obliged to take up arms in their own defence
and for the security of their embryonic state several times while
the Prophet was in Medina. This is an altogether different matter
from making Islam known to others. The way Islam should beintroduced to others is indicated by the Qur'anic verse rendered:
Call unto the way of thy Lord with wisdom al)d fair exhortation. and reason with them in the better way. Lo! thy Lord is
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Best, Aware of him who strayeth from His way and He is Best
Aware of those who go aright. (16:125)
Muslims are instructed to be extra courteous in'their discussions
with the people of the Book:
And.,argue not with the people of the Book unless it be in (a
way) that is better, save with such of them as do wrong; and
say: We believe in that which has been revealed unto us and revealed Unto you;. our God and your God is One, and unto Him
we surrender. (29:46).
Once the message was made known to others, the messenger
was considered to have completely fulfilled his obligation. The
Prophet was addressed by God regarding those who had rejected
the message:
Remind them, for thou art but a reminder,
Thou art ~ot at all a warder over them. (88:21-22)
But if they arc averse, We have not scnt thee as a warder over
them. Thine is only to convey (the message). (42:48)
Forcible conversion is not only futile but is also absolutely forbidden in accordance with the precepts of the Qur'an (10:99):
There is no compulsion in religion. The right direction is henceforth distinct from error. And he who rejects false· ~ejties and
believes in .Allah has grasped a firm handhold which will never
break. (2:256)
As Baljon has rightly indicated: "It is a sad misunderstanding to .
suppose a spil'it of intolerance to prevail in the Qur'an"; the contrary is true as proven by the Book itself: 56
The very existence of so many flourishing Christian communities in countries that have been for centuries under Muslim rule is
an abiding testimony to the toleration they have enjoyed; sometimes even better than the treatment of their co-religionists. Unarmed for the most part and utterly defenceless, it would have been
easy for a powerful and harsh Muslim sultan like Salim I (1514),
or Ibrahim (1646), to have utterly rooted out his Christian subjects
or to have banished them from his dominions as the Spaniards did
to the Moors or the English to the Jews. 57 This, in fact, never
happened. Indeed, small non-Muslim communities have usl nl1y
been better off in most ways under the pax lslantica state than
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main ports such as Djibouti, Dar es-Salam, Maqdishu on the African coast, and in Java in what is now Indonesia. They naturally
lived . in .close contact with the natives, adopted their language
and intermarried with them. 61 With· their honourable Islamic conduct in their business deals and in ,their everyday life, they earned
the admiration of the local inhabitants and usually of their tribal
chiefs as well.
The distinguished families which resulted from the intermarriages between the Muslim Arab merchants and the local dignitaries were considered as holy. Among them are found the names of
the Mahdis and the Mirghanis who have been famous in the
Sudan for centuries and even up to the present day. Among the
Sumali names worthy .of mention are Sheikh 'AIi-Derjeba and
Sheikh Mul,ammad-ben-Julid. 62 These holy families used to build
mosques, schools and took great interest in spreading the new
faith among their fellow natives. Thus, in due til1le those trading
centres became nuclei from which Islam peacefully diffused into
East and Central Africa. We read about the Islamic kingdoms such
as Sidama and Iiat, and the empires of Mali (1238--1488) and
Ghana. 63
Along similar lines, Islam was introduced into Java and the East
Indies; that took place "in the main peaceably by preaching or
under the influence of its social prestige. "64 The first Arab "missionary" to go to Java after the earliest Indian Muslims was a certain Mawlana Malik Ibrahim who died in 1419. "Like the traders
who followed him, he was an inhabitant of Hadramawt in Southern Arabia and it is they who, by their inofficial and individual
activities, were mainly responsible for the spread of Islam in the
island and in Indonesia. "65
The way Islam entered Eastern Europe is another, but not much
different, story. In the eleventh century, a Muslim jurisconsult was
taken prisoner probably in one of the wars between the Byzantine
Empire and one ofits Muslim neighbouring states. He was brought
to the country of Pechenegs, between the lower Danube and the
Don. The way of Islamic life he set before the people around him
impressed them and eventually induced them to embrace the faith.
Also the Bashkires of Hungary accepted the faith towards the end
of the tenth century from seven Muslims who came there from
Bulgaria. 66
Sir· Thomas Arnold ascribed such results to the rationalism of
the faith. He quoted Professor Montet who indicated that, "Islam
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is a religion that is essentially rationalistic in the widest sense of
the term, its simplicity and clearness of its teachings are certainly
among the most obvious forces at work. A creed so precise. so
stripped of all theological complexities and consequently so
accessible to the ordinary understanding might be expected to
possess and does indeed possess a marvellous power into the
conscience of men. "67
Had Islam been imposed by force" or had the converts accepted
it under the threat of the sword they would never have been sincere to it, nor would they have brought up their children in it. 68
As a matter of fact their descendants in the course of time composed the main part of the Muslim nation. Among these were
eminent scholars ofthe faith whose illustrious names shine in Islamic history. AI-Bokhary who was born in Bokhara in southern
Russia; al-Razi, a Persian born· in Rayy near Teheran in 865; the
Turkish savant AI-Farabi who died in 950; al-Cordovy, the exeget
and Averroes the .scientist philosopher were both of Andalusia,
Spain; Tareq whose name is still borne by Gibraltar (Gibel Tareq)
was a Berber warrior, to name just a few. 69
Thus, Islam was not imposed upon people by the sword. History records that ev,.ents to the contrary did in fact take place. In
1910 the missionary John Larson recorded that as soon as religious
liberty was granted to the people of the Caucasus in the Russian
Empire in 1905, those Muslims who had been converted by force
to the Christian church all returned to Islam. 70
We also read of the Mongols in the thirteenth century when
their armies swept unabated across Asia, sacked the cities of
Bokhara, Samarkand, Balkh and Baghdad, turning most of them
into ruins, and conquered the main part of the Islamic Empire. 71
The conquerers were impressed by the Islamic faith of their subjects and embraced it themselves. One of the Muslim prisoners of
war whom they had enslaved eventually converted thousands by
his exemplary conduct and by his sincere preaching. Later, some
Islamic Mongol Empires appeared in India. 72
In order to realize further how devoid. of compulsion was the
worldwide spread of Islam let us think of the international situa':';)n during the last five centuries or so. During that period. the
Mu(~< countries have been mainly on the defensive. and even at
times partly occupied by foreign powers. Nevertheless. Islam still
spread east and west until today there are millions of Muslims in
North America and Europe. No one could believe that all these
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And if they incline to peace incline thou also to peace and trust
in Allah. Lo! He is the Hearer, the Knower. (8:61)
The Qur'an thus sanctions, such practice as retaliation under legal
regulations and safeguards but seldom fails toca'd.. >r~9l ~?f:,me
breath, instructions to temper the rigour ofju~il:e ~t'li1:t1e mercy
and charity. that c~.
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Chapter 12

The Qur'anic Code of
Morals

As the message from Allah, the Creator and source of all goodness, virtue and grace. to man his vicegerent on earth, the Qur'an
embodies a wealth of divine advice and guidelines to show man
what is right and what is wrong. The Qur'anic code of morality is
transcendent and ideal, its scope is comprehensive and farreaching. In detail it is meticulous and decisive and its scale is
sensitive and fair. Although there is some dependence upon the
historical and geographical circumstances of society, their sound
bases and transcendent goals are the same.

,Transcendent versus relative
.morality
The Qur'anic norms of conduct for the individual and for society
are distinctly different from those laid down and frequently
changed by man as a result of social speculations and experimental
investigations. They are unlike relative morality which sees neither
harm nor shame in shifting the borderline between right and
,wfOR'g". depentftiig "upon the whims of society or rather of the
small but powerful groups in charge of the public media. Looking
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at Europe ov.er the last few centuries, we notice how things dismissed at times as vulgar, obscene and immoral became the vogue
at others. This can easily be recognized without going into further
detail. But does this mean that technical and scientific development coupled with continuous change in our environment automatically stipulates a simultaneous "modernization" of morality?
Surely not. For to steal someone else's property was, is and
always should be condemned whether it be a camel or a cadillac, a
hen or a helicopter.. a shekel or a shilling, a country or a candlestick.
Man's p.ogress in the course of thousands of generations has
multiplied his knowledge and enabled him to plumb ever deeper
the depths of oceans and outer space. He can now even manipulate
atoms and develop new materials. Both the facilities and the demands of civilization have outgrown his every expectation. Yet
his basic physical needs have always remained the same. He still
cannot survive without air, water and the basic nutritious ingredients for his body, nor without sleep. Why then should the basic
needs of his mind and spirit be overlooked, neglected or denied?
Why should his body be stuffed and overfed while his soul
becomes starved, suffocated or poisoned by an unrelieved diet of
materialism?
Mutilating· traditional moral values just for the sake of "inevitable change" and keeping pace with progress can hardly be right
or acceptable to the rational mind, clear conscience or innate good
taste. Most usually this compulsion to change morality is a fallacy
based on rhetorical questions. Sometimes it is all too easy to advocate an end to personal responsibility for the well-being of others
in favour of personal gain alone. In order that the structure ofcivilized society survives, some standard of moral values must be
observed. Of these, as we have seen, transcendent morality can
never be rendered obsolete although it may be seen as such by
some. In fact, morality should not be described as relative or subjective. It is interactive, dynamic and vitally effective in the farreaching and orderly development of society.
The Qur'anic code of morality illustrates. Allah's wisdom, mercy
and love for man. He has assigned to man's service everything
in the heavens and in the earth (14:32-33). Allah does not forbid
man to enjoy the good things of life within moderation, practicality and balance. (7:31,33) All things are permissible in principle except what is singled out as obligatory which. must be
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The act, the overseer and the
judge
In order to compare the·codes ofrebtive.and transcendent moralities it may help to illustrate the point if the comparison is made to
include the civil code. Under the state legisbtive system we most
. often note crimes punished with varying degrees of severity. We
seldom note much reference to the rewards of good works or
charitable achievements, and then these may only be mentioned in passing. For abs! good news is not always considered
news at all.
The code of relative morality and ethics does cover both right
and wrong. Acts ofgoodness are commended by society, saluted in
its news media and honoured in its festivities. In contrast, wrongdoing is denounced, despised and even banished. But here, as distinct from in the civil code, an act is judged by public opinion. In
both instances what is done or said in private is generally outside
the scope ofjudgement and is of concern to neither the law courts
nor society. What is said or done in public can be either hailed or
condemned depending on the whim of the community. The standards of judgement may very well change down the centuries as
we learn from history. For instan~, the number of good, strong
slaves owned used to be a matter of pride. to the self-respecting
Roman citizen of means. Today, drinking and smoking are disapproved of in some Muslim and Christian communities but not
in others, to mention a few examples of habits.
The transcendent moral code, as exemplified by the Qur'an, is
much more firmly balanced and far reaching. With it the clear
heart and the genuine conscience feel appeased and. tranquil.
The criteria do not change at all according to the taste of the individual or society. It allows and recommends all the good but
shuns all the bad and harmful things. It invigorates the conscience
of every man and woman and establishes it as his or her overseer
and judge.
Not every individual can be a saint, and it is natural that gangs
of wrongdoers appear in most communities. But in the. ideal I~
lamie society these are vigibndy watched and kept at bay by the
powerful public opinion of the faithful..
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And f..c,~ among you there should be a party who invi~ to
good a'nlN"orbid the wrong. And these are they who areftlicitous (4:103)
The scope of Qur'anic morality is all-encompassing and integrative because it combines at once faith in Allah, religious rites, spiritual observances, social conduct, intellectual pursuits, eating
habits, manners of speech and all other aspects of human life. 2
There are typical verses which preach chastity (24:30-31), honesty
(e.g. 2:282), peaceableness and friendliness (4:86), politeness
(49:1.3), forgiveness (3:1.34), benevolence (4:.36), courage (3:172),
veracity (22:30), and patience (2:155). 3
Say: Whether you hide what is in your hearts or manifest it
Allah knows it; and He knows whatever is in the heavens and
whatever is in the earth. And Allih is Possessor of power over
all things. (3:29)
The Qur'an teaches the Muslim that Allah, the All-knowing,
All-seeing, judges every deed, speech and thought with absolute
fairness:
Surely Allah wrongs not the weight of an atom; and if it is a
good deed He multiplies it and gives from Himself a great reward. (4:40)
According to the Qur'an it is neither demanded nor expected of
anyone to do the impossible. The believer does his best for the
love of God and in obedience to him. The Compassionate, the
Merciful does not hold him responsible for mistakes made in
ignorance nor for~lling short of transcendent goals. If the believer tries to accomplish benevolent work but cannot for some
reason beyond his control, Allah will still generously reward him
for the good intention and· the effort. If the believer succumbs to
temptation and is at the point of doing wrong but stops just in
time, and repents, Allah, the All-forgiving will still accept him.
And whoever does evil or wrongs his soul then asks forgiveness of Allah will find Allah Forgiving, Merciful. (4:110) .

..

And whoner does good deeds, whether male or female, and he
(or she) is a .believer - these will enter the garden and they will
not be dealt with a whit unJ\1sdy. (4:124)
Piety an~righteousnC$S ... cultivated by careful study of the
1-68
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sacred Book, thoughtful meditation on its advice and faithfully
carrying out the Islamic rites, remembering AlHih often.
It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards the East
and the West, but righteous is the one who believes in Allah and
the Last Day and the angels and the Book and the prophets, and
gives away wealth out of love for Him to the near of kin and
the orphans and the needy and the wayfarer and to those who
ask, and sets slaves free and keeps up prayer and pays the poor
rate, and the performers of their promise when they make a
promise, and the patient in distress and affiiction and in time of
conflict. These are they who are truthful and these are they who
are pious. (2:177)
The depth of permeation of the revealed morality aod righteousness provided by the Qur'an in the conscience and mind :of
the faithful is surely incomparably deeper than any code; of conduct resulting from limited speculation or random unguided experiment by certain societies. How much more sensitively; man's
work is evaluated, how much more vigilant yet fair his conscience
is as the overseer, and how much more exalted and generous and
just is the divine judgement than that ofany society of undoubtedly finite knowledge and experience.
In the light of the few verses rendered above, it is hard to find
any basis whatever for the grave accusations that have been hurled
against the Qur'an, such as that it is "void of ethics..4 or
even worse that "all known vices were insanely imagined as
favoured and considered as virtues". by the holy Book. s Undoubtedly such accusations do not represent the general opinion
held in Orientalists' circles, yet they have been proclaimed by a
few well,;.known scholars. Is it not surprising that from the same
circles we find sincere admiration expressed for the revealed
ethics, ~he deep moral earnestness, the sensitive wisdom and the
model for the basic concepts underlying civilized society shown in
the Qur'an~
As a thinking being man should form his own judgement and
not follow any viewpoint without questioning. To go through
the entire Qur'an, studying each verse, reflecting on the ethics
treated and comparing them with those recommended by old and
new societies would be far beyond the scope of this book, to say
nothing ofa single chapter. This in fact, covers the field of several
sciences known asfiqh, t4fs;r and shan'ah, on which thousands of
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books' have been written and thousands of scholars have spent
their lives, both wi~hin and outside the Muslim world. Nevertheless, a fairly sound conclusion can confidently be drawn by studying a few typ!cal verses relevant to each representative topic con~
cemed with ethics in society:
Say: Come, I will recite what your Lord has forbidden to you.
Associate nought with Him and do good to parents and kill not
your children for (fear of) poverty - we provide for you and
for them - and draw not nigh to indecencies, open or secret,
. and kill not the soul which Allah has forbidden except in the
course of justice. This He enjoins upon you that you may
understand.
.
And approach not the property of tJte orphan except in the best
manner until he attains his maturity. And give full measure and
weigh with equity - We impose not on any soul a duty except
to the eMent I)fits ability. And when you speak bejust, though
it be (against) a relative. And fulfil Allah's covenant. This He
enjo;ns on you that you may be mindful. (6:151-152)

The subject of moral, intellectual
and physical health
The Qur'anic verses shine like brilliant far-reaching beacons of
righteousness to guide the pious through the deluge of life. In extreme contrast to the complete sexual freedom and laxity in·vogue
in certain societies, and as a countermeasure, the Qur'an advises,
even enjoins men to cast down their sight (from gazing at women
with desire); women should be equally observant of this advice
and not expose their beauties except to their husbands and close
family such as parents and children (24:30-31). Both men and
women should have higher ideals in mind but if low thoughts
emerge then they should seek· help from Allah and remember him
(7:200). Muslims are exhorted not to draw near crime nor immorality, realizing their ruinous effects on the moral and physical
health of both the individual and society. (17:32; 6:151)
The Qur'an attaches the greatest importance to the institution of
marriage. The well-being of the community is seen largely to de170
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pend on the preservation of family and personal honour, to which
extra-marital sex poses a dangerous threat. The Qur'anic penalties
for those who deliberately indulge in such base crimes are a severe
enough deterrent for whoever may have such temptations.
Mental health and the capacity for systematic logic are cultivated by several verses. We are repeatedly invited to ponder on
God's signs in the universe around us (2:164; 3,189). Learning
through the study of natural phenomena, of the history of nations,
and through reading is very meritorious (96:f-5; 68:1)
Say, are those who know and those who do not know alike?
Only those of understanding mind. (39:9)
Even man's physical health, diet, cleanliness and clothing receive
their due share of attention in the Qur'anic teachings.

o

ye who believe, when you rise up for prayer, wash your
faces and your hands up to the elbows and wipe your heads and
(wash) your feet up to the ankles. (5:7)

Thus out of piety, the Muslim keeps his body, clothes, the
places of prayer and residence clean, even when there is an acute
shortage of water. It is a deed of devotion to Allah for, "He loves
those who purify themselves." (2:222)
How far from the spirit of the faith, how forgetful of their beliefs and how disobedient to the Qur'anic teachings are those individuals and communities in Islamic countries who lead unclean
lives among heaps of dust and rubbish, even despite an abundance
of water being available. Seeing such examples prompted several
writers like Menezes to imagine mistakenly Islam to favour "living in the most dirty and filthy environment". 7
The Qur'anic care for man is by no means limited to his external cleanliness. There are regulations for dietary habits, including
the prohibition of harmful food, particularly certain kinds of
meat, and the shunning of intoxicants. However, under the threat
of starvation prohibitions are waived, the situation being judged
by the clear faithful conscience.
He has forbidden you only what dies of itself, a~d blood and
the flesh of the swine, and that; over which any other (name)
than (that of) Allah has been invoked. Then, whoever is driven
by necessity, not desiring, nor exc~ding the limit, no sin is
upon him. Surely Allab is Forgiving Merciful. (2:173)
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Over and above the benefits to man's physical health ensured by Islamic dietary habits and fasting, as proven by modern medical references, their effecti\eness in augmenting one's
conscientiousness cannot be overestimated. When the faithful
takes a meal or drink he thinks of God, thanks him for his provision and for the privilege of enjoying it and digesting it. The
production ofvegetables and fruits from soil and water is purely divine. Man prepares the field, he ploughs, sows and irrigates, but
the actual process of growing the plant is exclusively divine. Despite the gigantic advances in science and technology man is still
fully dependent on the earth for his food. He can make synthetic
fibres and plastics which simulate cotton cloth and leather, but
man cannot synthesize substances to replace vegetables or fruit,
despite the soil and water at his disposal.
No less important is the Islamic food for the brain andntellect.
Uprightness and constructive thoughts and speech are always
favoured; corruption and vulgarity are condemned under all
conditions:
And the servants of the Benevolent are they who walk on the
earth in humility, and when the ignorant address them they say
peace. (25:63)
The believers are enjoined to be pious and speak right objective
words (4:9), and not to get involved in idle talk (28:55). As for
those who like to spread obscenity and scandal among the believers, "for them is a grievous chastisement in this world and in the
Hereafter" (24:19).

Earning and spending
Morality rates highly even in economic life, which is based 011 a
solid foundation of divine instructions. To earn a living by honest
labour is not only a duty but a great virtue, to be valued on equal
standing with acts of worship and to complement the Muslim's
belief. (23:51; 41:33)
The Muslim is enjoined to be self-supporting and to provide for
his dependents. Nature is assigned to the service of man who is invited, encouraged and commanded to exploit the natural resources
made available to him.
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He it is Who made the earth subservient to you, so go about in
the spacious sides thereof, and eat of His sustenance, and unto
Him is the rising (after death).(67:15)
Whatever the individual man or woman makes or earns
through lawful means is his or her private possession which neither the state, community nor anyone else can justifiably claim
(4:32). Unlike communism, Islam replaces the totalitarian artificial
supremacy of the state by the benevolent supremacy of God; it
bans the Communist theory of class warfare in favour of sound
morals, brotherly co-operation and mutual responsibility between
the individual and society, the well-off and the poor. On the other
hand, Islam gives the utmost protection against capitalistic greed
and ruthless exploitation of the workers. 8 It does not deify man or
his property, nor docs it idolize the proletariat and abolish free enterprise. Islam accepts man the way he is created, recognizing
both his instinctive aspirations and his limited powers.
Islam demands honesty in all business deals, which should be
concluded with frankness, justice and honour (83:1-6). It condemns cheating and forbids usury or taking interest in return for
lending money to the needy (2:274). This ban is valid of course
whether the debtor belongs to the same Or a different faith. If he is
too badly off to pay back his debts, then there should be a postponement until his situation improves. And "that you remit the debt
as alms is better for you if you only knew" (2:280). This is in direct
c.ontrast to the traditional practice of some societies of old
where the debtor and his family used to be threatened by
enslavement9 (Lev.35:44-45). It equally condemns imprisonment
and expropriation as seen in some cases in modern times.
Included among the Qur'anic injunctions is the exhortation that
one should be faithful to one's trust and covenant, and upright in
one's testimony, (70:31-32):

o

ye who believe be maintainers of justice, bearers of witness
for Allih even though it be against yourselves or your parents
or close relatives. (4:125)
Although man is encouraged to strive for material betterment,
yet proprietors arc constantly reminded. of the fact that they are
mere agents appointed by Allah to administer their holdings. Man
comelS into this world empty-handed and he departs from it likewise. The actual, real and permanent owner is God alone, To him
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belongs whatever is in heaven and earth (2:284). Consequently,
giving the poor or needy their rightful share of the wealth held by
those better off is a divine command:
To Him belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth and
all affairs are referred back to Allih.
Believe in Allah and His messenger and spend (in charity) out of
(the substance) whereof He has appointed you heirs.
For those of you who believe and spend, for them there is a
great reward. (57:7-8)
When the es~te is being divided among' the heirs, their shares are
related by specified ratios (4:11-13). If some needy person or
orphan happens .to be present, the heirs are advised to grant them
a portion or what they have inherited and to say kind words to
them (4:8).
Unlike other codes, the Qur'an teaches believers to give in charity out of the substance with which Allah has temporarily provided them, to give with pleasure, kindness and piety, not grudgingly nor out of conceit, without hypocrisy, nor employing any
word or gesture that may hurt the recipient:
Kind words and forgiveness are better than charity followed by
injury. (2:263)
Besides charity and almsgiving, normal spending is within the
range of Qur'anic concern:
Make not your hand tied (like a niggard's) to your neck nor'
stretch it forth to its utmost reach (like a spendthrift), lest you
become rebuked and destitute. (17:28)
As explained in Chapter 10, charitable spending constitutes a
fulfillment of one of the five pillars of Islam. This is incumbent
not only upon those who have wealth, but, under certain conditions, upon everyone who earns. At the end of the month of fasting (Rama4an), the head .of every family which has more than
enough for the day should give at least a minimum amount to
needy people. He gives on behalf of all his dependants - his wife,
children, aged parents and even newborn babies. This is an active
expression of gratitude to Allah for the life and health of every individual. It also moulds society into a solid spiritu.ll brotherhood.
ukAh ("almsgiving") is not like a mer(; civil duty imposed by
the state on capitalists according to man-made laws which may hit
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or Jni$s. Nor is it like the taxes. or ti~ Whi(:h u~tQ,be levied
by ~.s of old according to their irUj~yi4u~1 judJeixt~.10 Unlike both,. it is a religious privilqe sq.PFfYi~~ by t~~ faithful's
cQ~~ce; AJIih is the judge, in .this .wpr!~ and in me ~t. .
The private property of every m!~ Qr'WQ~n t~ is lawfully
ea~ is held inviolable by the Qqr,'~. Crimes <?f th~ft, robbery,
~gll~~y banditry and bribery ~a\1~ th,.~il' sev~l,'e po1alties~
CCI.alallY applicable n. 0 matter what tb.e.•·.. f a.. i.~~ ..Of the. rO.bber or robbea, is, as distinct from older traditiops "(De\Jr.24t7; 5:33,38).
Th~ transgressions are considered hC:~P.Q9$ sins against the religious rules, not merely crimes for whic;b the civil-code penalty
'
may be imposed, reduced 0..' evadj:d.
Studies of the Qur'inic laws by MU$~scft'~larshaveindicated
that not every incident of theft is p~h!lble by QJttmg. off' the
thicfs hand. To be consi4ered as de~c;~.mS sucl,la severe p~ish
m~~ IJe must first plead guilty, the ~• •pods, must have been
pl'()~lt loc~~d up and of commer~l \;U!ol¢ a\lf'vea certain mini~+tm. 'the judge must also be firmly ~Q~v~~ before pronoun. ~I~. \l'erdiet. This punishment is n~t\~,~~ble ifthe theft takes
pta,~ between members of the same~m#~; npr is it imposed on
~ ~y who steal food to eat. Suclt.n~e4y people would have
aclc:aya~ social security and a, minimHij\. ~¢l of wel~e independe~t1y pftheir faiths, when judged a"c:;cKq~to tllelslarnic law. II
Tb~ in the West who .show di~t~ at·~. fa~ of the thief
whose hand is severed, and describe t~~;tI~Y as ha~o~ savage,
show an unjustifiable preference fQfthc w~,.bcin.g of the condemne4 indivjdual over the welfar,c;. ~~.~i,tY QF~~<:Qptmu
nity as a whole. Without any doubt., pc;~, W90 ~~¢1jved in a
cQ~~ry like Saudi Arabia where th~I$l!l~ lay i~ applied
a~p'~q,a~ the complete relief from aq)1. t~n~at.to.
Pt~rty or
hQ~ql' in the home, business or on the hi~bw;ay, Or even in the
mid,dle Qfthe desert; this is a feel.ing thatPr;ev~l~~taU ti~~ Qftile day
a~!t ~'Pt, a~~ one which is in corm·as~· ~Q 'W;~at occurs in' many a
cilf iut4e West. 12 In such an Islami~ CQ~Il~f¥tb~ Qqf'inifpenalty
~~, ..~¥ needed to be imposed. n.~; mc;.~~ ~QW~ae tha! it is
applk,able has deterred most frQ~ tQlJ.~IJ~llg. th~ Pl'qpc;l:ty of
oth~~~.13 4n atmosphere of peace ovet'.f'~el~ ~e 'W;~~.~l!Q~ in
S~eti4f~bia w~l,1out the need for m~lpl-'~ locks". sQR~~'~9~~d
g~4Bet~ or a huge police force.
. '.
.
,
~wd,iff~rent is the scene in mallY m~j~r, c~pital. ci~. in the
VlC/it. There, many people feel unsaf~. i~secure, an" ~me even
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resort to barricading themselves inside their homes. They dare not
admit any visitor into their homes without first checking and double-c:hecking his or her identity. There, how many people live
under the threat of robbery, mugging, rape, kidnapping, highjacking and even assassination?

Family life
Being the vitally impOrtant unit on which society is built,
the family enjoys a distinguished status among the major social insntutions.oflslam. The family bond ofblood ties and marital relationships entails mutUal expectations of rights and obligations.
These pertain to identity and maintenance, counsel and inheritance, affection and care for the young, and security for the aged.
The various aspects of family life, including marriage, divorce,
the relationships between children and parents, the rights of
widows and orphans, inheritance, adoption, and even the delicate
point of breast feeding and its consequences are handled with
appropriate depth in the Qur'an. The relevant verses and Traditions of the Prophet provide copious and superb material on
which the Islamic legal and' ethical norms are based. Sufficient jus.tice cannot be done to them by covering all these subjects and their
various branches and viewpoints in only one chapter or. sec- ;
tion such as this; interested readers would be advised to refer to
'Abdel-'Ati's book on the family structure in Islam and its
bibliography.14 The subjects are naturally dealt with in multitudinous volum~ in Arabic. However, it may suffice here to tQmment briefly on the Qur'anic passages related to each of the salient
topics.

MARRIAGE
As viewed by Islam, marriage is a religious duty, a moral safeguard and a socia1commitment solemnly made by the partners, ~
covenant with God and with one another to lead a righteou:; life of
mutual fulfillment, self-realization, love and peace,' compassion
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and sincerity, comfort, serenity and hope. It is a chaJlenginb .~: 'U
mitment to life, to society and to the dignified, meaningful ..ad
continued progress of humanity.
Marriage in Islam is neither a pure sacrament, nor a mere civil
contract. It is above all a divine bond, a solemn agreement between man and woman, witnessed first·· and foremost by God~
The contraa is concluded in His Name, in obedienc:e to Him, and
acc:ording to His ordinances. ·Thcpartnen pledge -to shoulder
their responsibilities equally (2:228). Islam absolutely forbidstypes of
IOoaIlcdmarriagc,- such as serial monogamy, o r or group marriages, which go on in some civilized societies. I
The husband is commanded by Allah to consort with his wife
equitably and kindly; oJie of his specific responsibilities is her full
maintenance, an obligation to be carried out cheerfully without reproach, injuryorc:onc:lesc:ensi. 16 With understanding, forgiveness,
and in a tender loving manner, he should not only avoid hurting
her, but should also bear with her if she does something disagreeable (4:19).
Before the marriage contract is drawn up the suitor should, in
obedience to" God, give his wife-to-be a dowry according to her
standards, his means and as a gesture indicating that he wants and
needs her, that he is willing and prepared to undertake his full
responsibilities, assuring- her Security with him, and that he is not _
looking for any material gain from his matrimonial bond with
her.
The main obligation of the wife as a partner in the marital relationship is to contribute to the success and happiness of the
marriage as much as possible, to be righteous, faithful, loving and
respectful. She should obey her husband in what is right. Her
chief care should be to bring up the children with the best of manners and to make the home a pleasant, comfortable and happy environment. The role of the wife can best be illustrated by. the
Qur'wc description of the piOus who pray saying:
Our Lord! Make our wives and offspring a joy for our eyes (and
hearts) Dld guide us (all) as to be models of piety. (25:74)

The dowry and whatever the wife makes or eams are· absolute- .
ly hen; the husband is entitled to no part ofit either through amalgamation of assets or otherwise, in sharp contrast with some
ancient traditions (Num. 30:17), and .with some modern
CU5toms. 17
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The Qur'!n Jta~ dearty~'ftCf~pecificaJlyindicated the blood telationsh_ps wMc:hpr~itrw~age (.:23). The prohibitiOn eifDUy
applies to some con~by. marriage and includes dk Wttnurse wIio, i"~qJf:ttei'iiCfo(breast feeding the child. isrreited
like the.niC)tlIet.< Wili'~al emPhasis an iIl~gic:aJ pio~on
which hadpRvliled\ to ~. before Islam was annulled· by .the
Qur'an . (3):.37). P~e~to. fdopt children and tiVC.them
every pn\ritelt.cnie>te4 by~ own sons. The wire of the adopted son dsed iot't a~_;PrOhibited..Categori~, fOtnoMual
or biologiCal.~n•.. rrt; ~i_tanU~ .Arabia, as weD as .in some
other s~past.ana·.~.insurmountable barriers of.nce,
caste..coloUI' and social ba~tlnd.·have been traditionally put up
against ""mage.~;*~ ~. anphltically condemned by
the Qur'~~ the maincrittrtatHt.teoopizes is faith and righttoU5ness. A btlieving maid is ·aetter tor you than an iefc)latress lady
even thou.hthe latter maY.Weal to you (2:221).
The adoption of chilc:ltm cooldpi'oduce phantom blood relations. abndh'ffal c6nh~hs and might prohibit marriages
which are· logically, biologically and religiously permissible. It
would also il'lterfete with the relationship between the child and
his real pamtm and (amily, between him and his foster family, and
between Ifnn and sodetYatlarge. The Qur'.anic advice for evading
these social pl'Obtems is·:
Call thftnby (th~fijlfte()f) their fathers, this is more equitable
withAllm; bUtif you kn'bw not their fathers then they are your
bret1ueninf~th anayoutproteges~ (33:5)

PLURALITY

tiF WIVES

This is one of the main foCal targets of Orientalists' criticism and
one about WIlii:h seriOUs misconceptions have &ten spread in the
West by n'lUkittldes off~ritastic films and novels ofthe "Thol!sandand-on~Ni8Iit$"type. There, the Muslim man is still Wieldy pictu~ as one: .pOSsessed.. by physical passion and himself in possession of a hiteem comprising a large number of wives and c0ncubines. Wi'thfullliberty to shift from one wife or a num~ ofwives
to another. t8Hence we hear the oft-repeated Ct)", past and present,
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for the emancipation of women. This serious point deserves enlightened consiaerition bl whoever is iniei'estCdto learn' the tnlth
a~ut how tk Q'tr'inaridotflerbooks haCile the subject. .
.,First ofi1l;. \VJiat m.'aY'.·f)e·pCllriitted .by tiJli.niis....•~ ("·plur..
afit)' of wivCS"), and' m~~ ~ notjJOl'fS:Jtriy rc;;
the
correct c~don is .~ 'multiple' Wives. arid "llusbandiJ",
l1Oi'. is it polyan(1ry.. ~aBy' empha¥U."ISlam ~demns
hOinaeduility, ~d lesafmism; itdis~~Js ~ of exttilmemoral ~t.ion. lhlfOiltUDately, mDie W
SOcieties
IiiVe .·srimd' tfIeif Jin'U'*ith i'bCir Chl'ifiililQritage,tiecoming
eii!juflCdby ~ft1ont~s and'fli'vee.lhet'iilen a passi~e attitude or everi:liplizedSUCh dootaedmOraldCCic1encc. 19
has al)abriced,~c lfid DttegftteCI view Ofi:rian. He is
not d~, 1101' jshe expected to be ~dWiwflat.beis with
hiS.natuw. ~ntions, biOJOf"Cal disposittOlUjD'd ~ve desires" so long as. these are ~Iy disc:ijJlii1ea•. Ai .SUch. when
Islato pcmUGpolygyny it is in teCOgnitiOri man~s Dibe; a safe
and sound solution for some acute socW piO"l~.,
basic
facts were overlooked by certain Christian and JeWish societies
which arbitrarily im~d mcmogamy.
It is well known, although not so widely' publicized, that
polygyny has been adopted in several ChriiJtiariand JewiSh circles,
both past and present, as instanced by the MormOn COmmunities.
Polygyny has been practised· throughout human' histOly, notably
by biblical prophets such as Abnham, David and SOlOmon, to
name but a few. It was also a matter of coUrse for the emPerors as '
well as the ordinary subjects in both the Roman and BYzantine
Empires before and during the early Christian era. It was not until
the sixth century that Justinian I decreed a .laworderiDg his subjects to limit themselves to monogamy. HowevCl'. omy the elite
then seemed to haVe abided by' the ruling while for die masses it
was a dead letter.2Q Likewise arilortg the ancient Jews arid Arabs
plurality of wi"es Was rec:0piZed as a custo .:U
Dl
Even today, we are informed that polY~'JCWiiJh immigrants have been causing the ISdeli housing~ agfeat deal
of embarraSsment. 22 Aldrough it is ROt· widely publi=a, the
views of some Afro-Asian b&liops, whOprerer pOJ)tiDy to ~
fidelity and . . swapping, are'kDown tomlny. 23
The m~y inStituted by some ChDs6a.. sddCtles was
evidendy a 80Cial nther thart. a religious injunction;. ~ is no
basis for it in the Gaspe'-. Polygyny was a commomy accepted
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way of life during the· period of the biblical revelations; and this
may account for the Bible not dealing with· the subject. The Bible
does not forbid it or restrict it, nor does it even impose regulations
ijohn 8; Deut. 22).
When the Qur'an was revealed, it did not ignore the practice or
discard it, nor did it allow it to continue unchecked or unrestricted. The Qur'an could not be indifferent to the question or
tolerant of any chaos and irresponsibility asseciated with it. As
it did with other prevailing customs, the Qur'an stepped in to
organize the institution, to eradicate its traditional evils while ensuring its benefits. Ever mindful of the needs ofman and society,
the bold though benevolent intervention of the Qur'wc legislation produced definite norms for polygyny. 24 It became permissible only under specific circumstances and with certainqualifications. The Qur'anic law was the first to tackle this point and set a'
maximum limit of four to the number of wives. This permission
is stin an exception' to the ordinary rule, but it is prescribed as a
solution for some social and moral problems.
.
The second or third wife, if ever taken, is entided to exactly the
same legal, social, financial and personal rights and privileges as
the first wife. Equality between the wives in maintenance, treatment, even kindness and affection is a prerequisite demanded by
Allah for the permission of polygyny, and must be fulfilled by the
husband. The occasional miSconduct of some people is no fault of
the norm:
And if you fear that you shan not be able to deal equitably with
the orphans marry women of your choice, two or three or four,
but if you fear that you shan not be able to deal equitably (with
them) then only one or what your right hands possess. (4:3)
Thisvtr5e was revealed after the Battle of Ul}ud in which many
Muslims were killed leaving widows and orphans for whom due
care was incumbent upon the Muslim survivors. Marriage was the
best and noi'mal way of looking after these widows and orphans.
With this background. it is evident, as 'Abdd-'A~ apdy put it,
that Islam did not invent polygamy, nor does it encourage
polygyny as a common rule. 2S Not did it demand its· abolition
knowing the impossibility ofenforcing such a rule. as people would
certainly have found ways around the prohibition. This is evident
by the different names it takes in societies whose constitutions and
relative ethics do not approve of polygyny.
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Looking at circumstances today, polygyny presents the natural
solution for certain social problems..ln some nations, in the after..
math of devastating wars for instance, women outnumber men.
What should unmarried· women do? Where and how can they
find the naturally desirable companionship, in the physical, moral,
social. sentimental and emotional senses? If these natural desires
and normal aspirations are not fulfilled within the legal and
religious· framework of marriage, what are the consequences?
Very many have known and seen the moral chaos and irresponsi..
ble behaviour, with society either tumiDg a blind eye ot tailoring
legal sanctions for what they see becoming the vogue. Who is the
victim of this kind of relative ethics? Is it in the interest of society
to snppress the legitimate desires and natural longings of men and
women for companionship, the suppression of which by and large
cannot be effective in reality and which would only drive them. to
illicit outlets. Whether it be from the social, moral, humanitarian
or spiritual point of view, it is certainly far better to permit part..
nerships on a legal basis and in an honourable responsible manner,
than to impose a ban against nature and then ignore. the drastic
moral repercussions.
Quite a number of writers from East and West, indoctrinated
by such relative, fashionable morality ...; or immorality - have
expressed their revulsion for the Islamic traditions of polygyny in
particular and the status of women in general. 25 These have been
capably refuted by several scholarly Western women who have
carefully studied them in detail, then embraced Islam. 26.27

DIVORCE, WHEN AND HOW?
No other topic seems to have been more of a target for ruth-.
lessattaeks and harSh criticism from Orientalists past and .pres-.
ent. It has been condemned as the worst symptom of degradation
of women in Islam. 28 It may be quite valid for some individual
cases in a few communities bearing the name "Muslim", but, is
this Islam? How far in line with, or rather alien to, the Qur'inic
teachings is this ill-treatment of wives? Not one of those Oriental..
ists seems to have cared to ask the question or look for a scientific
or objective answer.
The Qur'in never sanctions total freedom for divor.:e, n~~· does
it blindly or theoretically ban it. Islam is realistic, and thus pre181
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scribes divorce as th~ ultimate m~@ne for speci~1 cases of m.,..
riage which defy re~y. wiltre ~q other lOluqan is human~y
. possible. Although divorce is allowed. the Pr~phet" quoted by
Mo'adh..ibn-Jabal ~9 have indicate4Ptat amOllglawful deeds ~
most hated by A~!s divorce. 29
Marriage. as said~lier, is a solemn COJltr~.et for the husbagq
and wife tq1ive "!,~f9J1tiJ\QOUS h!ppy. pea~fu,l co~panionsl)i.p
and to fuJ~U its n~ p\irpq$eS. But, as is wellitnown, despite~U
precauti'mfWf~;~),',. !Jusband a9~~~e ~s. 'Veil as e,yeryone el~
conce~. ~ . ~,~¥,~ noblc1 g~, ~~al1. bcltavio~r can Pc
changeab~~~~mpeven ~p~~~~l~. TheQ~'an al~o~~

for this, .and at tbf ~ time ~. no~ r~~ ~!lY kind of
nominal•. ~Wi.pllaQ" ~. ,ineif~ti¥!= ~f9fge, such as separati~.
There a~m"!~.~p'resc:rip~~,fC)..r;,C!+ri~ t~~ ~1'~led sit9~
tions wh!fP~v~'P1:l~een t~p~c,~~hj~h, an,ore often t~p
riot, staq .~an. a Ix.!ffi~ of ~ ~ ~ . ~f; ~o parti~
should try tq settle .~~ di~pute ~ sq!~ ~,* p,,"qblC?91 betw~p
cach other; cach ~~~ bcpio~. an4 .S~~i~~ity to ~
other (4:~~. I£~f ~.~potrcach,ar~9.n~'~~,~~·~9poil1t
a c:ounsc:llc>r from '~~~ aqd her rela~\p~ .,.vho ~()~4 help them ~o
sort out their
-:<_.,- 4jffcrcn~:
,..·.\·v,-.·, .. ,
,"j

C"; .",'

:.....

And if Y9~ fPr a b.~ach ~.~ .~t'YR, ~PP9iQt an ar~ifsr
from ~~21~ ffl~ .~~rbi~ ~m,.b~Ji,.~~.!e· If th~y k9.~h ~C;
sire agJ'~menf ~m i11 effect ~l'mR~lY ~~'Y~ th~m. Sur~ly

..

Allah;~e:v.~r ~lti~ ~ware. (";~5)

The h~~~~ a94~("i ~~ enj9~~ alw~ys t() be kffi~ to each
other. If he ha~ S()~ things ~ h~ ,,:i(e, ~~ is r(:nYpde~ that
there m~y be ~y.'.~~'. gm ~~ a""!o1~.Il~r~ (4;'~ N() dOtlb~
this advi!=egoes for 1x,)t~parties.
If this ~~nw~ ~~. ~ciJiatiqq . a~ .•~ •. ~ ~e;ep,memtog~h~,
divorce ~.. Ite, ~to ill. itf.p.~~ ~"~ s~Cess,iye
stages. ~ ,a ~~ whcnnq~ ..~~, ha~(: ta~
place, the husbaqd>or ~e. ·~h~~ ~,~g, ri~~~ q!l s()l~mHW
express the ~,.tq ,
4ivor~. ~ . a subs~uent waiti~
period of ~ tR·· ~F QlO~t.M,~~~bc divorcee rc:m~!qs
completely, s~~~ ~ main~~.~Y.Il~ ex-:husband (2:2.
240). Evt;q,.. uni=r .~.~duou'9{.~~R~.ljoth p~l'tics arer.~
minded to shoW~~~c.ntion t() e~9l otb~r, amI .to. b!= pio~,
realizing th~~.iJ AIJ~lUto:~(~:t).
During the wai~llg period. the would-be div.orcee canpot marry
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another man. Both she and her ex-husband .have time to think the
matter over. They may even come to appreciate each other's good
points, creating a favourable chance for reconciliation.
After the expiration of this waiting period reunion between husband and wife would be like a fresh marriage with regard to its
formalities. Then, if their relationship does not improve. they can
resort to divorce a second time. But jf their secor,d reunion proves
to be a failure again, then a final divorce may be administered:
Divorce may be twice, thenktep them in good fdlowship or let
them go with .kindness. (2:229)
:Before, .during. and .after the proceedings of divorce, piety. righteousness,consideration and human dignity stand.in the fore(tont.
Each party is always reminded tokt':ep these ideals. Some other
Traditions, in contrast, have' given .th.: busoand an unc:bcdted authority for the divorc¢ and disd1arg~ of the wife who would have
no rights. (Dcut. 21:14; 24:1)
As 'Abdel..'Ati apdy indicated,' it is not necessary for a Muslim
to separate from his or her partner for several years before a
divorce can be granted. Nor is the legal sanction of divorce
conditional on adultery. Divorce and separation as endorsed by
certain systems can very often involve immoral actions which
Islam can never accept becauscit would violate the whole code of
ethics which it cherishes. 30

THE STATUS OF WOMEN
This is yet another subject On which ruthless accusations are made
by Orientalists against the Qur'inic teachings. For inStance. Wollaston and others imagined that the Qur'indidnot admit women
to Paradise, deprived them from participating in prayers. sanctioned their degradation, not to mentiOn other revolting
treatment. 31
Admittedly. as with Nature, Islam. does not hold man and
woman as identical. Islam and the law of creation regard man and
woman as equal, complementary to .each other, but not identical.
This difference between equality and sameness is o{paramount
importance for appreciating human nature and society. Bearing
this fact in mind, there is no room for imagining 'womCn in Islam
to be inferior ·to men.' simply because their obligatiOll$ and rights
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are not identical. The fact that Islam gives woman equal, though
not identical,. rights illustrates that it acknowledges her independent personalinrand different biological makeup.
AS'Abde1-'Ap has duly shown. Islam neither branded women
as the product of the deVil nor considered them the seed of evil. 32
Never in the history of Islam has any Muslim writer doubted the
human status of woman; her having a soul or possessing fine spir. itual qualities. Nor do Muslim men pray in gratitude to God particularly for His not creating them women, as distinct from followers of older Traditions. Nor have Muslim women been commanded to keep silence and to be under obedience (I Cor. 14:34).
According to pre-lslaD}ic Traditions, woman was a contemptible
creature, untouchable even by her own family when in her menses
period. In the case of her husband dying she used to be either inherited by his relatives or, in some societies, burnt alive on his
funeral pyre. 33
The status of woman as established by Islam is unique. In some
respects it is superior to customs in certain Western nations and
Communist ·countries. In both societies, the woman has to toil in
order to live. Sometimes she does the same job as the man for
much less pay. Consequendy, to win the right to acquire knowl.edge and the freedom to work. she has to make prohibitive sacrifices and give up many of her other natural rights. Whether all
women are pleased with these "liberation'" movements, and
whether they are happy and satisfied with the results is a different
matter. But the fact remains that the rights a modem woman enjoys fall short of those established for her Muslim counterpart by
divine decree.
. In Islam, she has her independent financial identity, whether she
be wife. mother, sister, daughter or otherrebtive (4:32). She is
fully entided to inherit. to earn, and to handle her own business
ttansactions· without. any restrictions or sponsorship from husband
or father. She is not barred from inheritance by any number of
brothers (4:7; Deut. 21:15-17). Islam does not recognize the
change in a woman's name by marriage; her maiden name· remains
an integral part of her social, economical and business personalities. Contnry to certain Orientalists' accusations, these privileges
are •more .advanced than some which women are applying for in
~e civilized societies today. J4
lbe Muslitn· woman is always associated with the traditional
vCil.She should beautify herself with honour and dignity. chasti184
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ty, purity and integrity. By refraining from all deeds and gestures
that might stir the passions and invite the gaze ofstrange men, she
is protecting her character and morality. (24:30-31)
Muslim men and women are both urged to strive in search of
knowledge. As related by 'Anas;"ibn-Malik,the Prophet declared
that the search for knowledge is incumbent on every Muslim male
. and female. 35 This declaration was enthusiastically implemented
by the Muslims in the·periods when they used to live according to
their faith; we read how the names of women featured among
eminent scholars, poets and sufis, such as Zainab, Saldnah and
Rabi·ah. As much as man, woman isentided to freedom of ex- .
pression and to put forward her opinions on public, legislative and
religious matters. History relays how a woman's opinion has influenced a code that was established by the Caliph 'Omar-ibnelKhanab. Even the arguments of women with the Prophet himself
are recorded in the Qur'an. (58:1-4; 60:10-12)
Not surprisingly, woman is recognized by Islam as a full and
equal partner to man in the procreation of humankind. (4:1) She is
equal to man in bearing personal arid common responsibilities and
in receiving rewards for her deeds. A typical verse related to this
matter is rendered:
And their Lord has accepted and answered them (saying) Never
will I cause to be lost the work of any of you be he male or
female, you are members one of another. (3:195)
The mistaken interpretation of two verses· (2:228; 4:34) has
caused some Orientalists to imagine a supremacy of man over
woman. One of these verses is interpreted:
And women shall have rights similar to the rights against them
according to what is equitable, but men have a degree of advan;.
tage over them, and Allah is mighty Wise. (2:228)
This declaration should be studied in its proper context. In 2:227234 several aspects of the husband-wife relationship are discussed
with particular referen~e to the subject of divorce. Hence the verse
under study here indicates that women have full rights, the
same as men. It adds that the husband has a degree of advantage
which is only fair, remembering that the maintenance and full
support of the household under all conditions are solely incumbent upon him. In return for all his extra responsibilities. he
should have more say than his wife, not forgetting that he is gener185
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ally more capable of taking an objective view of things, making
more rational decisions and is less likely to be influenced by sentimental emotions, and that piety and consideration are the main
theme for the husband-wif~relationship,
A few Western women thinkers have greatly admired Islamic
womanhoo4 while condemning the maMers of some Western
"bachelor: girls ... trousercd.· monstrosities with strident voices,
fema:le$ whco ape m~ and boast that they can do a man's work,
women who arc neither mothers, wives nor .lovers but unsexed
misfits".36

PARENT- CHILD, RELATIONSHIPS
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Parents and children are bound together by mutual commitments;
each is asked to be mindful of God and to fulfill his obligations,
out of love and obedience to Him. Children are both a divine gift
and a test; they mOlY cons~iWte sources of pride and joy, seeds of
vanity, a temptation to overindulge and a cause of distress to the
parents (18:46). Guide1ine~ are set· for the parents to be neither
over-protective nor nesli~,c;ntoftheir children. '
The QUr'an condeJPl1etiand prohibited the inhuman and cruel
ancient custom of killing', unwanted children, which existed in
Arabia37, as well as among the poor masses in the Antonil1e
period of the Roman Empire. 38 Among the most inviolable privileges of chjld,~en is their right to life as well as to legitimacy. Parents are ordered by tbeQut'an'to cherish and develop theirchildren's p~ysical and spi{iJI,I~well-being (20:123; 66:6). The p~rents'
responsi~i,1ity and detrisicve r,?le in moulding the child's pc:rsonality
is duly emphasized. ~hetller the parents are alive or deceased,
present or absent, c"p:lble or without means, known or unknown,
it is the jQint responsibili,tY of the Muslim community to look,
aftertbe. chil4's welfa,r« in, eVery sense of the word (4:2; 93:10).
A grea.ter empha,sis is lai"f:on the care and consideration which
childrenrnl,lst show to, dl~,r parents under all conditions. Next
only to se~~. AIl.~,t;Op;t,~tb.ankfulness to the parents (31:14):
And thy L9fJ;! 'h.:l~, d~~ee4 t~t you serve no one but .liJn. and
do good (ibsan)· to Patents, If either or both reach old age with
thee say not Fie· to the111 nor chide them and speak to them
generous words. (1':23)
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The wholesome concept of j~siin covers what is right, good,
gentle and beautiful. It demands from the children active empathy,
patience, gratitude, compassion and respect for their parents. providing them with the sincere counsel, .support and maintenance
they need, and every help to make their lives as comfortable as
possible. It also includes prayers for their souls and honouring
their legitimate commitments after their death. The Q~r'an expresses it in touching words:
And lower to the~ t~wing of humility out. of mercy and say:
My Lord have mercy on ~hem as they brou.ght me up (when I
was) little.
Your Lord knows best w~t is in your hearts; if yo~ arerighteous He is surely Forgiving to those who tum (to Him). (17:24)
This behavioural theme required from the children is unconditional. It does not depend on whether they approve of their parents' ideas or deeds. It should prevail even despite any great difference of belief or o.pinion, or "generation gap" (6:74; 19:42-48).

The Qur'anicattitude towards
sl:avery
Although the slave trade has been internationally outlawed since the
eighteenth century, some disguised substitutes have been discovered to have existed up to as late as 1972 in some countries. Hundreds of Africans were discovered being shipped in sealed trucks
through Italy to other European countries where they would be
put to heavy work on. construction sites without any health, job
or social security; once there they would subsist in almost concentration camp conditions. 39. Od<.\ly enough. many criticisms have
been hurled against Islam in this matter and hence the reason for
these paragraphs.4(},
.
History records that slavery has been coeval with. the existence
of human society. and was fully established in ancient Rome and
Greece as we1J:.as elsewhel'cJoDgbefore Islam and Christianity.
Aristotle described it as necessary, natural and even beneficial
when properly applied. 41 Gibbon and Blair estimated the proportion of slaves to free citizens in Rome to have been about three to
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one in the three centuries around Christ's birth. The sources of
slaves used to be the results of capture in wars, piracy, kidnapping,
sale of children by their own parents, and punishment for certain
types of crimes. According to some old Jewish traditions, thieves
and insolvent debtors used to be enslaved, some even with their ,
wives and children (Exod. 21-23). Ancient Greeks were not
allowed by law to take c()-Citizens as slaves, while among the'
Hebrews temporary enslavement was permitted. However, enslaving other "inferior" races wa~ sanctioned and even· recommended (Lev. 44).
.
The Church was not happy with slavery but its attitude was
almost entirely passive. To many a white Christian his black coreligionist may very well have been his equal in the kingdom of
Heaven but certainly not in the kingdom of this world. 42 The
. absolute power, to the extent of life and death, possessed by the
master over his serfs and families of slaves exhibited a revolting
picture of moral depravity and degradation.
Yet it is not slavery that the Qur'an mentions but the emancipation of slaves and this it does in several contexts; not as a mere social or humanitarian gesture but first and foremost as an act of
devotion to Allah, the Beneficient, the Merciful. Among the charitable deeds of highest merit is "to free a slave" or next best to give
food on a day of famine. (90:13-14) There are wrongs, as seen by
the Qut'an, for which the prescribed expiations are freeing slaves.
If the wrongdoer has none, let him buy one and manumit him.
If that is also impossible, either because there are no slaves or
if the sinner does not have the means, there are substitute deeds of
repentance. For instance, he who says something. unlawful to his
wife should repent thus:
And those who put away their wives by calling them (like) their
mothers then go back on that which they said must free a slave
before they co-touch.
To this you are exhorted, and Allah is Aware ofwhat you do.
But he who has not the means should fast for two consecutive
months before they touch one another and he who is unable to
do so should feed sixty needy ones.
That is in order that you may have faith in Allah and His messenger.
And these are Allah's limits; and forthe disbelievers is a painful
chastisement. (58:3-4)
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He who uses the name of God in a deliberate oath then breaks it
should free a slave (5:89), while he who happens to kill a fellow
believer by mistake should free a believing slave and deliver blood
money to the family ~fthe deceased (4:92).
And a believer would not kill a believer except by mistake. And
he who kills a believer by mistake should free a believing slave
.and blood money should be handed to his people unless they remit it as alms ... but he· who has not the means should fast for
two consecutive months, as a penance from Allah, and Allah is
ever Knowing, Wise. (4:92)
In sharp contrast to submitting slaves to questioning and execution vicariously for their masters, the Qur'an declares, "not a soul
shall bear the burden of another soul" (17:15). There shali be no
distinction between slave and master, no discrimination
among races, all humans are the children of Adam, and Adam was
created from dust; there shall be no excellence for anyone except
through piety (49:13).
.
It is thus evident that Islam is the only religion which taught its
followers to be kind and humane in their conduct towards their
unfortunate fellow-men who happened to be slaves for one reason
or the other. Islam enjoined its followers to emancipate slaves and
showed them how. As an example the Qur'an mentions a couple
in the Prophet's time who happened to have very little food - barely enough for themselves - yet they gave it all in hospitality, for
the love of Allah, to a slave, an orphan and a needy person (26:
7-20);
When Muslims used to live according to the teachings of the
Qur'an rheir conduct towards their bondsmen was humane to the
extreme, as hailed by Orientalists."3 Did not Bilal, who was an
Abyssinian slave, become one of the closest friends of the
Prophet? He had the privilege of calling the adhan for the
prayers, and eventually he became ruler of one of the provinces of
the Islamic Empire. History also records that among the dynasties
of rulers of Egypt and India in the Middle Ages is to be found that
of the Mamlouks. TheSe were originally slaves who joined the
army and ultimately rose to positions of great power and influence
among the elite in society.
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Conclusion
The verses rendered above under the different headings are not the
only ones related to ethics. How could they be when the Qur'an is
the divine message forman to gqide him in his life on earth?
There are many more verses which lead man along the straight
path under a variety of circumstanCes. For instance, there is the
advice for humility (31:18-19); patience (2:153); gentleness (17:37);
refinemeht of speech (31:17); returning good for evil (12:22);
truthfulness (3:17); fidelity (39:2); sympathy for poverty and misfortune {":135);and care for orphans (":2) among many other
transcendent ethics. Even giving counsel in private is included; let
it be a counsel of goodness and grace and not of sin or transgression (85:9).
,
Among the more delicate points of etiquette to which the Book
has drawn attention is that of greeting and seeking permission
when visiting each other:
.
.
Enter not houses other than your own until you have sought
permission and saluted those in them. (24:27)
And if you enter houses saItlte each other a greeting of blessing
. from Allah. (2":61)
. And enter the houses through the proper doors, (not from the
back). (2:189)
When you eat or drink remember it is God who has provided for
you (5:4). When a greeting is offered you return it with a more
courtcdus greeting or .at least of equal courtesy, as Allah takes
account of all thU!gs (":86).
If you intercede in a good cause to help someone in need, you
will be rewatdedby God (4:85). Do not ridicule others who may
bebcner than you, whether you be men or women; neither etc. fame nor be sarcastic to each other; do not (all others by offensive
nicknames; avoid suspicion, spying on each other and speaking ill
behind each others' backs ("9:10- 12).
Help each other in righteousness and piety, but not in sin and
transgression, .and fear Allih for Allah is strict in punishment.
(5:3)

An integral part of the community's life is the relationship be-
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twccn tribes or n'ations; thcre are treaties to be ratified or wars
which ine.itably. brcak out bctwcen countrics. None of these is
overlooked in the Qur'anic teachings; the theme under all conditions is piety and equity. In the transactions either between nations
or between men, justice and fairness should prevail:
Surely Allah comma~ds you to make over trusts to those entitled to thcm, and that when you judge between people judge with equity.
Surely Allah admonishes you with what is excellent,
Surely Allah is ever Hearing, Seeing. (4:58)
At times of war and even on the battlefield, the Muslim fighters
are commanded to be firm and steadfast but not to transgress, and
always to remember Allah and to exericse piety (9:123).
And fight in the way of Allah against those who fight you but
do not transgress; surely Allah does not love the transgressors.
(2:190)
All these transcendent and comprehensive norms of conduct
have been the object of great admiration from a few scholars. 44
No wonder, because they were established long before etiquette
and codes of chivalry were known in -the East or West. Reflecting
on the verses rendered above, one wonders whether there could
be any comparable man-made code of morality. One is also
obliged to ask how all these verses could be overlooked by those
Orientalists who accused the Qur'an and Islam either of being devoid of ethics or of sanctioning wrongdoing. 45 How could those
fairly recent scholars specifically dismiss the. Qur'an as containing
nothing about respect for parents, property or life, or about the
avoidance of bearing false witness?46 Was it lack of care while
reading the Book? Was it lack of understanding? Or was it simply
blind prejudice? Despite all this carping criticism, the Qur'an remains an ideal: the inspiration for millions upon millions of believers to guide them in every aspect of their lives.
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Chapter 13

Predestination and Free Will

Does man have an absolutely free will to set his course in life and
to reach the goals he aims at or hopes for? Or is his course determined for him by a greater power over which he has no control
nor. any say? Granted, no one has ever predetermined the
time, place or environment of his own birth. It may be argued
that although birth is beyond the baby's control it is not so on the
part of the parents. How much control do they have? Reflecting
.on our genes which hand down to us certain aspects of our looks,
capacities and characteristics from our ancestors which aspect and
which ancestor is under our command? And to what degree?
Of the multitudinous functions operating continuously in the
nervous, digestive, respiratory and other systems in our own
bodies, how many of them are under our management? And to
what extent? No doubt it is up to us to eat or drink, but from the
moment the food goes down beyond the palate how much control
do we have on the processes which ensue?
It is not the author's belief, nor is it the idea he is trying to put
across, that we are simply predestined in every respect; far from
it. How many of our thoughts, words and actions are completely
ours? How many more of our deeds influence families, friends and
others whom we may not even know? No one can deny your
freedom to spend your time the way you like, take the job you
enjoy if it is available, eat the food you fancy at any time you like,
say what you wish to whom you please; all this is your own
responsibility.
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It is thus evident that the subject of predestination and free will
cannot be illustrated in black and white as some people think. The
roles of any person in life when looked at in perspective are no
doubt manifold. Some of man's actions are under his free will
whereas certain others are, to say the least, outside his full
control.
Many thinkers and writers have subscribed to endless discussion
on the subject of free will since ,the ancient times, no matter
whether their background was Muslim, Christian, atheist or
otherwise. Each has claimed to have reached the final irrevocable
solution for the controversy, only to be followed by others who
disagree outright with his ideas and start anew.
It is not the author's intention, nor should it be, to discuss
the different views proclaimed by the various writers, ancient
and modern, because this would extend far beyond the scope of the
present chapter. Instead, attention will be focussed on what the
Qur'an says about this matter and what the Orientalists' comments arc. Reading through the literature, one finds diverse views
taken by Western scholars. The differences are not among their
own ideas but among what they infer the Qur'an to have said.
With a subject so complex, one can easily find an excuse for the
discrepancies among Orientalists; but what is the truth?

Does the Qur'an preach fatalism?
This·has.been the impression given to millions in the West by the
attitude of several Muslim 'individuals and communities they have
seen or heard about. Their resignation to their fate (maktiib or kismet) and the little or no effort they make to improve their conditions, their refusal to seek medication when sick - such behaviour
has been reported and known to many. A case in point is that of
some.primitive mothers in the Egyptian countryside who were
noted by Rhoda Amine to care inadequately for their children's
health. t In fact the germ of their Jatali,sm lay in their ignorance
and defuUtdy not in their religion of which the first instru¢on
ever revealed is the dynamic quickening "r~d". (96:1) As one of
the arguers for this point, Daniel observed that in the seventeenth
century, a period of. their steepest decline,· Muslims used to make
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little or no effort against a plague by taking precautions, whereas
in the Middle Ages, when they were closer to their religion, the
pattern of utter resignation was entirely absent. 2
The behaviour of people can be quite different from what their
. faith teaches. So, what does the QUJ"an actually say? On the question of predestination Bethman found a great number of passages
in the Book which left him in no doubt that man's course oflife is
mapped out beforehand; nothing can fo~estall or retard his
destiny.3 To this Sale added that "good and evil are irrevocably
fixed, with no possibility of avoidance . by any foresight or
wisdom". 4 With the same blinkered fierceness Draycott accused
Islam of establishing its unassailable belief in fatality: "Not even
fatalism of cause and effect bearing within itself the essence of a
reason too vast for humanity to comprehend, but the fatality of an
omnipotent and capricious power wherein mankind can alter no
tiniest detail of his destined lot."s To the same school belonged
von Grunebaum who inferred from verses like the followi~g, a
sapping of the roots of free will which renders man "blind to the
teachings of the past, apathetic in the present and indifferent to the
future".6
To Allah belongs whatever is in the Heavens and whatever is in
the earth,
He forgives ~hom He pleases and chastises whom
He pleases, and Allah is All-Forgiving, All-Merciful. (3:129)
Bethman wrongly claimed this to show that Islam inhibited all
moral initiative, all striving to'achieve higher goals, .all endeavours
to improve character. He could see no room for personal responsibility for success or failure. The mistaken impressions of these
Orientalists will be discussed in the coming pages.
Diametrically opposed to these views were the interpolations
made by Lammens and Watt. They observed many verses where
it is made clear that "God's guidance and leading astray follow
upon man's acts of belief and righteousness or disbelief and
wickedness..7 • "There is much fatalism," Watt added, "among those
who are Muslim; but in the essential Islam of the Qur'an fatalism
is strenuously opposed, even· though frequent expression is given
to the truly religious sense of dependence on God for power to act
.
and .for protection from evil. ..8
A broader view of the Qur'an was expressed by Arberry and
Landau who explained the relationship between God and. man.
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,"They are agreed that every breath they draw, every glance they
cast and every motion they perform is by virtue of a faculty which
God originated in them and a capacity which He created for them;
no action could be performed without these. They are still accredited with acts and merits in the true sense for which they are rewarded or p'unishcd.,,9 Allah issued commands and prohibitions,
sent messengers with good tidings and warnings against which
people, might gauge their work.
Along similar lines Lewis declared that whatever limits might
be set to human freedom by divine decree people had freedom
enough within these limits to decide their own fate. 'Far from
being a fatalistic religion Islam has been a religion marked by a
strong sense of human responsibility for human conduct. It is an
individual responsibility; nO one can suffer a punishment
vicariously.1O Allah charges no soul save to its aptitude (2:~2).
No soul will carry the burden of another (53:38).
Sadly the Qur'anic views on the subject seem to have proved
confusing for Gairdner and Levy who deliberated over the "two
voices" of the Qur'an. Only at times, they exclaimed, is Islam
efficacious and consttuctive, while for the remainder it sinks into
dead fatalism. 11

What the Qur'an preaches on the
theme
On this manifold subject the Qur'anic teachings cannot be encapsulated in one phrase. In order to formulate an opinion let us
ponder a few typical verses quoted often by writers on this controversial topic. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 10, Allah the
Almighty, the All-knowing, created, controls and maintains the
universe. He created everything with a perfect design and measure
(6:73; 14: 32-34).
Although numerous natural phenomena are subservient to man,
he himself is one of Allah's creatures. Admittedly he is a favoured
one, but, nonetheless, he should not put himself above his proper
status:
Allah is He Who created you, then He sustains you then He
causes you to die, then He brings you to life. (30:40)
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When one of the kings thought of himself as a master of everything, he was trimmed down to size by Abraham. Their discussion is vividly narrated in the Qur'an:
When Abraham said My Lord is He Who gives life and causes
to die, he said: I give life and cause death. Abraham said: Surely
Allah causes the sun to rise from the East, so do thou make it to
rise from the West; thus he who disbelieved was confounded.
(2:258)
No man can cause the sun to rise from the West, stop the rotation of the earth or prevent the moon from waxing 0:' waning.
Anyone of these, and multitudinous other natural phenomena,
although assigned to serve man, are far beyond both his capacities
and responsibilities. All are most definitely within Allah's dom~in.
And We have placed in the earth firm (mountains) lest it quake
with them, and We have placed therein ravines as roads that
haply they may find their way. (21:31)
Looking at the rendering of this verse one realizes that man has no
control on mountains to prevent the earth from quaking, whereas
he can and must exert some effort to make use of the ravines and
find his way when travelling. Because this effort is within his
capacity it is therefore his responsibility.
There is every proof that man is finite and circumscribed in his
powers, faculties, range and spectra of his senses, knowledge and,
last but not least, life span. Nevertheless, his mental, conscentious
and intuitive capacities are adequate for his taking the right decisionsjn certain situations but he cannot pass balanced judgements
on everything. Every man and woman has the ability to discriminate between right and wrong (90:10), and is therefore responsible for taking the proper decision. Man does not live in a
vacuum. Before taking any step in his life, he should use his brain
and think. An evident axiom is that, with man's limited capacities
he needs assistance of various kinds. The greatest help to believers
comes from the Omnipotent, Omniscient, Beneficient, Merciful
God. He has sent messages for guiding mankind·towards the good
ways ofIife (3:164). Because of his superlative mercy, God holds
man responsible only after sending him his message of guidance:
Whosoever is guided, for his own soul is he guided, and
whosoever goes astray to its detriment only does he go astray.
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And no bearer of a burden bears the burden of another. Nor do
We chastise until We send forth a Messenger. (17:15)
Man is held responsible for the work he does - not for that
done by others. His responsibility is limited by the range and degree of his freedom, the scope of work he can do or refrain from
doing. The benevolent deeds he achieves are held to his credit,
whereas any wrong which he does with full intention, free will
and complete control on his wits can only equitably be held
against him. If he does not beseech his Lord's forgiveness he
should only expect his fair punishment:
And whoever does evil or wrongs his soul then asks forgiveness
of Allah will find Allah Forgiving Merciful.
And whoever commits a sin commits it only against himself. And
Allah is ever Knowing Wise. (4: 110-111)
It is one's work, not wealth or children, which can be· held to
one's credit (34: 37-38). Ifone happens to do wrong by mistake,
forgetfully or under an ~utside influence, Allah the Compassionate offers forgiveness, but only if the sinner asks humbly for repentance (2:286).
On the other hand, if you try to do good but for some external
reason cannot accomplish the work, you will still be generously
rewarded for you~ good intentions:
Whoever goes forth from his home fleeing to Allah and His
Messenger, then death overtakes him, his reward is indeed with
Allah. (4:100)
While the pious, patient and keen doers of good will receive an extremely generous reward, those who are compelled despite their
will to do wrong will be graciously forgiven (39: 33-34; 16:106).
The disbelievers who reject Allah's messages out of their own
free will can expect to be held responsible for their actions. Can
they disclaim their will power which they have enjoyed ? Or will
they contend that their disbelief was their fate, God's will which
they could not alter?
Those who are polytheists will say if Allah pleased
we would not have set up naught with Him. nor
would we have made anything unlawful (6:148)
They would only follow a conjecture and would tell li~s which
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they realized in their own hearts to be false. They would admit
honestly to their own selves that during thei: lives on earth they
have had the free will and ample power to choose and to follow
either of the two paths, the right or wrong.
Without any doubt. Alla~. the Just is capable of putting them
on the right path; but He gave them the free choice:
And if Allah pleased He would certainly have gathered them all
to guidance. (6:35)
And if Allah pleased He would have made you a single nation
but that He might test you in what He granted you. So vie one
with another in virtuous deeds. To Allah you will all return so
He will inform you of that wherein you differed. (5:48)
t

They had the power to choose, and those wh:> out of their own
free will chose to disbelieve Allah's messages have used false logic
when· they said to the messengers:
If your Lord had pleased He would have sent down angels. So
we are disbelievers in that which yo~ are sent. (41:14)
Instead of paying heed to the message and using their brains to
judge its truth for themselves, they chose to deny it outright before even hearing it. and came up with any argument. no matter
how irrelevant. such as to demand that God's message should be
delivered by angels. This persistent, arrogant denial of the- truth
would justifiably qualify them for divine chastisement. In tpe
Hereafter they would say;
Had we but listened or pondered. we would not have been
among the inmates of the burning Fire. (67:10)
Those who close their. minds to the message and blindly follow
the wrong traditions of their ancestors may end up as atheists or
polytheists and in their fatalistic submission declare:
,

Had the Benevolent pleased, we would not have worshipped
them (the partners we imagined). They have no knowledge of
this; they only lie. Or have we given them a Book aforetime to
which they hold fast? Nay, they say: We have found our fathers
on a course and surely we are guided by thdr footsteps. (43: 2022)

Islam does not let man wander from the right path and then
blame his fate. Had this been the case, Allah's commandments, his
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messages, scriptures and the promise of reward and punishment
would all have been void, and impossible to reconcile with the
Almighty's wisdom and justice. 12 Those who try to explain away
their disbelief or misconduct through the workings of fate and
who try to deny responsibility for their evil doing are repeatedly
condemned in the Qur'an:
And when they commit an indecency they say: We found Our
fathers doing this and Allah has enjoined it on us. Say: Surely
Allah enjoins not indecency. Do you say of Allah what you
know not? Say My Lord enjoins Justice; and set your whole
selves (towards Him) at every prayer and call on Him being sincere to Him in obedience, as He brought you into being so shall
you return.
A party has He guided, and another party perdition is justly
their due. Surely they took the devils for patrons instead of
Allah and they think that they are rightly guided. (7: 29-30)
Yet, those who have used the faculties Allah has granted them,
have seen the light and followed the path of righteousness have
indeed qualified themselves for Allah's mercy and rewards
(7:42).
And they say: Praise is due to Allah Who guided,us to this; and
we would not have found the way if Allah had not guided us.

Certainly the messengers ofour Lord brought the truth.
And they are called: That is the garden you were made to inherit for what you have been working. (7:43)
Does this sound fatalistic? Is not divine gcidance absolutely
essential for findirig the right way? For who else is more expert
and a better guide than God? We should not forget the fact that
Allah's guidance is available for everyone, man and woman. And
only a minor effort is needed from the person concerned to tap
this. The faithful do not claim full credit for their good work because they realize that the divine grace,· besides His guidance, includes the faculties He created in them and the resources He made
available to them. (16:78)
Those Orientalists such as Bethman and Von Grunebaum who
assumed the Qur'an to preach fatalism were confused by the following verse:
And certainly We have created ;or Hell many of the Jinn and of
mankind, ... (7:179)
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As if they have not heard the rest of this verse describing those Jinn
and men:
... They have hearts wherewith they understand not, and they
have eyes wherewith they see not, and they have ears wherewith they hear not.
TheY are as catde; they are even more astray.
These are the heedless ones. (7:179)
The disbelievers have not sought Allih's guidance nor have they

used the raeu1ties he has granted them. As they did not take
advantage of their intellects, they were worse than the creatures
which had none, namely. the cattle. Can they deny that they had
ample power and freedom to see, hear .nd study Allih's signs?
Did they not willfuDy refrain from doing so?
. An adctitional support for their same misconception was sought
by Bethman and his colleagues in the verse (3:129) rendered earlier. .
When they read that Allih forgives whom he. pleases these Orientalists are knocked off balance, causing theiD. to come up with
blasphemous accusations such as that God is a "Capricious power
not bound by the moral law, in no way obliged to give man right
guidance or to reward or punish him according to his work". 13
But, with ra~ clear ~g, this verse should· be read
to~with~y otherS in the sarne Book. As ~n example:
Verily AUih does not wrong the weight ofan atom; and if it is a

good deed He· mul,tiP.lies it and gives from Himself a great re-

ward. (4:-4() .

' ..$ ,

And uit is an evil. deed God forgives the wrongdoer if he
pleases, and chastises uhe pnses. ffHe forgives, surely He is Compa5$ionate, and Merciful; but if He chastises surely He is just. God
imposes .the .~ punishment earned by the wrongdoer with his
own free wiD and power. So, where are the grounds for the above
accusations? As it is well known to Muslim scholars that the
Qur'inic verses explain each other t 4, so the verse (3:129) should
be ~dtQg~~ with:

man

And that
can have nothing but what he strived for and that
his striving wiD),e seen.·
.
Then he will ,be rewarded for it with the fullest reward. And
that to thy Lord is the destiny. (53: 39-42)
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So, there is no caprice but graciousness and mercy, no terror but
comfort and hope, no fatalism but benevolent work and good
faith in the Kind, Compassionate, Generous and Just Lord.
The Islamic conception of predestination is that everything, including every individual's nature and behaviour, is fully known to
Allah the Creator, the Omniscient:
And conceal your word or proclaim it, verily He is Knower of
that which is in the breasts.
Would He not Know what He.created, and He is the Knower of
subtleties the Aware? (67:13-14)
Allah does not force man's choice; He guides man who alone·
works out his salvation by faith and good deeds.

The Qur'an versus the Prophet's
teaching
To the author's knowledge and surprise Watt is the only scholar
who imagined the Prophet's Tradition as a "straight even atheistic
fatalism" in drastic opposition to the Qur'an. 15 While the Book ~
theistic and dominated by a faith which h(jlds that the courses of
the worldand ofhuman life are controlled by the Righteous, Compassionate Lord, Watt dismissed the Traditions of the Prophet as
tending towards atheism. In his words: "The outstanding fact is
that human life is controlled and fixed; the controlling forces are
mostly thought of as vague, mysterious and impersonal as in the
statement [of the Prophet's]: 'what reaches you could not possibly
have missed you.' .. This, incidentally, is.a mistaken translation, as
will be shown be1oW. 16 Watt thus ascribed what. he wrongly
imagined to be atheism in the Prophet's teachings to the old preIslamic customs of the Arabs which leaked through to orthodox
Jslam.
Unfortunately, two mistakes were made by Watt in quoting
the above saying of the Prophet: one is that he used the wrong
tense, and the other is that he quoted only a part of the whole.
That understandably. led to his vehement accusation against
the Prophet's teachings. For a rational appraisal one should at least
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quote the whole of the Prophet's utterance on this issue. It was
offered as a piece of advice to his young cousin 'Abdullah-ibn'Abbas. He said:

o boy; I teach you some words; cherish Allah and He will cherish you. Cherish Allah you find Him always. Seek to get near
Allah at times of ease (by thanking Him), and He will be near
you at times of hardship.
If you ask, ask Allah, and if you seek any help, seek Allah's
help. Realize that if the nation gets together in order to bring
you harm they will not be able to except by Allah's leave; and if
they congregate to bring you· benefit they will not be able except by Allah's decree.
Realize that what has reached you would not have missed you;
and what missed you was not aimed at you. And know that
success comes with patience, that relief comes with affiiction
and that with hardship is ease. 17
Now, where in this Tradition did Watt discern atheism or fatalism? And where did he perceive a contrast with the Qur'anic
teachings? For the Book says:
And if Allah touches you with affiiction there is none to remove
it but He; and if He intends good to you there is none to repel
His grace. He brings it to whom He pleases of His servants, and
He is the Forgiving, the Merciful. (10:107)
And when the spirits of the Prophet himself were at their lowest
ebb, did he not receive this revelation?
Verily with the hardship comes ease;
With the difficulty is surely ease.
So when you are finished work hard,
and to your Lord be devoted. (94:5-8)
Rather than preaching fatalism or atheism, the above advice of the
Prophet's to his cousin displays optimism, immaculate monotheism, courage, perseverence and above all a strong faith in Allah,
the Compassionate, the Merciful.
The faithful Muslim finds fatalism in neither the Qur'an nor the
Traditions of the Prophet. The Prophet was quoted to have said
that man, by his sins, deprives himself from some of Allah's
provision. 18 This teaching is in harmony with the verses rendered:
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Is it not clear to those who inherit the earth after its (former) residents that if We please We wouldaffiict them for their sins.
(7:100)
And thy Lord would not destroy the towns unjustly while their
people are good doers. (11:117)
Among the Qur'anic and the Prophet's teachings it is said that
one's regret and repentance for one's wrong improves one's con.
ditions in this world and the next.
For instance:
Ask forgiveness of your Lord, surely He is ever Forgiving. He
will send down upon you rain pouring in abundance, and help
you with wealth and sons, and provide for you gardens and
provide for you rivers. (71:10-12)
The Prophet was quoted by Ibn-'Abbas to have said that whoever
supplicated for Allah's forgiveness, would be granted relief from
every agony and good which he might not expect. 19 However,
the Prophet did condemn the fatalist attitude shown by some idle
Muslims in his time who did nothing but claim to have good trust
in Allah.
Reading the Qur'an and the Traditions of the Prophet, and
understanding their phraseology one easily discerns the complete
harmony existing between both of their teachings. No wonder
the Qur'an repeatedly enjoins the believers to "Obey Allah and
His messenger" (8:20), and to "Believe in Allah and in His messenger" (7:158). Had there been a contrast or a discrepancy between the Traditions and the Revelations there would have been
no point in such injunctions. If the contrast Watt imagined had
been true, obedience to the Prophet would have meant ipso facto
disobedience to the Qur'an. And how could the sources of divine
power from outside this world referred to by the Prophet sound
anything but mysterious to Watt and others?
The only explanation which may be offered for Watt's misconception is that he, perhaps understandably, could neither have covered the whole volume of the Prophet's Traditions nor could he
have achieved a comprehensive grasp of the Qur'anic views on
such a manifold subject.
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Conclusion
Man can rightly be described as a member of a community, a descendant and an ancestor of generations, a link in a long chain and
a creature in a universe, His will can no doubt be stated as free,
but his freedom can never be claimed as absolute in all respects
nor extending beyond time and space. The freedom is naturally
bounded by certain limits.
This fact sho~l1d by no means be a source of shame, disgrace or
anxiety, for the simple reason that the range of man's freedom is
amply proportionate to the scope of his mental and physical capacities which, although being sometimes a source of pride, are inevitably circumscribed.
One should not. expect a comprehensive opinion to be defined
in black and white on such a manifold subject as free will and predestination. The subject has exercised the minds of untold numbers of thinkers down the centuries. After. all, this theme relates .
not only to man's whole life but to his destiny in the Hereafter
as well. The Qur'an condemns the attitude of fatalism as a misuse
of man's intellect and an unjustifiable excuse put forward by
wrongdoers for evading their responsibilities. At the same time it
cultivates a mature· standpoint· towards this world and the next, a
sense of man being a creature both fully responsible to, and dependent upon, Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
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Chapter 14

The Qur'an and the
Metaphysical WarId·

Not aU things in existence are perceptible to our senses. There are
things in this world which we cannot see, hear, touch or smell,
yet they have long been proven to be among the realities we recognize. The more we learn, the more we become aware of the existence of creatures, elements and media which may seem new to
us although they have long been there. As an instance, two centuries ago people would not have believed that germs or viruses,
electromagnetic waves, or the ionosphere existed. Of course, the
scope of knowledge has expanded tremendously in the last few
decades, but this expansion has been limited to the physical world.
Information about the metaphysical world cannot be acquired
through our senses by physical experimentation. Its source is divine revelation either· relayed by prophets or through the inspired
flashes of other-worldly perception experienced by saints and
mystics. Those who.follow other channels in search of knowledge
about the ~etaphysical end up with nothing but mere conjecture.
The su~atural world is· much more extensive than our limited ma~!. For instance, in the physicil sense man is defined
by his b6ay and the phenomena operating within it. Whereas in
the metap~ysical sense man is not only a mere body, but he p0ssesses a sOUl, a spirit as well asa heart. This metaphysical heart is
not the organ which pumps the blood through the lungs and the
rest of the body; it is the centre of passion, love, hate, affection,
. longing, anger, happiness and sadness.
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The spirit (ar-roul,)
•

By "spirit" is meant the being which when associated with the
body signifies life and which when it departs leaves the body
lifeless. The difference between life and death for a person, an
animal or a plant is drastic, to say the least, although the physical
differences between the body just before and after death may be
imperceptible.. What caused the vitality ofevery bodily function to
cease? What cut the person off from his immediate surroundings, from the rest'of the world? He ceases to see although his
eyes remain wide open, he hears no more despite his ears being in
as perfect condition as just before. Although his sense nerves and
sensorium are still there almost intact, neither touch,· prick or
blow can he feel.
What is this spirit which is such a well-spring of vitality? Most
admit its existence but no one except God knows its substance.
And they will ask you concerning the spirit,
say: The spirit is by command of my Lord;
and of knowledge you have been vouchsafed
but little.. (17:85)

The soul (an-nafs) and the heart
(al-qulb)
As the only thinking being on earth it follows that man alon" is
entrusted with a sense of responsibility. The state of being aware
of his soul and seeking to know its capabilities '. an essential step
as he embarks on the spiritual path in his search for knowledge of
Allah. Man's physical needs of eating, sleeping, propagating and
his other primitive instincts, he shares with the animal kingdom.
It is his higher faculties that set him above the brutes. The highest
faculty is reason, which enables him to contemplate the Divinity
and His attributes.
The brain, the senses and all the physical capabilities of man are
the instruments and· tools at the disposal of his soul for achieving
happiness in this world ~nd the next. Each of man's senses has it~
respective delights. The eyes' pleasure is in observing the beauties
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of nature in scenery and in the faces of persons close to one's
heart; the ears' joy is in listenm. teharmonious sounckand melodies. For he, or she, who seeks knowledge of God the. exquisite
delight of the soul is in perception of the truth, and its extreme
felicity would be in the contemplation of God and being in His
presence. A man who lacks interest in the pleasures of his soul is
depriVing himself of great bliss. It is even worse thaneradicating hearing and seeing from his senses.
A person who allows his earthly desires to dominate him and
neglects his soul by aIlo~g its faculties to rust, can only be the
loser in this world and the ne"t (91:7-10):
And whoever is blind in this (worl~ to his spiritual needs) he
will be blind in the Hereafter and further away &om the path.
(17:72)

Whereas those who have nourished their souls With faith and
righteousness Will enjoy serenity and happiness in this· world and
in the next (72: 13).
The heart, the centre of feeling and passion,· was described by
al-Ghazily, the great Muslim mystic, as having a window overlooking the unseen world. 1 The more man purifies himself from
carnal passions andconcenrrates his sotil's attention on Allih's
messages and creation, the more conscious of, and responsive to,
the spiritual world he win get. His heart will be dearer and more
receptive, like a brightly polished mirror briniantly retlecting the
incoming divine light. Evil and wrong cast opacity on the heart
and cloud the mirror.
In the words of a contemporary Sufi, as the moon transmits indirectly the light of the sun to the darkness of night, '~nalogously
the heart transmits the light of the spIrit to the darkness of the
soul. But it is the moonlight that is indirect; the moon·itse1f, when
it shines in the night sky, is looking directly at the sun and is itself
not in night but in daylight."2 This symbolism reveals the transcendence of the heart and explains what is meant when it is said
that the heart is the faculty of direct spiritual vision. But in fallen
man this faculty is veiled. By hisaets, man's heart, not Iris eyes,
turns blind (22:46):
Nay, what they have been earning is rust upon their hearts.
Nay, surely they are on that Day debarred
from their Lord. (83: 14-15)
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The cure and comfort for the heart lie in remembering Allah,
invoking his rwne and meditating on his signs:
Those w~ believed and whose hearts. find tranquility in the
remembrance of ADib,
Verily in the remembrance of ADib do hearts find tranquility.
Those who believe and do good, Joy is for them and bliss
(their) journey's end. (13:28-29)
Those who attend to their hearts' perfection will be the felicitous

in the Hereafter:
The Day when wealth and sons avail not (anyone) save him
who comes unto Allah with a sound heart. (26:89)

Death ~ the grave
Each soul has its appointed term in this world ending in death, the
homecoming to Allih, the Creator. With death, the soul loses
control over the body which begins to decay. The soul can earn
no more, neither good nor bad. It takes the first step into the
metaphysical world and starts to perceive its new environment to
a degree no more limited by the physical senses of the body.
The process of death is depicted in the Qur'in as taking place
gradually throughout the body. The soul becomes detached from
the people around it, although its fleshly envelope is physically
still in dleir lllidst. No one of them can possibly put the soul back
into association with the body.

Why then when it comes up to the throat,
and you are at that moment looking,
and We are nearer untO him than you but you see not,
Why then if.you are not in bondage (unto Us)
Do you not force it back if you are truthful? (56:83-87)
Death is· expressed in the Qur'in as the ..Certain Truth", the
"True Certainty" (15:99), or the "Return" (96:8). A man or
woman is not described as dying but as "receiving" or "having
death come to him [or her)", ~'to be hit by the calamity of death:'
or "to be fulfilled by death" (2:132; 4:15).
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He is the Dominant over His servants;
and He sends guardians over you, .until when death comes unto
one of you Our Mcsscngen will cause him to fulfiD (his term)
and they negleq DOt. (6:61)
According to Islam death is not the end - far from it - it is the
beginning of the Hereafter. After death, man clearly perceives the
value ofbis work on this earth, whether good or evil,md be sees
the a'eward or ~ent awaiting him.

Resurrection
As one of the basic bclicfsoflsJam, despite being denied by disbelievers old and new, the theme of resurrection and judgement frcquendy recurs in the Qur'in. Logic is persistendy employed, as
man is invited to ponder and sec for himself:

Does not man sec that We have created him from a small
life--germ, then lot he is a nwrifest opponent.
And he strikes out a similitude for Us and bas forgotten his
own creation.
.
Says he: Who will revive the bones when· thcyhave rotted
away?
Say: He will revive them Who brought them into existence at
first, and He is verily Knower ofevery creation.
Who has appointed for·you fire from the green tree and. behold
you kindle froni it.
Is not He Who created the heavens and the earth Able to create
the Iilce of them?
Aye that He is! and He is the AlJ-Knowing Creator.
For His command when He intends a thing is only that He says
unto it: Be, and it is.
.
.
Therefore, Glory be to Him in Whose hand is the dominion
over all things. Unto Him you will be brought back. (36: n83)
Yet the disbelicven of old imagined the resurrection to be im-

possible once the body bad decayed and the bones had turned into
dust. Those of today can have much less excuse since the Qur'inic
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truth bas now been repeatedly corroborated by scientific evidence.
It has been preven that even while alive, some of man's tissues die
to be CPDtinuously rcplacedby new ones. His hair falls out to be
graduaDy:ltnewed roughly once every six years.
With death, even if the dead body is _cremated, not one atom
vanishes by the chemical rea~ons of burning; It merely becomes
combined with other atoms such as tholCof atmospheric oxygen.
In the subsequent reactions. in the atmosphere, the soil, plants,
animals and others, the atoms exchange affiliations with one
another but every individual atom with its ever spinning electrons
remains inexistence. It is th~ within the dominipn of Allih and
at his command (50:4). He knows where each and every atom is
and to what it belongs:
Noe an atom's w~ght. or· less thail that or greater, escapcth
HiDt -ilathe heavens or in the earth, but it is in a clear record.
(34:3)
After aU. are noe sleep and waking-up pcrpccual- reminders to us
that we shall die and then be brought back to life? "How wonderful is death and his brother sleep!" (Shelley):
Itisahnost unbelievable to see writers like the Rev. Menezes
ridiculing the Qur'inic teachings about death and resurrection,
dubbing them as ..the most absurd notions especially when we
consider that many people are burnt or d~voured by wild
beasts.,,3 The Reverend Menezes has evidendy overlooked the
two importaDt -passagei in the Bible which speak so emphatically
oflife after. death (lsa. 26:19; Dan. 12:2):
.And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall wake,
SODllC_to c\pCrlasting life and some to shame and everlasting contempe. (Dan. 12:2)
We also find in Dr Moody's Life after Life" aieontemporary Western aflira.Uldon- of life after death in the evidence collected from
those whO bad actually been pronounced cli'nica1ly dead but who
rcturnedto tCstIfy-to the afterlife.
AnyOne whedenies the life after death may be asked a simple
question and be invited to reflect on it. In your previous stage of
life, as • tmbryo in your mother's womb, if you were
approached somehow and told that after a certain period of time
you would come out and be able to fill your lungs with fresh air.
to see various lights and hear various sounds coming from far
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away, to eat independently a variety of food, to walk on your
own feet, even .to travd over distances millions of. times the
dimensions of the womb you are curled in and to be completely .
independent·oCit. would you have bdieved all these facts then?
Resurrec:tictnand sathering of mankind are elaborated on in
numerous passages of the Qur'an (36:49-53; 50:20-29). The day
of teS\lrrCcticm 's~all be extremely long. far longer than days of
this·wotld; it $haD be thousands of years Ions (70:1-3). The earth
shall be violently shaken. the graves shall be scattered open, the
......the moon and the 'stars will no more have their present pat~ which is suitable for this world (81:1-3; 82:1-4). A time
when the sun shall be folded up. and when the stars shall bedimmed and· when the earth shaD be shaken ·with its final earthquake
yidding up. its burdens. On that· day .the mountains shall be
moved like carded wool, and mankind shall come forth from their
graves and be as thickly scattered moths (SiiNlu 81, 99, 101). People shall find themsdves in an absolutdy different environment
during this hard and excremdy Ions day. There. friends and relatives shall recognize each· other. but everyone shall have. terrific
apprehensions of his own, sufficient to consume all his thoughts
(80:24-27):
On the day when every soul will find present whatever it has
done of good: and that whim it has done of evil it would wish
there were a long distance separating it.
And Allah cautions you against His (retribution); and
Allah is Compassionate to the servants. (3:29)

Judgement'
The scene is vividly depicted in the Qur'in:
And We will gather mankind together and We shall not leave
anyone of them.
And they shall be set before thy Lord in distinct order. Now
you are come unto Us the same as We aeated you the first
time. but you claimed that We will not perform our promise.
And the book (wherein everyone's actions are recorded) shall be
laid; and yo-.1 shall see the wicked in great fright of what-is (re211
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corded) in it, and they say: Doom to us, why does this book .
omit neither a small action nor a great one.
And what they had done they found present.
And your Lord is never unjust to anyone. (18:47-49)
And We WiD Set up a just balance on the· day of Resurrec:tion
so no soul will be wronged in the least; .
and if there be the· weight of a grain of a mustard seed We will
bring it; and suftic:ient are W~ to take account. (21:47)
On that day, the righteous shall be honoured and given their
boob in their· right hands; they shaH be c:allcd to an easy account
and shall turn to their &milic:s with joy• But those who have committed .wrong. in this world without repentance shall be given
their boob in hUmiliation; they will wish they had never received
their boob nor had· bccft raised from the dead. Their riches and
power ofthis world shall be ofno am to them (69:18-29; 84:9-15)
On that day, no soul shaH be able to give or take any credit from
aaothcr soul. nor even intem:de on its behaI£ .No parent will be
able to avail himself of his smJ nor will the child be able to avail
himself of his parent (31:33).
Every soul will scrutinize what it has achieved in an attempt to
assess its destiny; but there Will be DO friend, no helper, DO sympathizer, no patron except AlJih.

Those who disbelieve, even if they had all that is in the earth
and the like of it with it, to ransom themselves th~th from
the chastisement of the day of Resurrection, it would not be
accepted from them; and theirs is a painful chastisement.
(5:36)

.Even the members- of one's body will be evidence and bear witness for or against one's work in this world:
That day We shall sql their mouths, and their ~nds will speak
to Us, and their fecf will bear witness as to what they earned.
(36:65)

And they will say to their skins; Why bear you witness against
us? They will say: AIbh Who makes everyth!ng speak has made
us speak. and He created you at first and 10 Him you return.
ADd you did nOC hide lest your ears and your eyes and your
skins should bear witDess against you, but you thought that
Allah knew not much of what you did. Ancl that your (evil)
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thought which you entertained about your Lord ruined you so
have you become of the lost ones. (41:21-23)
After each soul has received its sentence. the wretched condemned win be herded to Hell, and the rejoicing righteous will
be led to Paradise (39:71- 75).

Hell-fire
Nowadays it is unfashionable in some circles to believe in Hell,
but its existence for Muslims is very real. As depicted in ,the
Qur'an, it is awful beyond imagination.
And what will convey to you that which crushes to pieces? (It
is) the fire of (the wrath of) Allah kindled (to a bbze).
That which leaps (right) over the hearts.
It shall be closed in on them in columns outstretched. (104:5-9)
It is the fire, whose fuel is people and rocks which is prepared
for the disbelievers. (2:24-)
We have prepared for the disbelievers fire which will hem them
in. If they implore relief they will be granted a water like molten brass that will scald their faces. How dreadful the drink and
how uncomfortable their abode. (18:29)
As for those who disbelieve, for them is the fire of Hell; they
are not completely destroyed so they would die, nor is its torment lightened for them. Thus We punish every ingrate.
And they cry for help there; Our Lord, release us, we will do
right. not (the wrong) that we used to do.
Did We .not grant you a life long enough for him who rct1ceted
to· reflect therein?
And the warner came unto you.
Now taste, for evU-doers there is no helper. (35:36-37)
Those who deny the Qur'anic description of Hell may be reminded of the intense heat inside the earth's core, as well as inside
the. sun where thetempcratures reach the order of millions of degrees; these are hard facts for everyone to measure. The faithful
believe in the reality of Hell and seek refuge in Allah's mercy and
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guidance so that they may do good and Allah may accept them
into Paradise. This is one of the basic articles of faith in Islam.

Paradise
The abode of felicity is the generous reward for the pious believers
from their Lord, the superlatively Just and Generous. Paradise is
described in the Qur'an in the plural, as gardens of unimaginable
beauty and delight:
And those who believe and do good, We shall n:take them enter
gardens in which rivers flow, ,to abide therein for ever. It is
AJIih's promise in truth; and who is more truthful in word than
Allah? (4:122)

Faces oil that day will be happy, gladfor their striving. In alofty 'garden, wherein you will heat no vain talk. Therein is a
fountain flowing, therein are thrones raised high and drinking
cups ready plaCed and cushions set in rows, and carpets spread
out. (88:8,...16)
On thrones inwrought, reclining on them facing each other.
Round'about them will go youths never altering in age, with
goblets and ewers· and a cup of pure drink. They are not
affected with headache thereby nor are they intoxicated.
AfJd fruits that they choose, and meat offowl that they desire.
And pure, beautiful ones, like to hidden pearls.
A reward for what they have been doing.
They hear therein neither vain nor sinful talk, but only the
saying: Peace! Peace!. (56:15~26)
Paradise represents the pinnacle of happiness and enjoyment and
the supreme reward for the believer. But all the varied pleasures
will pale into insignificance when compared with the exquisite joy
orhaving pleased God, of being in his presence and being address..
ed by him (36:58):
Allah has promised to the believers, men and women, gardens
wherein flow rivers, eternally abiding therein, and goodly
dwellings it gardens of Eden;
and greatest of all is Allah's goodly pleasure.
That is the grand achievement. (9:72)
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Angels
These are non-physical creatures endowed with life, speech and
reason. They neither rest, eat nor propagate. They never disobey
Allah in whatever he commands them. Only He knows their number, has assigned a duty to each and has graded their hierarchy.
Praise be to Allah, the Originator of the heavens and the earth,
the Maker of the angels messengers with wings two and three
and four.
He increases in creation what He pleases.
Surely Allah is Possessor of Power over aU things. (35:1)
The wings of angels as described in the Qur'an are not physical
like the feathered wings of birds, because angels are supernatural.
Islam categorically disagrees with the practice ofdepicting them in
the form of winged beings, seraphims or infant cherubims as seen
on the walls and ceilings of churches and, of course, in paintings.
It also absolutely rejects the assumption that angels are feminine as
held by some other religions and by the disbelievers of the
Prophet's time:
And they make the angels who are servants of the Beneficent,
females; did they witness their creation? (43:19)
Among the duties performed by angels ,are those celebrating the
praise of God (7:206), recording the deeds of every individual
(50:18), praying for the believers (32:11), and delivering divine
messages of good tidings to them in this world and the next
(40:7), and then coming as the harbingers of death.
Those who say our Lord is Allah then continue in the right
way, the angels descend upon them saying: Fear not, nor be
grieved, and receive good tidings of the garden which you were
promised. We are your patrons in this world and in the Hereafter and have therein what your souls desire and you have therein what you ask for. A welcoming gift from the Forgiving, the
Merciful. (41:50-52)
The archangel who delivered the scriptures to Moses, Jesus and
MuJ:tammad is mentioned in the Qur'an by the name of Gabriel,
and is also referred to as the "Spirit of Holiness", the "Holy Spirit" (6:102), the "Faithful Spirit" (26:193), or "the Spirit" (78:38) ..
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Gabriel is the "Holy Ghost" who delivered the good tidings from
Allah to the Virgin Mary (19:17).

Jinn
These constitute another order of beings normally imperceptible
to our senses; they are of both sexes. Those among them who believe used to follow divine revelations of which the Qur'an is the
latest. The disbelieving)illll are devils, "Satans" (Sr. n). Among
the first Jinn was the one named .Ibis, or Satan, who disobeyed
Allah's command to pay homage to Adam, and subsequently induced Adam and Eve to commit the sin by eating of the prohibited fruit (2:34-37).
A lJ1isconception held by several Orientalists.is that Satan was
originally an angel before being cast out of Heaven for not paying
homage to Adam. 5 The Qur'anic statement about this problem is
crystal clear (18:50). Iblis was of the Jinn, although the injunction
of homage was issued to him as it was to the angels. Other Orientalists .reject the concept ofJinn outright as fantasies, the absurdity
of which was apparent to "intelligent minds". 6 Had these
Orientalists been with us today they would probably have rejected
many modem scientific achievements with their same materialistic
logic. Certain writers, overlooking the fact that the divine origin
of the monotheistic faiths is the same, have confused Jinn with
angels, assuming that angels were aeated out of fire and thus
assigned to them corporeal functions. 7

Conclusion
Belief in· the unseen is a fundamental principle of the heavenly
faiths. It is the line of distinction drawn between faith and disbelief. It also admits the fact that the universe is infinitely more vast
and manifold than what is apparent to sentient man. Those who
do not recognize the. supernatural as fact may end up' rejecting
God himself and thus deprive themselves of divine guidance and
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grace. This guidance is always available for the faithful and is best
illustrated in the verse:
This is the Book, no doubt about it. A guidance to the pious,
who believe in the unseen and perfect their prayers and from
what We have provided them they spend. (2:1)
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General Conclusions

The above survey of Orientalists' views on the Qur'an together
with the study of the relevant verses clearly illustrates three salient
points. The first is that, with a few exceptions, the opinion
generally held in the West about the Qur'an is hardly realistic.
Secondly, numerous Orientalists have unhesitatingly put forward
conjectures before studying the sacred Book in detail, and
without adequate care or sufficient depth to justify their ostensibly
authoritative statements.
The third point is the unanimous agreement among all the writers cited, independent of their diverse backgrounds and beliefs, as
to the unquestionable authenticity of the MUi-~af available to
everyone today. Its content and context are the same as the text
left by the Prophet Mu1).ammad to his companions when he died.
Not a single Siirah, verse or even a single word. has been changed
or claimed to have been changed with supporting evidence. The
arrangement of the text has also remained the same ever since it
was first revealed. However, the difference between their textual
and chronological orders has led to confusion on behalf of a few
writers who have tried in vain to rearrange the Siirahs according to
what each thought to be correct. They came up with diverse results which exacerbated their confusion, overlooking the basic fact
that the revelations were never intended to follow one another in
the Mu!-1}afin a chronological sequence.
- The authenticity of the text and its absolute immunity from
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even the slightest modulation over such an extensive period of
time is surely a miracle which should induce the deepest reflec,..
tions. The same period has witnessed so many drastic changes in
societies, their languages and customs. Some civilizations have
flourished while others have faded and decayed. The Muslim
world itself is by no means an exception. After its initial
tremendous growth in the first few decades of the seventh century
into an extensive empire, its ruling centre shifting from Medina,
to Damascus, to Baghdad, to Istanbul, many of the provinces developed' into satellite states and eventually became completely independent. Most parts of the Muslim world have undergone wave
after wave of invaders, foreign occupations and rulers. There are
now countless political parties and religious sects. Some communities have severed their ties with the Arabic tongue - the language of the Qur'an - and started,;writing in Latin after generations of Arabic calligraphy. Antagonism, strife and even open war
have repeatedly flared up between erstwhile brethren in one or the
other part of the Muslim world. Despite all this, the MU!-~af is
still there readily available in its unique original text.
The miraculous nature of the Qur'an is by 00 means limited to
the preservation of its original text over all those centuries. The
enchanting literary style, as recognized by linguistic authorities
among the born Arabs, is clear, moving and breathtaking, yet,
undisputably inimitable. Understandably, this fact cannever be
appreciated by thpse Orientalists who have either never read the
Book except in translation or read the original text before adequately grasping the language.
The Qur'anic miracle that is still shining through many screens
of translation and can be visualized by non-Arab readers is its subject matter. Having conceded that no translation can do justice to
the sublime literary style of the original, the translator, if he is
careful, can convey some of the· miraculous nature of the ideas
promulgated. This is supported by two impressive observations
made by specialists in physical sciences. l Firstly, there is the complete absence of contradiction between the Qur'anic statements
and established scientific facts; this is in rather striking contrast to
other sacred books. The Qur'an was aptly described by Bucaille
when he said, "It does not contain a single statement that is open
to criticism from moe 'rn science. "2 The other observation is the
presence of several Qur'anic verses which hint at scientific nat.ural
phenomena we now see around us. These were never discCivered
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or even conceived until many centuries after the time of revelation,
These two important observations prove two facts. First, the
allegation so often echoed by multitudinous Orientalists that
Mu~ammad composed the Qur'an with the assistance ofJewish or
Christian sources is categorically false. If that were the case the
Qur'an would not be SO immune from flaws and so different from
the Bible. Had the Prophet been the author of the Qur'an yet
helped by a Jewish or a Christian source he would naturally have
followed biblical lines. What would have induced him, for instance, in his several refer~nces to Jesus, to avoid referring to his
paternal genealogies, which incidently differ in Matthew's from
Luke's Gospel? How could Mul;1ammad have been aware of the
contradictions between the Yahvist and the Sacerdotal texts of the
Old Testament and so evade them when narrating to Noah and
the Flood? And when describing the Exodus what would have induced him to elaborate on the death of the Pharaoh? He added information about saving the Pharaoh's body from being swept
away by the sea and keeping it as a sign for subsequent generations, which information is not to be found in any other scripture.
How could MuJ::aammad have possibly learnt about it all~ The
other fa<.t to be appreciated is that the Qur'an could not have been
written by any mortal including Muhammad himself, because no
man fourteen centuries ago could have been in a position to have
known, guessed or conceived the scientific facts clearly understood by the Verses as explained in Chapter 2..
The extreme wealth of ideas promulgated, emotions aroused
and meanings expressed by the clear yet inimitable style, coupled
with the pure undisturbed consistency of the Qur'an and the complete absence of any contradiction between it and established science put the sublime Qur'an above all other books. In conclusion,
maybe the most appropriate way to describe the Book is to quote
it referring to itself:

Alif, Lim, Mim, that is the Book, no doubt about it, a guidance
for the pious who believe in the unseen, keep up prayer and
from what We have provided them they spend; and those who
believe in what was revealed to you and what was revealed before you and of the hereafter they are certain. These are on a
guidance from their Lord and they are those who are felicitous.
(2:1-5).
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Appendix I
Transliteration of Arabic Words
Every language has its own peculiarities. Among those of Arabic, and relevant to the subject in question, some consonants, the long vowels and
the diacritics are to be noted.

THE ARABIC CONSONANTS
Fifteen consonants correspond almost directly to English ones; Hence
. they need no special transliteration. These are:

Arabic letter
ba

EaSlish letter
b

ta

t

jeem
dal
zay
sin
fa

j
d (as in "doubt")
z
IS (as in "lesson", s in "say" but not s in "rise")
C
k
I
m

bC
lam
mim

nun

n

ha
waw

h (as in "hat'')
w

ya
ra

I'

y

(rolled like the Scottish, not fricative as in southern England).

There are three more Arabic consonants, and the corresponding sound of
each is produced by the combination of more than one English letter.
These are:

An:bic letter
tha
dhal
shin

Transliteration
th
dh
sh

Sounds like
th in "thing"
th in "this"
sh in "show"

We should notice that in Arabic, if the ha follows the sin in a word both
letters keep their respective sounds; they never sound like the English
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combination Ih. They would therefore be transliterated with a hyphen
separating them.
The remaining consonants in Arabic have no directly corresponding
sound in English. They can only be approximated:
Arabic letter
hamah

Transliteration

~

~

fa4

am.

,

4-4

4

4ha

4h

ta

kh

t

"ain

ghain

gh

qaf

q

Approximated Sound
a glottal stop, rather like Cockney
t in "bottle"
with a sound like an exaggerated
stage whisper hal
like the Scottish ch in "loch"
as in "salt" but thicker and more
accentuated.
thick accentuated dd in "ocld"
as in "task" but much thicker
differs from the th in "this" as the
tongue touches the teeth ridge
rather than the front teeth
differs from the glottal stop. Its
sound is produced at the back of
the throat similar to that when
retching
like the French I' in "Paris" but
rather articulated
distinct from the English q as it is
produced much further back in the
throat

In retUrn for these consonants, which are usually so difficult to pronounce for English speaking people, the Arabic alphabet does not contain
a p or a v. The sound of x is represented in Arabic by a kaf followed by
a sin.
Also, there is no letter in Arabic corresponding directly to'the c. It may
be considered by an Arabist as strangeiy superfluous. When it se-unds like
a k as in "cat" it corresponds to a k4j, and when it sounds like an s as
in "nice" it corresponds to a sin. A somewhat similar argument may apply to the case of g. The corresponding Arabic jim sounds like the j and g
in "judge", but not like the g in "good". This pronunciation is only an
accent in some provinces.
In Arabic, each letter has its particular sound. There is nothing like the
gh of "thought" or "weight". An Arab would wonder why "rough" is
notspelt "ruC'.
In Arabic lettering the dots play a very important role. But for the
dots, the ba, the ta, the nUn, the ya, for instance, would look the same,
and the clal and the thai would look identical.
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ARABIC VOWELS
There are short and long vowels. Only the long ones are represented by
proper letters:
Arabic letter
.lif

Transliteration

waw

i.
ii

i.

Approximated Souncl
, prolonged a as in "far" rather
drawled
sounds like a .prolonged u in
"put" or like the 00 in "moon";
but not like the 0 in "ton" or the
u in "bat"
sounds like the ee in "deep" as
distinct from the i in "dip"

In addition to sounding a long vowel, each of these letters cali sound like .
a diphthong, depending upon the diacritics. Thus, the waw can sound
like the ou in "shout"; and the yalikethe i in ·'wide".
The short vowels are indicated only by diacritics. For instance, the
short a (as in "hat"), and the Ii as in "bat" would both be represented by
a horizontal dash above the preceding consonant in each case.
The sounds of 0 as in "hot" and u as in "put" are both represented by
thesamediacritic. Also, theshortiin "pin"and theeasin "pen"arerepresented by the same diacritic. The same English letters are used in the transliteration in this book.

EXAMPLES
Fo'id, with its glottal stop and prolonged i it should sound quite distinct
fromfoad or "food".
1!4SS4" with the articulation of the Arabic ~ and the hissing lin it is not
the same as say 1r4s4".
.
~/it with thc thick whistling f8\f and the prolonged i it sounds quite
different from u/dt, which would be close to "salad".
Wdlid should sound like "",Iud rather than wdlid or "wallet".
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Order of the Qur'anic Siirahs
ND. SiirtJh
Title
in
the
Mu!-tmf

1 TheOpcner
2 The Heifer
3 The Imran
4
5
6
7
8

9

Family
Women
The Table
The Cattle
The Peaks
The Spoils
Repentance

10 Jonah
11 Hiid
12 Joseph
13 Thunder
14 Abraham
15 The I;:Ijjr
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
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Valley
The Bees
The Night
Journey
The Cave
Mary
TaHa
The Prophets
Pilgrimage
The Believers
The Light
The Criterion
.The Poets
The Ants
The Stories

Correct
ChronDlogictJl
Order

5
87
89

ArrtJngtmtnt suggested by
Rodwell

JtJfny

Muir

Noldeke

8
91

6
54

uncertain

48
91
97

92
112
55
39

100
114
89

88

95
113

113
51
52
53
96
72

54
70
50

69
44

45
73
103
74
102
42
47
48
49

2-10 A.H.

97

59

uncertain

60

6-10A.H.
81
91
2A.H.

87

The last

84

75
77

49

90

(114)
79
78
77
89

100
114
89

87
95
113
84

75
77
90.

76
57

40

62

76
57

73
67

46
44

88
87

73
67

69
58
55
65
107

41
50
39

69
68

69
58
55
65
107

80

86

64

105
66

56
68

79

75

38

85
84
5 A.H.
74
61
70
83

64

105
66

56
68

79
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,
No.
in
the

Surah
Title

MUf-~af

29
30

3]
32
33
34

35
36

37
38

39,
40

4]
42
43
44

45
46

47
48

49
50

5]
52
53
54

55
56

57
58

59
60

61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68

69

Correct
Chrollological
Order

The Spider
85
The Romans
84
Luqman
57
Prostration
75
The Allies
90
Shiba
58
The Angels
43
4]
Ya Sin
The Rangers
56
Sad
38
th~ Throngs
59
Forgiver
60
Elucidated
61
Counsel
62
Ornaments
63
Smoke
64
Cowering
65
The Dunes
66
Muhammad
95
Victory
]11
The Inner ApartmentslO6
~af
.
34
The Blowing
67
Winds
Mount Sinai
76
The Star
23
The Moon
37
The Compassionate
97
The Inevitable
46
Iron
94
She Who Argued
105
The Crowding
101
The Tested
9]
The Column
109
Friday
110
The Hypocrites
104
Requital
108
Divorce
99
Prohibition
107
Kingship
The Pen
2
The Indubitable
78

n
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8]
74
82
70
]03
85
86
60
50

47
48

45

Muir

90
60
50
44
uncertain

49
66

42
37

59
80

67
59
73
45

NOideke

8]
74
82
70
103
85
86
60
50

59
80

78

72

78

71

53
7]
76
58
57

71

83
6]
53
72

64
uncertain

88

96

108
112
54
43
44
46

49
48
45

53

uncertain
56
63

25
36

99

106
]02
110
98
94
104
93
]01
109

55
43
48
40
4]
uncertain
uncertain

4A.H.
7 A.H.
uncertain
uncertain

52

65A.H..
82
uncertain

63

17
42

6A.H.

]5

]-8 A.H.
42
52
5]

83
61
53
72

88
96
lOS

112
54

39
40

28
49
43
4]
99

106
102
110
98

94
104
93
101
109
63

18
38
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Sii,ah

i"
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Title

MMf-I}GJ
70

71
72
73

74
7S

76
77

Correct
Citro".,.
logiUJI
Order

The Ways of
Ascent
Noah
TheJinn
.
The Unwrapped
The Cloaked
Resurrection
Man
TheWcndcd

Winds

79

Rodwtll JtJfny

47

Mui,

37

51
62

3
4
31

3
.2

20

46

2

21

2

40

33

36

98
33

36

29

36
35
34

52
32

37
35

30
28

33

33

47

24

14

31
17

32

24

26
1:1

31
41

23

11
32

33

26

28

28
22

19
12

31
29

25
38

16
31
32
8
13
7

23
25

80

81
24
7
82
86
83
1:1
36

8
68

43

52

54

51

6S

62
23

10
35

39

26

23

9

:.~~

12

16
4
5

28

26

en'

1

1

17
1

14
15
4
12
16
17
8
19

25

92

11

24

100
93
14

21

51

uncataiD

30

22
1:1

3
2
7

96

98
~~.

TheCiot
Power

The Evidcnc:e

The<)aake
100 Thea.mas
101 The Sbodtu
102 HoanIi~.
103 The ~
. lOot 'The1'~
lOS The .EIepIqDt
106 QqtaisIl.
107

1(11
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BountY.

42

40

The Snatchers
He Frowned
81 The Folding
82 DisintegratiQll
83 The Cheaters
84 The Splitting
85 The Constellations
86 The Bright
Star
ff1 The Most High
88 The Overwhelming
89 Dawn
90 Hometown
91 The Sun
92 The Night

93· The Foratoon

Niildelee

71

78 The Tiding
79
80

Ammgtffltnt suggested by

11

18

10
9

30

34
29

16

15

21
57

13
32

1:1

18

1

5

10
13

19

13
19

29

20

17

14

IS

9

6
3
58
4

9

5
J9
II

1:1
26

37
29
"22

15
19
34

35
11

16
10
13

12
20

1
14
92
25

30

24
8
21
6
9

4
7
5
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MUf~~"f

109

The Disbelievers

110
ttl
112
113
114

Support
~yFibers

Absoluteness
Daybreak
Mankind

Correct
Chronological
Order

18
114
6
22
20

21

Arr"ngemmt suggested by
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12
111
11
10

34
56

S5
35

6

61 .

7

62

38
30
22
20
uncertain
uncertain

.

Nildeke

45
111
3
44
46

47

Appendix III
Siirahs revealed partly in Mecca
and partly in Medina
T~xtual

Tit/~of

Number

R~v~a/~d

order

Sarah

ofvm~s

in

2

The Heifer

286

Medina (281)

5

The Table

120

Medina (3)

6

The Catde

165

Mecca

7
8
9
10

The Peaks
The Spoils
Repentance
Jonah

206
75
129
109

11
12
14
16

Hud
Joseph
Abraham
The Bees

123
111
52
128

17

111

18
19
20
22

The Night
Journey
The Cave
Mary
TaHa
Pilgrimage

25
26

The Criterion 77
The Poets
227

28

The Stories

88

29
30

The Spi~er

69
60

228

The Romans

110
98
135
78

Except
verses
numbered

R~v~a/~d

in
Mina near
Mecca
•AraBt near
Mecca
Medina

(20,23,91,
93,114,141,
151;152,153)
Mecca (163-170) Medina
Medina (30-36)
Mecca
Medina (128,129) Mecca
Mecca (40,94,95, Medina
96)
Mecca (12,17,114) Medina
Mecca (1,2,3,7)
Medina
Medina
Mecca (28,29)
Mecca (126,127, Medina
128)
Mecca (26,32,33, Medina
57,73-80)
Mecca (38,83-101)Medina
Mecca (58,71)
Medina
Mecca (130,131) Medina
Medina (52-55)
Between Mecca
and Medina
Mecca (68-70)
Medina
Mecca (197,
Medina
224-227)
Mecca (52-55)
Medina
(85)
During migration
from Mecca to
Medina
Mecca (1-11)
Medina
Mecca (17)
Medina

Appentlix 1lI
. Revealtd
Revealeil &cqJt
iN .
"mes,
Numbtred

Textual
order

Title of
Sarah

31
32
34
36

Luqman
Prostration
Shiba
Ya Sin
Forgiver
Counsel .

34
30
54
83
85
53

Mecca . (27-29) . Medina
Mecca (16-20)
Medina
Medina
Mecca (6)
. Medina
Mecca (45)
Mecca (56,57)
Medina
MeCca (23.24,25, Medina

47

Ornaments
Cowering
The Dunes
Mul}ammad

89
37
35
38

Mecca
Mecca
Mecca
Medina

53
56
68

The Star
62
The Inevitable 96
The Pen
52

Mecca
Mecca
Mecca

73
77

Unwrapped
The Wended
Winds

Mecca
Mecca

40
42

Number
ofverses

ill

Z1)
43
45

46

20

SO

(54)·

Medina
Medina
Medina
During
nligration
fr:omMecca
to Medina
(32)
Medina
(81,82)
Medina
(17-33 and Medina
48-SO)
(10,11,20) Medina
(48)
Medina

(14)
(10,15.35)
(13)
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